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Abstract
In 1859, Arkansas artist Edward Payson Washbourne produced a lithograph entitled the
Arkansas Traveler. Based upon a popular folktale originating twenty years earlier, Washbourne
used the image to convey his understanding of the crisis over slavery in the western territories.
Artists in north and south responded to the slavery debate with differing visions of the western
landscape; one characterized by free labor, the other slave. Westward expansion also highlighted
debate about Indians, long relegated to the role of the savage other by the myth of the frontier.
Yet, on the southern frontier, the conversation was different, as slaveholding Cherokees claimed
to be more civilized than the barbaric white settlers. In the Arkansas Traveler, Washbourne,
influenced by his missionary father and his Cherokee contemporaries, presented slaveholders as
civilized and those whites who opposed the expansion of slavery as barbaric. For Washbourne,
as for the progressive Cherokees, the solution to the problem of slavery was to educate these
anti-slavery barbarians in the ways of the civilized south. Thus, the Arkansas Traveler reveals
the role of art in communicating the complexity of ideology on the southern frontier on the eve
of Civil War.
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Introduction
“But what is civilization?” Cherokee Nu-Tah-R-Tuh asked readers of the Arkansas
Gazette in April 1828. Nu-Tah-R-Tuh was responding to previous issues of the paper that
claimed the Cherokees could not attain the same level of civilization as whites. This proposition,
for Nu-Tah-R-Tuh and other progressive Cherokees, was preposterous as they considered
themselves to have progressed much farther towards the civilized state than most white settlers.1
He went on to enumerate the various ways in which the Cherokees could prove their civilization:
their knowledge of agriculture, their ownership of cattle, their style of clothing, their buildings,
their morality and religion, their education. In contrast, Nu-Tah-R-Tuh highlighted the lack of
education and the barbarous behavior of local whites. Having asserted his words as the final say
in the matter, he concluded with an authoritative, “Brother, I have done.” 2
Yet the matter was far from settled as the question of what it meant to be savage or
civilized dominated nineteenth century discourse. American identity had long relied upon the
frontier myth that insisted upon the conquest of the “merciless Indian savages” by more civilized
white settlers.3 Thus, Cherokee claims to a civilized state were contrary to national identity itself.
By mid century, however, definitions of civilization were also interwoven into the fabric of the
sectional crisis and many Cherokees added another dimension to their claims to civilization; their
ownership of slaves. The crisis over slavery broke the bonds of American identity and provided a
1

Those Cherokees who chose to acculturate and adopt Anglo American education and religion
as well as slavery were known as the progressives. The conservatives chose to maintain the
traditional Cherokee culture and language. They did not own slaves.
2
Little Rock Arkansas Gazette, April 23, 1828. Malcolm J. Rohrbough, The Trans-Appalachian
Frontier: People, Societies, and Institutions, 1775-1850, (New York: Oxford University Press,
1978), 277-278.
3
Richard Slotkin, Regeneration through Violence: The Mythology of the American Frontier,
1600-1860, (Middleton: Wesleyan University Press, 1973).
1

window in which the Cherokees and other slaveholding Indians were seen by proslavery whites
in the southwest as more civilized than northern abolitionists and their supporters. Stephen
Douglas’ doctrine of popular sovereignty, or squatter sovereignty as it quickly became known,
further fanned the flames of the slavery crisis and threatened national identity by leaving the fate
of slavery in the territories in the hands of white settlers. The Cherokees watched with horror as
the settlers, whom they had long criticized as barbaric, determined the fate of slavery in Kansas
while the civilized Cherokees were denied the power to stop them.
Arkansas artist Edward Washbourne was well aware of the Cherokee claims to
civilized status and their disdain for uncultured white settlers. The son of missionary
Cephas Washburn, Washbourne was born at Dwight, the first mission to the Cherokees
located west of the Mississippi. He had always been surrounded by men, both Cherokee
and white, who articulated their ideas about civilization and communicated them through
print, usually in newspapers.4 Literacy was both a means for the Cherokees to perform
their claims to civilized status and proof of it. Growing up at Dwight and later in Arkansas,
Washbourne absorbed the political ideas of those around him and learned the value of print
in the promotion of these ideas.
His father and the Cherokee leaders had used the newspaper of the American Board
of Commissioners of Foreign Missions, the Missionary Herald, to further their personal,
professional and political aims. Cherokee leader Elias Boudinot established the first Indian
newspaper, the Cherokee Phoenix, for that very purpose. After their removal from Georgia

4

Cephas's children, having developing proslavery sentiments, preferred to disassociate
themselves completely from the northern abolitionist branch of the family. The resultant name
change was initiated by Josiah Woodward and affected his brother, Edward Payson. Chronicles
of Oklahoma, Vol. 51, (1973): 70.
2

to the west, the Cherokees continued to use print, newspapers of their own when possible,
those of their white allies when not, to advance their goals.
Washbourne’s childhood friend, John Rollin Ridge, was the first Indian to publish a
novel, Joaquín Murieta; a novel that was embedded with his political views. Both Ridge
and his cousin Elias Cornelius Boudinot edited newspapers in which they conveyed their
political opinions. Washbourne’s brother, Josiah Woodward, as well as his mentors
William Quesenbury and Albert Pike, were also editors of Arkansas papers. All of these
men were fiercely proslavery and took an active role in its written defense. Ridge declared
that, in a democracy, political newspapers are a necessity. “In America,” he wrote, “each
person is a politician in a sense and is much more attuned to political happenings, than, say,
someone living in a monarchy, or an oligarchy. As a result, the American public needs the
news and intelligent commentary that such newspapers provide.”5 The ability to sway
political opinion through the written word was vital to the Cherokees as they lacked formal
political power within the American system.
Artist Edward Washbourne understood that newspapers were not the only vehicle
for political writing emanating from the frontier south. His mentors Quesenbury and Pike
had a love of art, poetry and humor, and Washbourne learned from them that these media
could also be embedded with political ideas. Both men wrote and published stories in the
genre of southwest humor. The southwest humorists reacted to Jacksonian democracy in
their stories, told by gentlemen narrators, that ridiculed western settlers. His friend, John
Rollin Ridge, also believed that poetry and literature did not need to be distinct from

5

James W. Parins, John Rollin Ridge: His Life and Works, (Lincoln: University of Nebraska
Press, 2004), 158-9.
3

political writing. Ridge claimed that “Whenever there is a great exaltation of feeling, from
any cause whatsoever, a strong infusion of sentiment, a lively effort of the imagination, a
more than ordinary eloquence of expression, the political spirit is present.”6
In addition to an understanding of the power of the printed word, these men gave
Washbourne an understanding of the role of art in communicating identity and political
ideology. He gained exposure to art through his education from his father and also through
Albert Pike who had an interest in the arts and subscribed to the art unions that distributed
prints by prominent artists. Quesenbury, an artist and printmaker himself, taught
Washbourne the mechanics of creating prints and how to market and distribute them. From
the Cherokees, he learned the use of portraiture to communicate social standing and to
perform a civilized status.
In 1854, Washbourne traveled to New York to study with the portrait artist Charles
Loring Elliott. Here he furthered his understanding in the role of art in communicating
national identity. Initial artistic attempts to foster unity in the United States had relied upon
images of George Washington and scenes from the Revolution to craft a new national
mythology. While images of Washington reminded Americans of who they were, other
images reminded them who they were not. That is, they were not Africans and not Indians.
Although artists understood the need for a national art, the crisis over slavery led to
separate artistic visions from north and south that both illustrated and fostered the collapse
of a united American identity. Northern artists increasingly demanded an American
landscape characterized by free labor and southern artists envisioned an America built upon
slavery.

6

Ibid., 158.
4

Figure I-1: Edward Payson Washbourne, Self-Portrait, ca 1850, Arkansas History
Commission
By the late 1850s, Washbourne was back in Arkansas as the crisis over slavery
reached its zenith. The men around him were deeply involved in the sectional crisis and
took pen to paper to lobby vehemently for the slave south. These proslavery Cherokees
took advantage of the breakdown in national identity to ally themselves with other slave
owners. To those in the frontier south, a commitment to slavery became more important
than an identity based upon the conquest of Indians. Washbourne was as eager to
communicate his ideas as his contemporaries but he was an artist, not a writer. Washbourne
used a painting, distributed as a lithographic print, to convey his own political views. His
lithograph, the Arkansas Traveler (1859), is a lens into his understanding of the crisis over

5

slavery from his home on the Arkansas border with Indian Territory, the very place where
the south met the west on the eve of Civil War.

Figure I-2: Edward P. Washbourne, The Arkansas Traveller, 1859, Engraved by Leopold
Grozelier, J.H. Bufford and Sons, Boston.
The foundation for Washbourne’s lithograph was a popular folktale, told in the
format of southwest humor, and an accompanying musical tune that circulated throughout
the nation. The tale had originally been a political joke that originated in the 1840
presidential campaign. Washbourne shrewdly built upon the tale’s popularity, interlacing it
with his understanding of the current political situation to ensure his print was intelligible

6

and instantly marketable. In the lithograph, Washbourne addressed both the debate over the
expansion of slavery and its relationship to nineteenth century definitions of what it meant
to be civilized. Washbourne’s Traveler was based loosely upon the folktale but shaped by
the ideologies of the missionaries and the Cherokees.
In brief, Washbourne’s image presents a meeting between two men, a distinguished
traveler on a horse and a settler, or squatter, and his family outside their cabin. The well
dressed man on the white horse is identified at the bottom of the print as Arkansan and
slave owner Sanford Faulkner. The sign above the cabin identifies the squatter as a
purveyor of whisky, one of the unprincipled white men who had plagued the Cherokees
since the arrival of Edward’s father Cephas to Arkansas in 1819. The pressure of white
settlement had pushed the Cherokees westward, first voluntarily, then through violence in
the forcible removal known as the Trail of Tears. After the introduction of popular or
“squatter” sovereignty to determine the fate of slavery in the territories, the Cherokees and
their white allies understood the threat posed by the emigration of settlers with anti-slavery
ideas. Building upon the suspicion Arkansans and Cherokees held towards new settlers in
the wake of the squatter sovereignty crisis, Edward Washbourne made the visual argument
that this pioneer family may not support slavery; that they may harbor abolitionist
sentiments.
Yet the scene is also hopeful as Washbourne depicts Faulkner, upon his white
horse, as a messenger of peace who ultimately controls the scene and gives direction to the
squatter. There is hope in the young boy upon the ash hopper who may be civilized once he
is separately from the influence of his family and educated by those like Faulkner. Though
the skies are stormy, the sunlight shines upon the traveler on his horse. Washbourne, the

7

son of a missionary, valued education and understood that the children of the settlers could
be educated in the ways of the south in the same way that the Cherokees had embraced
literacy, and slavery, to become civilized.
Elliott West writes of nineteenth century westward expansion as a conversation between
the west and the south. This dialogue was partly about free soil, the question of whether slavery
would be permitted in the new territories of the west. It was also about the status of other
nonwhite peoples, the Indians already there and those being forcibly removed from the east by
the American government. 7 Yet the conversation was also about what it meant to be civilized as
this question, the progression from the savage to civilized state, dominated nineteenth century
intellectual and artistic discourse. This conversation was uniquely different at the very place the
south met the west. In the Arkansas Traveler, Washbourne presented those whites who opposed
the expansion of slavery as the barbaric other. The slaveholding Cherokees saw themselves, and
were seen by their white allies, as akin to the figure on the white horse. For Washbourne, as for
the progressive Cherokees, the solution to the problem of slavery was to educate the anti-slavery
barbarians, here white settlers, in the ways of the civilized south. Thus, the Arkansas Traveler
reveals the role of art in communicating the complexity of ideology at the south and west on the
eve of Civil War.
Much has been said about the Arkansas Traveler, a tale central to Arkansas’ cultural
mythology, since the mid-nineteenth century. Historians have examined the origins of the tune
and the folktale as well as the impact of the tale upon the image of the state. However, little
research has been completed on the specific relationship of the tale to the 1840 political
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Elliott West, “Reconstructing Race,” Western Historical Quarterly. Vol. 34, No. 1 (Spring
2003): 6-26.
8

campaign in which it was produced. Researchers have also neglected to examine the meaning of
the visual image of the traveler produced by Arkansan Edward Washbourne in 1858 as it has
been assumed to date that the image was a direct and unmodified picture of the tale produced in
1840. While several authors have mentioned that Washbourne’s father was the missionary
Cephas Washburn, little attention has been given to the influence of the missionaries or the
Cherokees in his work. This dissertation moves beyond the current historiography to illuminate
ways in which the Arkansas Traveler participated in the debate over slavery twenty years after
its first creation.
The starting point for any study of the Arkansas Traveler must still begin with the classic,
Arkansas Folklore (1942), by James M. Masterson. Masterson traces the many iterations of the
story and provides a rich repository of their details. Masterson also provides details on related
examples of Arkansas folklore which can be used to further illuminate the meaning of the tales
themselves. Masterson, did not attempt to attach any specific meaning, political or otherwise, to
his examples of Arkansas folklore.8
Historically, much of the research on the Traveler is useful more for Arkansans’
reactions to the image rather than illuminating its meaning in the nineteenth century.
Specifically, most work by historians has examined the role that the Arkansas Traveler
image has played in the poor image of the state. This negative depiction of the Traveler
began in the nineteenth century and continues today. H.C. Mercer noted this is in Century
Magazine in 1896.9 Early in the 20th Century, one author maintained that, in its depictions
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James R. Masterson, Arkansas Folklore: The Arkansas Traveler, Davey Crockett and Other
Legends, (Little Rock: Rose Publishing Co., 1974). (Originally published 1942)
9
H.C. Mercer, “On the Track of the “Arkansas Traveler,”” The Century Magazine, Vol. 51,
Issue 5, (March 1896): 707-712.
9

of “shiftless squatters,” the story of the Arkansas Traveler is largely responsible for the
wrong impression of the state itself.10
Historian Mary Hudgins returned to the role of the Traveler in the negative image of the
state in a 1965 article. She opined that it was “Sandy Faulkner and Edward Washburn, with the
complicity of Messrs. Currier and Ives, who must bear the brunt of having pilloried their state,
and held it up to 100 years of ridicule before the nation.”11 Her concern, like that of many others,
was with the presentation of the squatter’s family as poor and shiftless.
Brooks Blevins, in his recent work on Arkansas’ image, also investigates the origins of
the tale noting that it draws upon the convention of the comic conversation dating back to the
sixteenth century.12 He underscores the involvement of Arkansans Albert Pike and Sanford
Faulkner in the popularizing of the tale in the 1840s. He does not however investigate their role
in politicizing the tale and image. Their involvement with the tale, and later with the print, raises
many questions about the message inherent in both as they took an active role in promoting a
southern way of life that centered upon slavery. Ultimately, Blevins does not question their
involvement and returns to the role of the image in perpetuating negative opinion of the state.
Jeannie Whayne et al., in Arkansas: A Narrative History, the textbook for undergraduates at the
University of Arkansas, also continue the trend of connecting the image with the poor reputation
of the state without attempting to analyze the image in its context.13
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John Hugh Reynolds. Makers of Arkansas History. (New York: Silver, Burdett and Co., 1911):
275.
11
Mary D. Hudgins, “Arkansas’s ‘Traveler’ – Who Really Dreamed Him Up?” Arkansas
Gazette, August 29, 1965.
12
Brooks Blevins, Arkansas / Arkansaw: How Bear Hunters, Hillbillies & Good Ol’ Boys
Defined a State, (Fayetteville, AR: University of Arkansas Press, 2009).
13
Jeanie M. Whayne, Thomas A. Deblack, George Sabo III, Morris S. Arnold., Arkansas: A
Narrative History, (Fayetteville: University of Arkansas Press, 2002), 55.
10

George Lankford and Sarah Brown departed from the departed from the concern about
the role of the Traveler in the negative image of Arkansas and argued that the painting was
“southwest humor on canvas.”14 Lankford outlined Washbourne’s relationship to the Cherokees.
He argued that Washbourne had captured the social tension between the wealthy planter and the
indigent squatter in the same manner that the southwest humorists had done.15 Brown followed
Lankford’s argument and added detail about southwest humor and its audience in the northeast.
Though Brown presented the painting as based upon the tale as an example of humor she did not
present the meaning of the tale itself nor the meaning of the corresponding image. She assumed
that the image was a direct retelling of the original story.
I have previously argued that the image and the tale must be analyzed in their historical
contexts rather than what they have come to mean to Arkansans in subsequent decades.
Newspaper accounts from the late 1850s indicated that the image was a source of pride to the
state in this period. However, my article did not offer insight into the reasons that Arkansans
viewed the image favorably in the years immediately preceding the Civil War. Thus no author
has fully investigated the meaning of both the tale and image and their participation in the
political discourse of the nineteenth century. 16
Gene Bluestein interpreted the tale as a variant on Frederick Jackson Turner’s frontier
thesis. To Bluestein, the meeting of the civilized traveler and the barbaric squatter carried strong
overtones of the notion that a distinctive American culture arose from a series of contacts like

14

Sarah Brown, “The Arkansas Traveler: Southwest Humor on Canvas,” Arkansas Historical
Quarterly 46, no. 4 (Winter 1987): 348-375. George Lankford, “The Arkansas Traveller: The
Making of an Icon,” Mid-America Folklore, Vol. X, No. 1 (Spring 1982): 16-23.
15
Lankford, 16.
16
Louise M. Hancox, “The Redemption of the Arkansas Traveler,” Ozark Historical Review,
Vol. 38, (Spring 2009): 1-30.
11

these between civilized outposts and “primitive” settlements.17 The frontier thesis, however,
proposed that newcomers became civilized Americans by conquering the barbarism they found
on the frontier. In contrast, the Traveler image presents a civilized Arkansan encountering a
primitive newcomer. This dissertation will consider the manner in which Washbourne, heavily
influenced by his Cherokee contemporaries, reversed the direction of this civilizing effort
inherent in the frontier myth. To Washbourne, the established Arkansans must civilize the
incoming settlers from the east and ensure that they support the proslavery vision of those on the
southern frontier. Any understanding of the history of the Arkansas Traveler, therefore, must
consider the frontier myth and the ways in which the excavation of the story helps illuminate the
both the actual history of the region and the ways in which its history was impacted by this
powerful myth.
Frederick Jackson Turner outlined the role of the frontier in American history and gave it
academic credence in his 1893 address to the American Historical Association. He outlined a
process in which generation after generation of hardy pioneers moved westward bringing
civilization to displace savagery. This process “repeated itself sequentially from the Atlantic to
the Pacific, and the result was a new nation and a new national character: the European
transmuted into the American.” 18 These pioneers created democratic communities in the
wilderness and their “political health vitalized all of America.” 19 Indian conflict was a necessary
part of this process but, although they sometimes resisted nobly, their struggle was futile against
the providential march of civilization. Turner also held that the frontier was instrumental in the

17

Gene Bluestein, “The Arkansas Traveler” and the Strategy of American Humor,” Western
Folklore, Vol. 21, No.3 (Jul., 1962): 155.
18
Frederick Jackson Turner, The Significance of the Frontier in American History, (Madison:
State Historical Society of Wisconsin, 1894).
19
Ibid.
12

end to slavery as slavery was a sectional trait that was subjected to national debate when it
moved west. Claiming Abraham Lincoln as a frontiersman, Turner suggested that the mobility of
the population during westward expansion called slavery into question on the frontier and that
the effect “reached back from the frontier and affected profoundly the Atlantic coast and even
the Old World.”20 Although, for Turner, the frontier had closed by 1890, “the hardiness and
independence of the pioneer survived in American character.” 21 This process fundamentally
changed the American people forming a special American character which was marked by fierce
individualism, pragmatism and egalitarianism. Turner’s thesis cemented an already powerful
myth which remains so even in the twenty-first century. His approach dominated American
history for much of the twentieth century. After the Civil War, the strength of the frontier thesis
helped to obscure the meaning of the Washbourne’s image.
Richard Slotkin argued that the belief in this “myth of the frontier,” eloquently outlined
by Turner, had been present since the arrival of the first European colonists to America. He
argued that the colonists saw an opportunity to regenerate themselves, their religion and their
nation in the American wilderness. They initiated the powerful idea that American was a “wideopen land of unlimited opportunity for the strong, ambitious, self-reliant individual to thrust his
way to the top.”22 The means to this regeneration was violence against the Indians who
represented the savagery of the wilderness. This violence against Indians became the defining
feature of the frontier myth and their conquest was central to American identity. Mythmaking
requires heroes and Daniel Boone became the first in a series of western heroes to conquer
Indians and lead America westward. The stories of these western heroes dominated American

20

Ibid.
Ibid.
22
Slotkin, Regeneration through Violence, 5.
21
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literature, both originating in and glorifying frontier mythology. Slotkin further argued that
slavery created sectional differences in the development of these frontier heroes. In the
southwest, the ownership of slaves became the goal of the ambitious man on the make.23 The
history of the Arkansas Traveler both challenges the frontier myth and reveals that, during the
crisis over slavery, when white Americans became violent with each other, the ownership of
slaves gave the Cherokees access to power and acceptance on the southern frontier.
Patricia Limerick was among the first historians to counter the Turnerian model of
western history with a new paradigm. Limerick argues that every human group has a creation
myth which explains where its members came from and why they were chosen for a special
destiny. She maintains that the frontier myth was the most important creation myth for white
Americans.24 The power of this myth has presented problems for historians when they attempt to
excavate the the events of the western past. She, along with other New Western historians, have
attempted to uncover the history of the west and argue that western expansion was anything but
heroic. It was characterized by invasion, conquest, racism, religious persecution, colonization
and exploitation. While the frontier thesis allows for a simple progression of American history,
Limerick excavates episodes which establish that historical realities are complex and non-linear.
The story behind the Arkansas Traveler provides another such episode.

23

Ibid., 395.
Patricia Limerick, Legacy of Conquest: The Unbroken Past of the American West, (New York
and London: W.W. Norton & Company, 1987), 322. For New Western History, see also: Donald
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In their attempt to counter the frontier thesis, Richard White and others have focused
upon the mistreatment of Indians at the hands of white Americans. Richard White focuses on the
role of the federal government in leading the conquest and exploitation of Indians during the
development of the west. His reference to the Cherokees centers on the government’s role in
removal but does not allow for the slaveholding Cherokees and their acceptance by local white
elites.25 White strikes at the notion of rugged individualism by concluding that the status of
westerners was more important than individual talent. The history behind the Arkansas Traveler
reveals that, during the height of the slavery crisis, the relationship of westerners to the slavery
issue was also sometimes more important than race and had the power to dampen national
mythology.
Just as the frontier myth has been a barrier to an authentic western history, it has also
obscured the analysis of the major artworks depicting the nineteenth century west. For the
nineteenth, and most of the twentieth centuries, paintings and prints of the American west were
seen as testimony to the reality and the power of the frontier experience; they reinforced the
frontier myth. In 1991, the curators of a Smithsonian exhibition entitled “The West as America”
attempted to question past interpretations of these artworks and to place them in a new context.26
Influenced by New Western historians, the curators designed labels to accompany the art that
questioned the myth of the frontier and attempted to raise the issues of race, conquest and
exploitation that accompanied western expansion. Yet, as Patricia Limerick has suggested,
confronting the frontier myth means confronting the creation myth itself, the very basis of
national identity. The New Western history challenges the most deeply held myths about

25

White, 85-90.
William H. Truettner, ed., The West as America: Reinterpreting Images of the Frontier, 18201920, (Washington and London: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1992), Vii.
26
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progress and American exceptionalism. Its harsh realities make many people uncomfortable. The
“West as America” exhibition created controversy among viewers, many of whom vehemently
objected to its negative depiction of the western frontier. Debate about the interpretation of the
images attracted media attention and generated intense debate. Republican members of the
Senate Appropriations Committee saw a political agenda in the exhibition and threatened to cut
funds to the Smithsonian. Plans for two exhibit tours were cancelled. Reflecting upon the
controversy, curators William Truettner and Alex Nemerov continued to support their
interpretation and noted that “Images, after all, are a cultural medium in which many versions of
history can be read. Having concentrated on one version for a great many years, it is surely time
for historians in all fields to consider another.”27
The subject matter found in the Arkansas Traveler was central to the visual culture and
political discourse of the mid nineteenth century. Pioneers and western farmers dominated both
the landscapes of the prominent Hudson River School and the paintings of popular genre artists
William Sidney Mount, and George Caleb Bingham. Printmakers Currier and Ives carried
inexpensive images of these American heroes to the homes of thousands of ordinary people.28 As
Truettner and Nemerov suggest, it is time to reconsider the meaning of these images. However,
while the Arkansas Traveler is a western image, it is also a southern image created at the very
place where the south met the west during the crisis over slavery.
Art historians Angela Miller and Sarah Burns have argued that, during the slavery crisis,
depictions of the western farmer were dominated by programmatic symbolism pursuing northern,
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free labor ideals. 29 To Miller, “New England farm scenes, for instance, cannot be understood
apart from the sectional polemic concerning free labor and slavery that was being waged in the
1850s.”30 The Arkansas Traveler cannot be understood apart from this same sectional polemic.
Washbourne’s work is all the more important as it represents a rare southern, proslavery
counterpoint to the dominant visual culture generated in the northeast.
Elizabeth Johns argues that genre paintings convey information about ideologies and
their supporting social networks. That is, that they can be read as a source of political, cultural
and historical information. The Arkansas Traveler is an example of a genre painting yet no
author has approached the image with the methods employed by art historians. To fully analyze
the meaning of the Arkansas Traveler, this project builds upon existing work on iconography
that can be found within the image of the traveler.
Although Americans in the 1850s were able to read the political content in
Washbourne’s image, this recognition was lost to time. The rupture in national identity that
led to Civil War required healing in the years that followed. Such healing required
mythmaking and two powerful myths worked hand in hand to bring the country back
together: the new myth of the Lost Cause, and the reaffirmation of the frontier myth. There
was no room in these myths for Edward Washbourne’s version of the Arkansas Traveler,
with its understanding of the role of the civilized slave owner and the barbarous settler.
Retelling the story replies upon an understanding of the presence of slavery on the frontier
itself, that it was not confined to the plantations of Virginia. The Lost Cause, however, had
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no room for the frontier south. Slavery was so central in its time to visions of a civilized
America that it was fiercely defended by Cherokees who felt it vital to their identity as
civilized southerners. Yet neither the Lost Cause nor the frontier myth had room for
civilized, slaveholding Indians. The frontier myth once again relegated Indians to the
savage other that needed to be conquered. After the war, the Arkansas Traveler, once a
cultured planter, appeared in images as either a visitor from outside Arkansas or a poor
hillbilly.
Lewis P. Simpson argues that antebellum southern literature was limited by its need to
defend southern culture, especially slavery, at all costs. It could not reflect on the ironies of
southern society.31 Indeed, southern author William Gilmore Simms, a humorist with deeply held
proslavery views, held that “to be national in literature, one must needs be sectional.”32
Simpson’s argument may be extended to southern art. Yet, as southern art and literature was
political in nature, the myth making of the post-bellum period expunged it of meaning. While
Washbourne’s Arkansas Traveler once communicated the ideas of those on the southern frontier,
its later history suggests that antebellum southern art often reflects ideas that are no longer
recognizable as American ideology. Reconstruction firmly established free labor as the dominant
ideology still recognizable in antebellum “free labor” landscapes. Some overtly proslavery
images exist to remind us of an alternative vision but many examples of southern antebellum art
may exist that have not yet been analyzed as they are no longer easily readable. This dissertation
seeks to detail the ideology behind one such work. As artist Edward Washbourne left very few
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records other than his famous lithograph of the Arkansas Traveler, it relies upon the records of
his closest family, friends and associates who wrote extensively about their ideas. It builds upon
existing research in Arkansas and western history as well as art history to produce a robust
understanding of the role of the Arkansas Traveler folktale and image in the greater cultural and
political discourse of nineteenth century America. Correcting the record on images like the
Arkansas Traveler is vital to an understanding of the southern frontier during the crisis over
slavery.
Chapter 1 locates the origins of the Arkansas Traveler story in the 1840 Log Cabin
presidential campaign. The tale was born a political joke but one that set the stage for the
discussion of the role of the newly enfranchised backwoodsmen in the west. This chapter
also discusses the tale as an example of southwest humor and its relevance to the tension
over the role of the western settler in the American body politic.
Chapter 2 follows the Cherokees and their search for identity as they struggle to
deal with white encroachment on their borders. While many Cherokees fought to maintain
their traditional ways, a group of educated Cherokees, known as the progressives, chose to
address the threat by pursuing acculturation through education and religion and claiming
they had moved from savage to civilized. This group of Cherokees also understood that
slavery was an essential feature of civilized southern life. The ideas that informed Edward
Washbourne’s Arkansas Traveler began with his father’s journey to become the missionary
to these Cherokees in 1819, and was molded by the Cherokees’ experiences with
unprincipled white settlers. Washbourne’s family watched as the pressure from white
settlers ultimately culminated in their removal from both Arkansas and Georgia. Tensions
resulting in removal fractured Cherokee identity and led to violence and chaos.
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Chapter 3 finds Edward and his family in Fayetteville, Arkansas as they accompany
a group of Cherokee families fleeing violence resulting from the factionalism within the
Cherokee Nation. Like their Arkansas neighbors, these Cherokee families strengthened
their commitment to southern slavery. With the Washbournes, they also established a
center of education in northwest Arkansas as education was central to their claims of
civilization. In Arkansas, Edward Washbourne continued his education in art and
proslavery ideas.
Chapter 4 outlines the relationship between art and national identity and its eventual
contribution to the breakdown of that identity. With the rupture of American identity
caused by the crisis over slavery, the proslavery Cherokees found a window of opportunity
in which they gained recognition by proslavery whites by whom they were no longer
regarded as savage.
Chapter 5 investigates the reactions of the Cherokees and their white allies in
Arkansas to the crisis in the wake of the Kansas-Nebraska Act which opened new territory
to slavery through the doctrine of popular sovereignty. While opening new territory to
slavery, the act threatened the future status of the Indian Territory. Edward Washbourne’s
Cherokee friends observed the tide of emigration unleased by manifest destiny and were
fearful that these settlers might once again undermine their goals. This chapter also focuses
on the impact of popular or “squatter” sovereignty upon images of western settlers in the
American art of this period.
Chapter 6 follows the writing of Washbourne’s Cherokee contemporaries, John
Rollin Ridge and Elias Cornelius Boudinot, as the crisis over slavery intensified in the late
1850s and Washbourne planned the issue of his lithograph. Both men used their roles as
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newspaper editors to vehemently defend both Cherokee claims to civilization and the role
of slavery as vital to American civilization itself. Elias Cornelius Boudinot’s literary skills
and proslavery credentials gained him acceptance into Arkansas society and into its
political circles. The proslavery Cherokees had placed their future as Americans with the
southern vision and they fought to defend it.
Chapter 7 outlines the iconography of Edward Washbourne’s Arkansas Traveler
and the precision by which Washbourne communicated his message in print. Like his
Cherokee contemporaries who had imbued their writing with their political ideas,
Washbourne used his skill as an artist to convey his own understanding of the crisis over
slavery.
Chapter 8 identifies the changes to the Arkansas Traveler image as the nation
struggled with reconstruction. There was simply no place in the myth-making of the late
nineteenth century for civilized, proslavery Indians and the barbaric white settlers who
threatened their vision of America. The settler was returned to his role as the pioneer, the
star of empire who carried America’s manifest destiny westward. The memory of the
meaning of the lithograph was lost to time.
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Chapter 1
The Arkansas Traveler, the Log Cabin Campaign and Southwest Humor
After the presidential campaigns of Andrew Jackson and the dawn of universal white
suffrage, the nation’s political leaders had to grapple with the reality that common men could
vote. They struggled to understand the implications of this new political power and how to gain
the votes of men they had previously ignored. Those preparing for the 1840 presidential election
oversaw the beginning of a new era in political campaigning; one that featured music, parades
and excitement largely unrelated to the issues of the day. The Arkansas Traveler was born during
this campaign; created as political joke in the popular style of southwest humor and set to music.
The southwest humorists, gentlemen story tellers reacting to the rise of Jacksonian democracy,
sought to resolve the tension created by universal suffrage by poking fun at the uncultured
western settlers and assuring their readers that a better class of man was still in control. The tale
and tune remained popular even some twenty years later when Edward Washbourne and those
around him found themselves once again grappling with the political power of the western
settlers that was highlighted by the doctrine of popular sovereignty and the ensuing crisis in
Kansas.
While Edward Washbourne’s lithograph of the Arkansas Traveler made it an iconic
image, historians, both amateur and professional, have devoted much energy to determining the
origins of the folktale and tune. HC Mercer, in an 1896 article in Century Magazine, was already
looking for the origins of the Traveler.33 Arkansan Mary Hudgins, acknowledged that musicians
Jose Tasso of Cincinnati and Mose Case of Indiana popularized the tale and tune, but attributed
33
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its creation to Sanford Faulkner, a planter and politician from Chicot County Arkansas.34
Hudgins concluded that Faulkner composed the tune and tale during a political campaign, but
never specified which campaign nor explored the relationship of the campaign to the folktale. In
fact, the Arkansas Traveler was created by Faulkner specifically in response to the Whig tactics
during the presidential campaign of 1840. Almost twenty years later, Washbourne confirmed this
by embedding the symbols of the campaign, the log cabin, an empty cider barrel and a coonskin,
into his image.

Figure 1-1: The cabin, coonskin, and whisky barrel reference the 1840 campaign.
The 1840 campaign pitted Whig candidate William Henry Harrison against the
incumbent, Democrat Martin Van Buren. While the Democrats expected the formidable Henry
Clay to gain the Whig nomination, Harrison was chosen for his popularity as the hero of the
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Battle of Tippecanoe and because he avoided taking a stand on divisive issues like slavery.35
Harrison was an astute campaigner who adjusted the subject matter to any audience facing him
and avoided major issues by equivocation or by confining himself to irrelevant discussions of
Indian fighting and log cabins.36 Campaign supporters successfully borrowed from the mass
persuasion techniques of the religious revivals of the second great awakening to great effect.
Organizers set up tents on the outskirts of towns and encouraged people to enter to hear speeches
and songs. “Van, Van, Van is a Used Up Man” and “Tippecanoe and Tyler Too” became popular
musical refrains which generated great enthusiasm among Whig supporters.37
The Democrats, expecting the formidable Henry Clay as the Whig nominee, considered
Harrison a mediocre choice and cavalierly dismissed him as a senile old man with little chance of
gaining the presidency. The pro-Democrat newspaper, the Baltimore Republican, scornfully
noted, “Give him a barrel of hard cider and settle a pension of two thousand a year on him, and
our word for it, he will sit the remainder of his days in his log cabin . . . and study moral
philosophy.”38 This miscalculation proved to be one of the costliest missteps in American
political history.
The Whigs, still reeling from the common man campaigns of Andrew Jackson, were not
at all stilted by this image and jumped at the chance to portray their candidate as a simple man of
the people. Eager to deliver what the public wanted, they declared that Harrison was "the log
cabin and hard cider candidate," a man of the common people from the rough-and-tumble west.
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The log cabin and the hard cider barrel invoked nostalgia for a simpler and more virtuous past.
The Whigs transformed the 1840 campaign into the Log Cabin Campaign; into a conflict
between the simple and the aristocratic ways of life. 39
While the Democrats intended the log cabin reference to be an insult, many Americans
still lived in or could remember living in log cabins. Those in the increasingly crowded cities of
the east longed for the independence represented by these cabins. The cabin captured Whig
nostalgia for the past even as they were committed to an improved future. The Whigs brilliantly
built upon each symbol provided by the Democrats. Alongside the cabins, home-fermented hard
cider, and the disappearing backwoodsmen all took their place in the spectacle of 1840.
Most Whigs believed in social hierarchy, but they were certain that individual men could
rise within that hierarchy. Thus the log cabin was the first phase in the path for an industrious
family on their way to eventual success. Hard cider, unlike beer and wine, was never
commercially produced and conveyed the independent production of the frontier family.
According to a scholar of the campaign “For the men who drank it in the log cabin campaign,
hard cider was an old-fashioned beverage that recalled the warmth and good cheer of rural
families and communities in the days before the expansion of the market economy.”40
Campaign materials invoked the images of the cabin and cider barrel and often added a
coonskin. The coonskin was a nod to popular frontiersman Davy Crockett and his coonskin hat.
Crockett, a frontier Whig martyred at the Alamo only four years previously, had written a
defamatory biography of Martin Van Buren in 1835 in which he referred to Van Buren as “Sweet
Sandy Whiskers,” a ruffled aristocrat who traveled about in an English coach with liveried
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servants. The Whigs claimed that he doused his whiskers in imported cologne.41 The silken
luxury of “King Mat” contrasted with the simple frontier dress of William Henry Harrison, the
“Ploughman President.” The Whigs drew the choice between Van Buren and Harrison in stark
terms: the log cabin versus the palace; hard cider versus champagne; Old Tippecanoe versus
Sweet Sandy Whiskers; masculine versus feminine.42 In fact, Harrison was born into the
Virginia aristocracy, while Van Buren was the son of a tavern keeper.
The Whigs effectively used campaign posters, sheet music with images, as well as
political cartoons to reinforce their message. The campaign print below portrays Harrison as a
military hero outside of his simple cabin with the barrels of cider and the coonskin clearly
visible.

Figure 1-2: John Taylor French. This Cabin was the First Building Erected on the North Bend, ca
1840, Thomas Sinclair.
Other prints below presented Harrison as a modest farmer, at his plough as a modern day
Cincinnatus.
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Figure 1-3: Harrison! and Reform!!, Campaign Print, ca 1840, Courtesy Ohio Historical Society
The Whigs also used print to portray Van Buren as a pampered dandy. Democratic
Simplicity Or the Arrival of our Favorite Son, for example, attacks alleged excesses in his
administration. He travels past New York’s Tammany Hall in a luxurious British carriage. One
of his supporters declares: “This is truly royal—great as the Coronation—what a humbug is this
Democracy.”
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Figure 1-4: Henry Dacre and Henry R Robinson. Democratic Simplicity or the Arrival of Our
Favourite Son, 1840, Library of Congress
Whig campaigners generated enthusiasm for the campaign by organizing log cabin
raisings complete with music, hard cider, and parades in towns across the country. Arkansas was
no exception. Judge William Pope reported that at a log cabin raising for the Whig campaign in
Little Rock, “People came from every nook and corner of the State, many of them prepared to
camp out during the meeting.”43 Pope recounts the effective use of the campaign symbolism:
This homely device- a log cabin with a coon skin nailed to the door and a barrel of
hard cider near at hand- occupied a conspicuous place in their campaign literature,
songs and decorations. Every town, village and hamlet through the country had its
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log cabin head quarters, at which was the ubiquitous barrel of hard cider free to all
comers.44
The Whigs used the parades and fanfare to appeal to the common man and distract voters
from divisive issues, such as the national bank and the expansion of slavery. A parade held on
July 13 in Little Rock featured a huge canoe, with a log cabin and a live raccoon upon the prow,
carrying twenty-six women wearing Harrison badges.45

Figure 1-5: Political Barbeque of 1840, Parades like the one depicted here occurred all over the
country.
The 1840 campaign was also notable for its effective use of music. Tippecanoe and Tyler
too (also known as Tip and Ty) was an overnight success.46 A New York editor lamented, “We
could meet the Whigs on the field of argument and beat them without effort, but when they lay
down the weapons of argument and attack us with musical notes, what can we do?”47 While
many examples of Whig campaign songs survived, there are few examples from the Democrat
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campaign. Democrat Thomas Hart Benton ridiculed the Whig’s “doggerel ballads made for the
occasion” but their jingles caught on and soon Americans were humming them everywhere.48

Figure 1-6: G.E. Blake, Tippecanoe and Tyler Too! A Comic Glee, 1840, Library of Congress
Ill prepared for a campaign that was not focused solely on issues, the Democrats searched
for ways to counter the log-cabin crusade. In vain, they framed Whig efforts as a trap to catch
voters, calling the log cabin a Federal-Abolition Whig trap,” baited with hard cider to catch
honest people’s votes in!”
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Figure 1-7: Federal-Abolition Whig Trap to Catch Voters In. ca 1840. Woodcut, Broadside
Collection, Library of Congress.
However, the Whigs ultimately co-opted the idea of a log cabin trap for their own use. In
The New Era Whig Trap Sprung, Andrew Jackson’s efforts to free the Democrats trapped in a
cabin are frustrated by the mound of “Clay.”

Figure 1-8: The New Era Whig Trap Sprung, 1840, Printed & published by H.R. Robinson, 1840,
Library of Congress.
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One notable exception to the Democrats’ frustrations was in Arkansas, where the popular
Arkansas Traveler tale and tune emerged as political satire set to music that was directly aimed
at the Log Cabin campaign. Democrat Sanford Faulkner, while campaigning with Arkansas
politicians Archibald Yell, Ambrose Sevier, and Chester Ashley, created the tale of the Arkansas
Traveler to poke fun at Harrison and his log cabin. In the tale, Faulkner portrayed Harrison as an
old man sitting outside a log cabin with a hole in its roof, playing a fiddle but not knowing the
end of the song. The Traveler, representing the Democratic Party, was able to complete the tune
the old man could not. While the Whigs gained the presidency, the Democrats, already favored
to win in Arkansas, were victorious in the state. After the campaign, the tale and the tune of the
Arkansas Traveler remained popular. 49
Born in Kentucky in the first decade of the nineteenth century, Sanford Faulkner moved
to Arkansas in 1830 and became a successful plantation owner in Chicot County. He took an
active interest in politics and was appointed as a commissioner for Chicot County in 1838. In
1840, he moved his household to Little Rock while retaining his considerable assets in Chicot
County. Upon his death in 1874, his daughter recounted the origins of the Arkansas Traveler as
follows.
It was well known throughout the southwest that Col. Faulkner was the original
personator of the” Arkansas Traveler,” and it was his pride to be known as such.
The story, it is said, was founded on a little incident which occurred in the campaign
of 1840, when he made his tour of the state in company with the Hon. A.H. Sevier,
Gov. Fulton, Chester Ashley and Gov. Yell. One day, in the Boston Mountains, the
party approached a squatter’s for information of the route, and Col. “Sandy” was
made spokesman of the company and it was upon his witty responses the story and
49
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tune were founded. On the return to Little Rock, a grand banquet was given in the
famous “bar-room” which used to stand near the Anthony house and Col. “Sandy”
was called upon to play the tune and tell the story. Afterward it grew in popularity.
When he subsequently went to New Orleans, the fame of the “Arkansas Traveler”
had gone before him, and at a banquet, amid clinking glasses and brilliant toasts, he
was handed a violin by then governor of Louisiana, and requested to favour them
with the favorite Arkansas tune. At the old St. Charles hotel, a special room was
devoted to his use, bearing in gilt letters over the door, “Arkansas Traveler”. 50
Although many versions of the dialogue exist, the two common features in almost every
version are the hole in the roof of the log cabin and the fact that the squatter does not know the
end of the tune; the traveler must play the ending bars of the music. The hole in the roof
symbolizes the holes in the Whig campaign. The Democrat traveler shows the Whig squatter the
“end of the tune,” meaning he persuaded him to see things his way by the end of the story.51
Faulkner’s tale gained popularity because he used the familiar themes of southwest
humor to compose his famous tale. Southwest humor was a genre of story-telling that originated
in the old southwest, Tennessee, Alabama, Mississippi and Arkansas, and often included political
content. One of the first to study the genre, Kenneth Lynn, argued that the southwest humorists
were Whigs and that their humor was condescending; that the humorists took the part of the
gentleman Whig looking down upon the uncultured and barbaric Democrat.52 It was a method
whereby gentlemen could poke fun at Jackson’s common man by featuring tall tales, regional
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dialects, crude and ironic humor and elements of trickery.53 Thus Faulkner not only satirized key
elements of the Whig campaign within the tale but the canny Democrat heightened its humor by
using the very style popularized by the Whigs.
Lynn located the origins of southwest humor in eighteenth century William Byrd II, a
Virginian who wrote his book, the History of the Dividing Line, in the voice of an English
gentleman ridiculing the frontiersman of North Carolina.54 Byrd characterized the frontiersmen
as slothful and indolent, suggesting the climate as a cause of their laziness. Or perhaps it was, he
mused, the pork diet which produced the “County distemper,” which led to “disfigurement,
lassitude and death.”55 Byrd’s purpose was to provide a foil for his own industriousness and
solidify his own credentials as an aristocrat of the south. Unlike the humorists of the nineteenth
century, however, Byrd did not have to contend with the fact that these rubes might someday
have the vote and determine the fate of slavery.
Lynn argues that nineteenth century southwest humor was a literary movement,
beginning in the 1830s, in which men all over the south, particularly from the Alleghenies to the
Mississippi, began to write comic sketches. These men were newspaper editors, doctors and
lawyers, who were active politically, well-educated and relatively well travelled. They were
southern patriots, even if northern born, and often affiliated with the Whig Party. He argues that
they had believed in Jackson in the 1820s, but abandoned the Democrats in the 1830s as the
Nullification Crisis reached its fever pitch. They became aware of their role as gentlemen in of
the south; a region that they were becoming certain was distinct and apart from the rest of the
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nation.56 The humorists came to despise Andrew Jackson as a symbol of encroaching national
power upon their southern civilization.
The southwest humorists attempted to discredit the rise of Jacksonian democracy in
which planter-politicians found themselves scrambling for votes among the new electorate. They
saw themselves as new literary heroes and self controlled gentlemen, assuring their readers that
the violence and cruelty of the southwestern frontier were merely amusing, but that the
gentlemen were in control. The writers accomplished this, in part, by placing the action in the
past, as humorous events that had occurred previously. The gentleman narrator also provided the
frame in which he retold the story and controlled the ending.57
The humorists published their stories in newspapers such as the New Orleans Picayune
and the St Louis Reveille. The best of them were selected for inclusion in William Trotter
Porter’s New York magazine, the Spirit of the Times. Porter was an enormously influential editor
who realized that the humorists’ stories could find a national audience among gentlemen seeking
to confirm their own superiority. The Spirit of the Times was officially nonpartisan but Porter’s
bias was not hard to discern. “We are addressing ourselves,” he wrote, “to gentlemen of
standing, wealth, and intelligence – the very Corinthian column of the community.”58 Porter
published an anthology in 1843, The Big Bear of Arkansas, and Other Sketches, which is
considered an essential collection of the genre.
Arkansans were familiar with the southwest humor by the 1840 campaign. Two
Arkansans, Charles F.M. (Fent) Noland and Albert Pike contributed frequently to the Spirit of
the Times and are regarded as superior practitioners of the craft. Humor written by them and
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others appeared in local papers as both original entries and reprints from papers such as the
Picayune and the Reveille. Many Arkansans also subscribed to and wrote humorous letters to the
Spirit of the Times which advertised its subscriptions in local papers59
Fent Noland’s fame as a humorist made him one of the best known antebellum
Arkansans.60 He wrote under the pen name of Pete Whetstone, an adventurous backwoodsman
from Devil’s Fork with a strong dialect and equally strong political opinions. He wrote over two
hundred sketches for the Spirit including forty-five “Pete Whetstone” letters. His anecdote, “Old
Sense” of Arkansas, was included in William Porter’s anthology The Big Bear of Arkansas.
Porter hailed Noland as “one of the most popular correspondents of the “Spirit of the Times,” as
well as almost the only American writer who figures to manifest advantage in the English
Sporting Magazines.”61 Like other southwest humorists, Noland was a former Democrat who
embraced the Whig position by 1840. He served in the Arkansas House of Representatives from
1836 to 1848. An enthusiastic supporter of Harrison, he satirized the Democrat Van Buren, often
staying in character as Pete Whetstone from Devil’s Fork. On April 1, 1840, the Arkansas State
Gazette reported that Noland was loudly called for at the Arkansas Whig Convention. “He arose
and passed the compliment, saying the Devil’s Fork would go for Harrison and resumed his
seat.”62 Pete Whetstone wrote to the London based New Sporting Magazine confirming his
support for Harrison:
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Well, we are all going it for Tippecanoe. Oh! It would do your heart good to hear me, and
sister Sal, and Jim Cole and Bill Spence and Dan Looney, just sing,
“Oh where, tell me where, was your buck-eye cabin made.” I tell you it makes the tears
stand in a tender-hearted man’s eye, when we all git together with a little “hard cider.”
And sing that. But that aint here nor there. He is gwoine to be our next President-there is
no ways in it, burnt brandy carnt save the little Dutchman.63
Albert Pike, perhaps the most infamous Arkansan of this period, was a Boston born
lawyer, newspaperman, poet and humorist. He is the only confederate to have a statue in
Washington D.C. Pike also wrote humor for the Spirit of the Times. He was less prolific than
Fent Noland but is considered to be one of the most talented writers to grace its pages. Pike was
friends with William Porter, whom he first met in 1843 during a visit east to see his mother. On
this same trip he met and befriended Boston humorist James Oakes with whom he would enjoy a
twenty year friendship.64 During the trip, Porter asked Pike to write an article which appeared on
the first page of the Spirit on September 2, 1843. “Sketches of Western Travel, Etc.” included
humorous anecdotes of various types including Frenchmen. A second article appeared in March
of 1844, “Western Life and Manners.” This time he included anecdotes about an Arkansas
wedding frolic and eccentric local characters. Both articles were included, in shortened form in
Porter’s 1845 anthology, The Big Bear of Arkansas, and Other Tales.65 One account of the
Arkansas Traveler has Faulkner accompanied solely by Pike when he created the story.66 Pike
later became an important mentor to young artist Edward Washbourne.
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A lesser known humorist, William (Cush) Quesenbury, was a close family friend of the
Washbournes and was an eccentric artist, poet and newspaperman. Pike, who admired
Quesenbury’s artistic skills, said of Cush ““I do not know where he got his command of
language. No man ever wrote me such letters, so quaint and forcible, so full of acute remarks and
bold expressions of opinion, of exuberant mirthfulness and queer fancies and grave reflections
and sagacious axioms, expressed in incomparable language.”67
Cush was the rare Arkansan of this period actually born in Arkansas. Born in 1822 in
Crawford County, he attended school in Fort Smith before attending St. Joseph’s College in
Bardstown, Kentucky. In 1839, he settled in Van Buren and began writing for the town’s
newspapers, the Frontier Whig and the Democratic organ the Arkansas Intelligencer. The
Intelligencer published his first nationally recognized pieces which featured a Stamp Dance and
liquor, gambling and other debaucheries among the lower Creek Indians. Both of these essays,
“The Upper Creeks” and “The Lower Creeks” were reprinted in the Spirit of the Times in 1845.68
James Justus argues that the southwest humorists, unlike their readers, were not
gentlemen viewing frontier life from the outside but were embedded in the culture of which they
wrote. This is certainly true of Sanford Faulkner and other “gentlemen” of Arkansas. Although a
slaveholding planter, Faulkner did not fit the lost cause exemplar of a southern aristocrat.
Various accounts have described him as a fun-loving, jovial character. He loved to fish and hunt
and would spend countless hours wandering in the woods. He would then frequent the public
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gathering places in town, play his favorite game of billiards for hours, imbibe freely at the bars,
and entertain admiring crowds with hilarious accounts of his adventures.69
The adventures of Faulkner’s political allies seemed also to be lifted off the pages of the
southwest humorists. Arkansans like Edward Washbourne were captivated with Archibald Yell’s
congressional campaign against Fayetteville lawyer David Walker in 1844. During the
campaign, seventeen letters in the style of southwest humor were published in the Arkansas
Gazette, a formerly pro-Democratic newspaper that had just recently turned Whig. The letters
were signed To [e]-Nail and could have been submitted by any number of talented Whigs
including Albert Pike or William Quesenbury.70 To [e]-Nail described himself as an old friend
and, in his first appearance, noted Yell’s inability to spell correctly. In his next installment, To
[e]-Nail commented on Yell’s effort to gain the nomination. “He say’s….that you were mortified
at not being nominated by the first convention, and that your letter to the last one reminds him of
some old prostitute dodging in a dark alley, and for fear of not being picked up, bawls out, “don’t
touch me.”71
Despite these attacks, Yell easily defeated Walker. His exploits in the campaign, which
could have been lifted off the pages of the humorists, probably helped. At one speaking
engagement, Yell and Walker arrived to find a shooting match in progress. Yell entered the
contest, won the first prize, and promptly bought a jug of whiskey to share with the voters while
Walker looked quietly on. When the two men entered a camp revival meeting on another
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occasion, Yell soon lead the hymn singing and enthusiastically shouted the loudest in the “amen
corner.” Walker is said to have complained that “You can’t beat a man such as that. He is all
things to all men, and all men believe in him. He is popular with psalm-singers as with those who
take their dram and shoot for beef.”72
Justus suggests that the humorists thought of themselves as modern men relating the
stories of uncultured primitives who were out of step with the time.73 He argues that “if the
humorists are Moderns who have cast their lot with the future, the characters who dominate their
writing are unambitious yeomen and marginal settlers, whose quirky complacent individualism
resists the progressive program of the time: Manifest Destiny, economic enterprise, order,
civilization.”74 To Justus, these authors, the purveyors of civilization, safely celebrate the games
of a marginalized people who will become more marginalized. Their stories attempt to reassure
that there is no threat here to southern society or to those who hold the power within it. The
gentlemen are still in control; their proof is in their control of the written word as the authority
lies not with those Primitives who speak with “vernacular bite, but with the Moderns who mimic
those idioms in writing.”75
For Justus, any threat to American society posed by these primitive men is tempered by
the knowledge that these illiterate squatters and backwoodsmen represent a temporary stage in
the settlement of the west. Henry Clay had outlined the temporary nature of the first phase of
settlement in his speech on the role of the public lands in the west in 1832. He argued that the
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western lands served the vital national purpose of relieving overcrowding in the eastern cities
and allowed for the “improvement in the fortunes and conditions of individuals” moving west.
Pioneers of a more adventurous character, advancing before the tide of emigration,
penetrate into the uninhabited regions of the West. … Another and another tide succeeds,
the first pushing on westwardly the previous settlers... In this way thousands, and tens of
thousands, are daily improving their circumstances, and bettering their condition. …76
Clay considered this process of ever improving waves of civilization to be uniquely American
and central to its identity. “What other nation can boast of such an outlet for its increasing
population, such bountiful means of promoting their prosperity, and securing their
independence?”77 The squatters, pioneers and backwoodsmen described by Clay and the
humorists represented only the first band of settlement soon to be replaced by others. The selfassigned role of the southwest humorists was to capture the for posterity the stage of “primitive
exuberance before the softening work of civilization began to make its people like everybody
else in the older sections of the nation.”78
Accordingly, Edward Washbourne’s Arkansas Traveler image, depicting the famous tale
of the meeting between squatter and gentleman is southwest humor on canvas. Washbourne’s
Traveler, painted almost 20 years after the 1840 campaign, was dedicated to Sanford Faulkner. It
clearly references the campaign symbols; the coonskin, the cider barrel and the log cabin.79
Washbourne was certainly familiar with southwest humor, as Albert Pike and William
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Quesenbury both recognized his talent and served as his mentor. He also probably knew Fent
Noland’s work.
Quesenbury made Edward Washbourne himself the subject of his humorous story,
“Appreciation of the Fine Arts” published in the Spirit of the Times by Quesenbury in 1854.80
The anecdote told of a rustic young man who ambled into Washbourne’s painting studio. As the
cultured gentlemen, Washbourne was bemused by his visitor, who was “tall, unshaven, and
partly undressed, for his copperas breeches lacked several inches of reaching down to shoes…”81
He wanted Washbourne to paint his portrait but did not have the cost of fifty dollars. After a
humorous exchange, he left the studio exclaiming, “Good day, stranger, the filly’s about to slip
the bridle, and if she gets loose she’ll never never stop tell she gits sock up to daddy’s corn
crib.”82
Washbourne submitted a humorous version of the Arkansas Traveler in 1860 to the New
York based Knickerbocker magazine. The magazine had published a version of the Traveler
story in February 1859 that Washbourne objected to because it identified the squatter as the
‘Arkansas Artist.’83Well known by this time as Arkansas’ artist, Washbourne objected to this
slight by “outside barbarians” and maintained that:
…The ‘Arkansas Traveller’ requested me (his painter in ordinary) before I left
Arkansas to say to you that he is affronted, and demands justice…By ‘justice’ he mean
that you should either present again the history to the public, worked up correctly from
the facts before you, or that you should inform your readers where a correct statement
may be found.84
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In his communication with the magazine, Washbourne included his preferred version of the story
(See Appendix) that the magazine did reprint in full with apologies to the artist and noted that
they would not have done so if “the original with which he furnishes us were not a great deal
more amusing than the synopsis sent to us several months ago by a South-western
correspondent.”85 Washbourne was thus conversant in the style of southwest humor and aware of
the popularity of the Arkansas traveler tale.
Southwest humor informed Washbourne’s Arkansas Traveler lithograph as it transformed
from the humorous story of the 1840 campaign into a calculated critique of the political situation
in 1859. Although historians have assumed that Washbourne simply illustrated the popular tale,
his interpretation reflected his understanding of the evolving sectional crisis. By the late 1850s,
the threat posed by these uneducated and primitive squatters was neither temporary nor fleeting.
Slavery, never foregrounded in southwest humor, could no longer be ignored. The Whig party
had dissolved. Most alarmingly for those on the southwest frontier, universal suffrage and the
doctrine of popular sovereignty gave the power to the uncivilized settlers who could decide the
fate of slavery in the territories.
The humorists, although uneasy with the potential political power of the uncivilized,
thought they would be civilized soon enough. Justus argues that these gentlemen were not as
dedicated to the civilizing mission as other reformers. They did not take on the role of “lightbringer … an American version of imperialism’s cultural emissary to the dark places.”86 They
were more patient and more tolerant than cultural missionaries could ever be as they believed the
uncivilized backwoodsmen was doomed to extinction.
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Washbourne’s gentleman is operating in a time of greater urgency than those depicted in
southwest humor. Washbourne, born to an actual missionary who evangelized the Cherokees,
was at once more sympathetic to the civilizing effort and less tolerant of white settlers. The
progressive Cherokees had worked to attain a level of civilization they considered to make them
the equals of white men and they looked with disdain upon the uncivilized squatters. Like the
gentlemen correspondents of the southwest, they understood their literacy as evidence of their
superiority over these backwoodsmen. Their ownership of slaves cemented this claim in the
frontier south. They realized the threat posed by white settlers as they had endured the white
encroachment that had finally led to their forced removal from Georgia in the 1830s and had
produced a series of crises in its wake. In the 1850s, these settlers held the power to determine
the fate of slavery in the western territories and thus threatened the identity the Cherokees had
worked so hard to achieve.
While the frontier myth held that all Indians were savage, Washbourne, and other
Arkansans living on the edge of Indian Territory in the 1850s, had a different understanding of
social hierarchy than those in other areas of the country. They accepted the Cherokees as equals
and understood that they had much to teach the wayward squatter. Many humorists reinforced
the frontier myth by labeling Indians as the savage “other,” but Fent Noland’s experience with
the Cherokees produced a different image. In 1844, he wrote as Pete Whetstone “Them ar
Cherokees are oncommonly friendly and nobody that has the horse and truck, need to be afraid
of their hair among them. I guess they have got two schools to our one, and you can’t sling a dog
through the cracks of their houses.”87
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Unlike the uneducated, primitive squatters who resisted civilization, the progressive
Cherokees familiar to Noland and Washbourne, were modern and embraced it. Accordingly,
while the tale of the Arkansas Traveler formally began in 1840, the ideas that informed
Washbourne’s image of the Traveler began to take shape years earlier, with his father’s
experience as a missionary to the Cherokees in Arkansas Territory.
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Chapter 2
Cephas Washburn, the Cherokees and their Quest for Civilization
While the Arkansas Traveler was formally born in the presidential campaign of 1840,
Edward Washbourne’s ideas were shaped by his experiences as the son of the missionary to the
Arkansas Cherokees, Cephas Washburn. Born at Dwight Mission, Indian Territory in 1831,
Edward learned the missionaries and the progressive Cherokees’ ideas about religion, race,
savagery and civilization. It was also here that he began lifelong friendships with the children of
the Cherokees. While most American understood Indians as savage and white conquest as the
inevitable and desirable onset of civilization, the Cherokees closest to Washbourne leveraged the
power of their literacy through print, usually newspapers, to argue that they had reached an
advanced level of civilization that was threatened by the influence and encroachment of barbaric
white settlers. They also believed that their status was dependent on their ownership of slaves. It
was this fusion of both missionary and Cherokee ideologies that formed the background for
Washbourne’s Arkansas Traveler.
The Cherokees, in the first decades of the 19th century, claimed land within the state
boundaries of Georgia, Tennessee and Alabama. White settlers, thirsty for land themselves,
maintained that the Cherokees and other Indian groups were trying to establish “imperia in
imperia,” nations with the boundaries of the United States and demanded that the federal and
state governments take action to prevent it.88 Americans argued that the Indians were not to be
trusted because “once a savage always a savage” and that they would never make the most of the
rich soil and resources of the region. While government officials understood that white settlers
88
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harassed and cheated the Cherokees and other Indians, this fact was ultimately used as another
reason the Indians should be removed, that is, removal west would protect them from unruly
whites.89
The idea of Indians as the savage other was vital to American identity. The colonists had
drawn a common understanding of who they were by defining who they were not. That is, they
were not black slaves and they were not the savage Indians with whom they had continuously
battled.90 In the wake of the Seven Years War, artist Benjamin West captured the understanding
that white soldiers of European descent were more civilized than Indians even when enemies in
war. In his aptly titled, General Johnson Saving the Life of a Wounded French Officer from the
Tomahawk of a North American Indian, West portrays General Johnson calmly protecting his
enemy in battle from the greater threat of the savagery of the Indian. The colonists reflected this
common experience of the savagery of the Indians in their Declaration of Independence, stating
as one of their complaints against the king: “He has excited domestic Insurrections amongst us,
and has endeavoured to bring on the Inhabitants of our Frontiers, the merciless Indian Savages,
whose known rule of Warfare, is an undistinguished Destruction, of all Ages, Sexes and
Conditions.”
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Figure 2-1: Benjamin West, General Johnston Saving the Life of Wounded French Officer from
the Tomahawk of an American Indian, 1764-68, Derby Museum and Art Gallery, Derby
This threat to all “Sexes” was best articulated in the captivity narratives. The first such
narratives were factual representations of actual experiences of those captured and held by
Indians. Many such captives chose to remain with Indian groups. Over time, the narratives took a
dramatic and violent turn in which no one would choose to remain. John Vanderlyn, in the Death
of Jane McCrea, 1804, captures the drama of the very moment before Jane McCrea is brutally
murdered by her savage captors. Images of the murder of Jane McCrea also circulated as prints
and helped to reinforce the idea that Indians were a threat to be conquered.
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Figure 2-2: John Vanderlyn, The Death of Jane McCrea, 1804, Wadsworth Athenaeum
In response, the Cherokees sought to learn the ideology of those that attempted to
conquer and remove them, to construct arguments to maintain their sovereignty and to create
tools with which to ward off white encroachment. They understood the most powerful of these
tools to be literacy and with it they could make their claims to a civilized status. To attain the
civilized status, they needed education. By the nineteenth century, the Cherokees who chose this
strategy, known as the progressives, also understood that southern civilization included the
domination of African slaves.
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The Cherokees had requested Euro-Americans to set up schools in Cherokee territory as
early as 1781.91 Establishing missions gave Cherokee leaders control over the mission and the
school thus avoiding sending their children to distant boarding schools. The progressive
Cherokees understood the importance of literacy to effective communication with whites, both
with political leaders and the white settlers that sought to take advantage of them. Cherokee
leaders also understood that the missionaries themselves could be leveraged as intermediaries to
further their political pursuits.92
Cherokee leaders looked with satisfaction at the Moravian missions that had become a
dependable supply for food and other goods and services as well as educating their children with
very little impact on their religious lives.93 Many were thus agreeable to the expansion of the
mission system proposed by the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions
(ABCFM) that established the first of the the missions to the Cherokee in 1816 at Brainerd,
Tennessee, after determining that the Cherokee were ripe for missionary activity due to their
already noted acculturation.94 However, the use of acculturation as a strategy to deal with white
encroachment and consequently agreement to the missions themselves was not broadly shared
among the Cherokees. Many Cherokees, known as conservatives, disagreed with the strategy of
the progressives and wished to retain their lands and their culture without interference from
whites. Only 3% of Cherokee children ever attended the mission schools, notably the children of
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the leaders.95 This division among the Cherokees, created by the need to defend against white
encroachment, created profound conflict over subsequent decades.
The missionaries at Brainerd immediately found themselves dealing not only with the
civilizing effort among the Cherokees, but with the problem posed by white settlers. Missionary
Cyrus Kingsbury was soon convinced of the Cherokees’ capacity for education and selfimprovement but nearby settlers were not. Kingsbury wrote that he had found immense hatred of
the Indians everywhere on the frontier. “I hope to remove some of the prejudices against them,”
Kingsbury wrote, by showing that the Indians were capable of education and conversion to
Christianity. “But you cannot conceive the state [of] feeling [against them].96 This “feeling
against them” was soon mirrored by the ill feelings the Cherokees and the missionaries
experienced towards their white neighbors.
White settlers continued to pressure federal and state governments for access to prime
Indian land. This pressure led to the 1817 Treaty of Cherokee Agency and the 1819 Treaty of
Washington that exchanged Cherokee lands in the east for land in Arkansas Territory and large
groups of Cherokee migrated west. The majority of the Cherokees chose to remain in the eastern
territory but white demands for removal continued. While the Cherokees leveraged the
involvement of the missionaries, Kingsbury soon realized that the government was also trying to
use the Board for its own purposes. As the Cherokee interest in education was now so strong,
government agents understood that the Cherokees could be induced to remove to Arkansas if a
school was promised.97
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Despite their move west, the Arkansas Cherokees well understood that they were not
immune from white encroachment. In the spring of 1818, during a visit to Brainerd, the western
Cherokee chief, Tol-on-tus-ky, requested a mission school for the Arkansas Cherokees.98 He,
like other Cherokee leaders, believed that the mission would be beneficial in educating Cherokee
children and providing an ally against inevitable white encroachment even in the west. Tol-ontus-ky’s request was granted and Cephas Washburn was assigned to establish the mission to the
Arkansas Cherokees.
Born in 1793 to a Vermont farming family, Cephas Washburn’s path to mission work
began with a childhood injury. In his early 20s, Washburn broke his leg after being thrown from
a cart. The injury proved to be severe enough to make the life of a farmer improbable. Freedom
from his farm chores gave Washburn the opportunity to pursue a classical education. By
alternating teaching with studying, he was able to pay for college and graduated from Vermont
University. Upon graduating, Washburn again taught before studying the Bible with the ‘apostle
of the mountains’ Rev. Parsons. He was licensed to preach in January 1818 in Randolph,
Vermont. Later that same year, The American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions
(ABCFM) hired Washburn to become a missionary to the Cherokees living in the Arkansas
Territory.99
Knowing that he would soon be making the arduous journey to the Arkansas territory,
Washburn married Abigail Woodward that fall. She gave birth to their first son, Josiah
Woodward Washburn in July 1819. By the end of this year, the young newlyweds and their
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infant son commenced their journey to the unknown in Arkansas Territory, a region Washburn
famously called “a terra incognita” although Arkansas was known and already had 15,000
residents by 1820, mostly white immigrants from elsewhere in the country.100 The young family
began their journey in at the Brainerd Mission where they formed their travelling party. On the
19th of November 1819, the Washburns, accompanied by fellow missionary Alfred Finney and
his young family left Brainerd for Arkansas in two wagons. This harrowing journey took several
months to complete. The missionaries were often delayed in their travels by illness and
frequently depended upon the kindness of both Indian and white families in the territory. It was
not until May 10, 1821, that the missionaries arrived at the site of what would become Dwight
Mission, along the Arkansas River near modern day Russellville.101
While the Arkansas Cherokees had not yet received a mission school, American
naturalist Thomas Nuttall visited their settlement on the Arkansas River in 1819 and provided a
glowing account of their progress towards the civilized state noting that “both banks of the river,
as we proceeded, were lined with the houses and farms of the Cherokee, and though their dress
was a mixture of indigenous and European taste, yet in their houses, which are decently
furnished, and in their farms, which are well fenced and stocked with cattle, we perceive a happy
approach toward civilization. … Some of them are possessed of property to the amount of many
thousands of dollars, have houses handsomely and conveniently furnished, and their tables
spread with our dainties and luxuries.102
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By the time the missionaries arrived, Chief Tol-on-tus-ky had died and had been replaced
by his brother John Jolly who visited the site of the new mission in July of 1821. Washburn
reported to the Missionary Herald, the news publication of the ABCFM, that “John Jolly, the
principal chief, and two other Cherokees, called upon us for the first time, to look at our place of
building and progress, and to ascertain how soon we should open a school.”103 Although
Washburn and Finney had commenced the building of the mission upon their arrival, Jolly
became impatient with the lack of progress on the school itself and demanded that the
missionaries open one quickly.104 Like his brother, Jolly understood the role of the mission
schools in advancing the education of their children and their claims to a civilized state. He also
understood that the missionaries could be used to strengthen their relationship with the federal
government. In late 1821, the missionaries again reported the pressure from Jolly who:
expressed a strong desire, that our mission might be a means of great good to his people,
whom he wished to be “walking in the best way.” He hoped that this part of the tribe
would shortly be as far advanced in civilization and its attendant blessings, as their
brethren in the old nation.105
Recounting this pressure, Washburn noted that: “we were not as yet prepared to open our
school; but the solicitation of the Cherokees was so urgent, that we consented to take a few
scholars. On the 1st of January, 1822, the school was opened with fifteen scholars; and such was
the earnest entreaty of the people, that this number was soon increased to fifty.”106 The Church
itself, central to the missionary enterprise, was not opened until March, and even then was only
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attended by the missionaries themselves.107 The central feature of the mission, for the Arkansas
Cherokees, was the school. While many Cherokees did become Christians, the schools and their
education in white customs were the tools sought by Cherokee leaders. John Jolly himself
“minutely examined the buildings, inquiring the estimated expense of each. They were very
particular in their inquiries respecting the school, the mode of instruction, the number of hours
daily appropriated to study, the employment of scholars out of school; how children, who have
no parents or friends, were to be clothed, &c. They expressed their cordial approbation of all that
was done, and of the plan of future operation.”108
The missionaries at Dwight and at Brainerd and the other eastern missions reported the
progress of the Cherokee students from savage to civilized in the Missionary Herald. The
missionaries and the Cherokee understood the power of literacy in promoting the Cherokee cause
and thus Cherokee leaders themselves used the Missionary Herald and other publications to
promote this understanding. The Herald noted: “The Indians have no newspapers. It is hence no
more than just, that they should sometimes be allowed to speak for themselves, through the
journals of other nations.”109
In 1822, Jeremiah Evarts provided a report of conditions in the Cherokee nation. At two
locations in which he stayed on his journey he spoke of women who had formerly been students
at Brainerd. “Their appearance was neat, becoming, and as such would be thought respectable, at
the house of an innkeeper among ourselves.… Supposing that we should need refreshment, she
provided tea unasked, and waited upon us in a manner creditable to her hospitality and her
education. Several useful books stood upon a shelf, and she said, in answer to my inquiry, that
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she was fond of reading.”110 Letters from Arkansas Territory reported the same progress. “The
whole number of Cherokee children in our family who are enjoying the privilege of literary,
moral and religious instruction is sixty; - thirty-four male and twenty six female….The progress
of all these equals, if it does not exceed that of most children, in a given time, in civilized
society.”111
The January 1823 Herald recounted the visit of several educated Cherokees to South
Carolina to communicate the progress of the Cherokee from savagery toward civilization and to
raise funds for the mission schools. John Ridge, a Cherokee educated at the Foreign Mission
School at Cornwall, gave an address outlining the Cherokee system of government. The Herald
reprinted portions of the address that was printed in the Charleston Religious Intelligencer. “He
entered into a detailed statement of the government of the Cherokee nation, which was certainly
an evidence of considerable progress from the savage state. He stated that many of the
inhabitants had large possessions in cattle and great produce from their farms; that the men were
versed in the arts of husbandry, and the females in those of domestic life.”112
By 1825, the missionaries described the progress of the Cherokee as “revolutionary”:
In looking at the present state of the Cherokees, and comparing it with the past, no one can
deny that a progress is making in civilization, and toward well-regulated Christian society.
… Such a revolution, as is now attempted, must indeed be progressive.113
In 1826, the Herald lauded the invention of a written alphabet for the Cherokee language.
The syllabic alphabet, created by Cherokee George Guess who lived near to Dwight Mission in
Arkansas Territory, was seen by many as a great advance towards literacy and civilization,
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although one author in the Herald warned caution in the use of the alphabet as it might inhibit
the adoption of English by the Cherokees.114
Also in 1826, Cherokee leader Elias Boudinot embarked on a tour of major American
cities to communicate the great progress of the Cherokee towards civilization. His “Address to
the Whites” was independently published in its entirety and excerpts printed in many
publications including the Herald. In his address, Boudinot acknowledged the previous savage
state of the Indians but drew a comparison with inhabitants of Great Britain before the Roman
conquest.115
What is an Indian? Is he not formed of the same materials with yourself? For "of one
blood God created all the nations that dwell on the face of the earth." Though it be true
that he is ignorant, that he is a heathen, that he is a savage; yet he is no more than all
others have been under similar circumstances. Eighteen centuries ago what were the
inhabitants of Great Britain?
While American identity relied, in large part, upon the identification of Indians as the savage
other, Boudinot’s effective comparison drew upon a strain of intellectual thought that had been
present since the first contact of English colonists with Indians. Seventeenth and eighteenth
century Europeans argued that North American Indians were potentially equals of Europeans but
were just “uncivilized.” Europeans could therefore educate them in more civilized ways. 116
While Europeans had struggled to explain racial differences that existed between Indians
and Europeans, Boudinot understood that it was vital that the Cherokees be considered racially
unique from Africans. European Americans had often exaggerated the differences between
Africans and Indians to enhance their racial theories. Thomas Jefferson, in Notes on the State of
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Virginia, described both Indians and Africans and found the African’s color to be a “powerful
obstacle to the emancipation of these people.” He further noted his suspicion that while blacks
were “inferior to to the whites in the endowments both of body and mind,” Indians were similar
to the Europeans north of the Alps before the Roman conquest and would make great progress
with time, literacy and an increase in population.117
Before we condemn the Indians of this continent as wanting genius, we must consider
that letters have not yet been introduced among them. Were we to compare them in their
present state with the Europeans North of the Alps, when the Roman arms and arts first
crossed those mountains, the comparison would be unequal, because, at that time, those
parts of Europe were swarming with numbers; because numbers produce emulation, and
multiply the chances of improvement, and one improvement begets another.118
Art historian Tom Cummins argues that many European artists purposefully depicted
Indians as Greco-Romans to connect them with the ancient civilizations that had been idolatrous
until the advent of Christianity.119 The figure below depicts an American Indian by Albrecht
Dürer sketched in the Greco-Roman style.
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Figure 2-3: Albrecht Durer, Psalm 24 with an Image of an American. In prayer Book of
Maximilian, Folio 41r, Germany 1515, pen and ink drawing. Bayerische Staasbibliothek,
Munich.
Cummins argues that the classicizing of the Indian body placed the figure of America “within a
recognizable genealogy.”120 The figures of the pagan Indians were akin to the pagan body of
classical antiquity from Christian Europe’s own pagan past. The Indians, therefore, could indeed
be civilized just as early Europeans had been, unlike Africans who could not.
Sixteenth century artist Theodore De Bry created a series of prints based upon John
White’s paintings of the Algonquin Indians encountered by the Roanoke Expedition in what is
now North Carolina. De Bry depicted Indians in a manner more reminiscent of Greco-Roman
figures than the indigenous people of the Americas by whitening their skin and altering their
features.121
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Figure 2-4: John White, Indian Man and Woman Eating, 1585-1586, British Museum.

Figure 2-5: Theodore De Bry, Their sitting at meate, 1590, based on watercolor by John White,
Courtesy of the John Carter Brown Library at Brown University.
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In DeBry’s print of White’s painting above, the features of the figures have also been altered and
their skin lightened to make them appear more European. De Bry also added fish and produce to
present the American colonies as a land of plenty.
Historian Winthrop Jordan noted that the colonists took great care to explain away the
tawny complexion of Indians with notions that application of bear grease created the
difference.122 Nancy Shoemaker’s work focuses on the emergence of “red” as a skin color that is
neither black nor white.123 She argues that Indians themselves likely came up with this category
and defended it as a category outside the black-white hierarchy.124
Boudinot, who had experienced open racism in Cornwall during his courtship with a
white woman, well understood the need for Indians to be categorized as “red” rather than nonwhite or black. The racial status of Indians was a matter of great debate in the nineteenth century.
Thus, Boudinot hoped to build upon a line of racial thinking that presupposed that Indians were
capable of reaching the same level of civilization as whites. This argument was also vital as
racial thinking in proslavery thought was strengthening in its suggestion that African Americans
were incapable of reaching this level of civilization.
While at Dwight Mission, Cephas Washburn reported that a Cherokee named Ta-Ke-etuh gave him the following explanation for differences in color, taking care to adopt an American
understanding of black racial inferiority that benefitted Indians:
The first human pair were red; and the varieties in the color of the human race he
accounted for by the influence of climate, except in the case of blacks. Black was a
stigma fixed upon a man for crime; and all his descendants ever since had been born
black. Their old men, he said, were not agreed, as to the crime thus marked by the signal
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of God’s displeasure. Some said it was for murder, some cowardice, and some said it was
lying.125
Elias Boudinot and others among the progressive Cherokees, studied, understood and
leveraged these American ideas about race and its connection to savagery and civilization. They
intermarried with whites and adjusted their manner of dress, their gender roles and economic
practices. They continued to use the missionaries to assist in the communication of their progress
and abilities. The missionaries to the Arkansas Cherokees worked to assist in positive racial
depictions of the Cherokees stating that visitors to the mission would not find barbarism but
would see:
a lovely group of children, who, by the regularity of all their features, their neat and
cleanly dress, their fair complexions, (fair indeed for a sultry clime,) their orderly and
becoming behavior, their intelligence and sprightliness, their mildness of disposition,
tempered with a manly spirit, and their progress in knowledge, would not suffer by a
comparison with most schools in a civilized land, nor disgrace respectable parents, in
passing as their sons and daughters.126
Racial difference became encoded in law in the 1827 Cherokee Constitution which
excluded blacks from participation in the government. All adult males were granted suffrage
except “negroes, and descendants of white and Indian men by negro women who may have been
set free.”127 Holding slaves themselves cemented the racial distance between African Americans
and the Indians that owned them and bridged the distance to slaveholding whites. Edward
Washbourne grew up understanding the role of slavery during his time at Dwight Mission. The
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presence of slaves at Dwight was noted by missionary Cassandra Lockwood who explained that
they belonged to both Cherokee families and local whites.128
Even as the missionaries and the Cherokees reported on their progress from the savage
state to the civilized, they continually asserted that the great impediment to this progress was the
presence of unprincipled whites. The sympathies of the missionaries lay with the Cherokee and
decidedly not with white settlers that continually demanded Cherokee land. Missionary Mr.
Hodgson lamented that “Sovereigns, from time immemorial, of the interminable forests which
overshadow this vast continent, they have gradually been driven, by the white usurpers of their
soil, within the limits of their present precarious possessions.”129 These whites were often
pictured as uncivilized and sinking into the savage state. The missionaries presented descriptions
of the behavior of Cherokee children “instructed in letters and religion; - acquainted with family
prayer; decent and orderly in all family duties; - christianized and civilized” that contrasted with
a “white family raised on the borders of the nation, and now living in it; - children totally
ignorant of letters, and of religion; -not one of them could tell who made them, who made the
world, or who is the Savior; -unchristianized, and sinking into the savage state, if not already
there.”130
Most problematic to the missionaries was the presence of whites that drank and sold
liquor. Washburn and Finney lamented that whiskey “is a great engine in the support of the
empire of darkness among this people; yet, in defiance of law and shame, it is brought here and
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sold in open day.”131 In February 1823, the Brainerd missionaries engaged some Cherokees
bringing in swine to kill and weigh but were unable to get them to speak of religious subjects.
They did discuss “One one subject, however, they readily understand, and quickly reply, (viz.)
the evil of drinking whiskey. They acknowledge it is bad; but white people make it, and bring it
to them.”132
The Cherokees and the missionaries used the threat presented by unprincipled whites to
justify the missions themselves and to raise funds for the schools. John Ridge, in his Charleston
address, lamented that where no barriers (moral and real) to the sale of liquor exist “these
intoxicating liquors reign triumphant.”133 In a section entitled “Effect of Ardent Spirits” the
Herald related a horrific story of the murder of a man by a drunken thirteen year old boy. In
retaliation, the man’s family killed the boy, his brother and his father. The missionaries did not
lay the blame with the boy but with the white lawbreakers who sold the liquor.134
These whites, according to the missionaries, threatened the mission project itself. The
report on the Arkansas Cherokees to the Secretary of War complained that:
We have labored in the commencement and progress under strong prejudices in the
minds of many of the natives, and among and around them are unfriendly white men,
who have made every effort to weaken our hands, and to sour the minds of the Cherokees
against us…” The missionaries worked to assist the Cherokee in resisting “those vicious
habits which have been derived from intercourse with unprincipled white men. Whiskey
and other kinds of ardent spirits, which have been brought in amongst them in great
abundance by the citizens of the United States and, by individuals of their own people..135
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A new mission school at Hightower in Georgia was delayed “owing injurious reports, put into
circulation by unprincipled whites, respecting the character and designs of missionaries.”136
Travelers to Arkansas territory also agreed with the Cherokee assessment of the
barbarism of the white settlers in that region. Geologist Henry Rowe Schoolcraft traveled
through the region in 1818 and 19. Having been swindled by a white settler, Schoolcraft
complained that, “Their avarice, their insensibility to our wants, not to call them sufferings, and
their flagrant violations of engagements, had served to sink them in our estimation to a very low
standard; for, deprived of its generosity, its open frankness, and hospitality, there is nothing left
in the hunter-character to admire.”137 Schoolcraft went on to conclude that “In manners, morals,
customs, dress, contempt of labour and hospitality, the state of society is not essentially different
from that which exists among the savages. Schools, religion, and learning, are alike
unknown.”138 Further on his travels he complained that “Schools are also unknown and no
species of learning cultivated. Children are wholly ignorant of the knowledge of books, and have
not learned even the rudiments of their own tongue. Thus situated, without moral restraint,
brought up in the uncontrolled indulgence of every passion, and without a regard of religion, the
state of society among the rising generation in this region is truly deplorable.”139
Schoolcraft also noted tensions between the Indians and white settlers in the region. He
wrote “The Indian considers the forest his own, and is careful in using and preserving every
thing which it affords. He never kills more meat than he has occasion for. The white hunter
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destroys all before him and cannot resist the opportunity of killing game although he neither
wants the meat, nor can carry the skins.”140 This created tension between whites and Indians in
the area. On the other hand, Schoolcraft reported that the land along the White River given to the
Cherokees in the 1818 treaty caused consternation among white settlers who had already made
improvements in the area. Under the terms of the treaty the “Indians relinquish certain tracts of
land in the state of Tennessee, but are to receive in exchange the lands lying between the north
bank of the Arkansaw, and the south bank of White River. Those people, therefore, who have
located themselves upon the right bank of the river, and improved farms, are now necessitated to
relinquish them, which is considered a piece of injustice.”141
White Arkansans looked to the Arkansas Gazette to assure them of the march of their
superior civilization and took care to belittle the savage Indians. In January 1828, the Gazette
reprinted an article from the Western Review that outlined the savagery of the Indians in a
manner the editors of the Gazette described as boasting of “originality and fidelity of
delineation.” This “Sketch of Indian Character” allowed that Indians were often very hospitable
but were fickle, devoured meat in a savage manner and were fatally attracted to alcohol.142 The
article went on to ridicule the misplaced vanity of Indian women and concluded by disparagingly
describing dances and other Indian customs.
Cherokee Nu-Tah-R-Tuh (No-Killer), replied directly to this article in his own response
to the paper, taking care to emphasize the ways in which the Cherokees were far more civilized
than their white neighbors:
Brother, you seem very desirous of the civilization of our people. I thank you in my own
name, and in their name, for these benevolent wishes. But what is civilization? Is it a
140
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practical knowledge of agriculture? Then I am willing to compare the farms and gardens
of this nation with those of the mass of white population in the Territory. The advantages
will be on our side. Does civilization consist in good and comfortable buildings? Here, if
the comparison be made, we shall have the advantage over the mass of your people. Does
it consist in possessing stocks? We are willing to compare. Does it consist in the style of
clothing? Here, also for economy and comfort we are willing to compare. Does it consist
in morality and religion? Our people have built, wholly at their own expense, the only
Meeting-house in the Territory; and though the number of truly religious people is small,
and though many immoral practices prevail, yet I believe we might compare with your
very best settlement in these respects. Does it consist in schools and education of youth? I
believe a larger portion of our youth can read and write than those in your own
settlements. Two permanent Schools, wholly supported by ourselves, will go into
operation in a few days. Does it consist in hospitality? We are proud of our hospitable
character. –If civilization consists in any of the above, then, Brother, do not tell about
hemming us in, by your settlements, to civilize us. But if civilization consists in pitched
battles, to murder one another, or in shooting our neighbors and brothers, in streets and
places of public resort, then we are in a woeful state of barbarism. Brother, I have
done.143
By 1828, the Cherokees and the missionaries extolled great progress towards civilization
despite the encroachment of the “unprincipled” whites in both the Cherokee nation in the east
and among the Arkansas Cherokees. However, the demand for land by white settlers was
creating great tension among both the western and the eastern Cherokees. State and territorial
leaders argued that the Cherokee land lay within their own jurisdictions. The Cherokees
continued to leverage the assistance of the missionaries to argue against white interference using
the Herald but now began their own newspaper.
In 1828, Elias Boudinot, with missionary assistance, procured a printing press and began
to publish the Cherokee Phoenix. The Phoenix, printed in English and Cherokee, sought to
advocate for the Cherokee cause. The inaugural issue proclaimed: “We would now commit our
feeble efforts to the good will and indulgence of the public, praying that God will attend them
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with his blessings, and hoping for that happy period, when all the Indian tribes of America shall
arise, Phoenix like, from their ashes , and when the terms “Indian depredation,” “war whoop,”
“scalping knife” and the like, shall become obsolete, and forever be buried deep
underground.”144 The paper devoted its columns to describing the great progress of the
Cherokees towards civilization. Boudinot outlined the Cherokee commitment to education,
revealing the plan for a national academy. The paper advocated Christianity and printed popular
prayers. Admonitions against the use of ardent spirits, especially whisky, mirrored missionary
efforts in the west. 145 The Phoenix exhorted that these liquors “powerfully obstruct every effort
for human improvement; and ruin for eternity vast multitudes of the souls of men.”146 Within its
pages, Boudinot also often wrote of “white savagery.”147 Writing of the whites intruding on
Cherokee land in Georgia he noted that they “to say the least have acted more like savages
towards the Cherokees than the Cherokees towards them.”148
In 1828, the western Cherokees agreed to leave the land in Arkansas Territory desired by
white settlers and move even further west in return for assurances that whites would not be
permitted in the new territory. The Herald noted that “The government of the United States
promises to run the boundary lines of the new territory before the first of October next, and
immediately to remove from it all whites and all other descriptions of persons who may be
unacceptable to the Cherokees, and to prevent their intruding ever after.”149 The purpose of the
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removal, according to the Herald, was “the prevention of those hostile feelings, followed by
quarrels and depredations upon each other, which arise between the white settlers and the
Indians, while the latter are within the limits of any State or Territory; the delivery of the Indians
from the injurious and corrupting influence to which they are exposed from abandoned white
settles and traders…”150 Many of the western Cherokees were dissatisfied with the treaty itself
and accused their own delegates of abusing their powers in its signing. The missionaries at
Dwight followed their constituents west and continued to report on their progress towards
civilization which was hampered by the tensions and divisions created by removal. The faint
hope, however, that the Arkansas Cherokees would be free of white encroachment was not
realized.
In 1830, Cephas Washburn noted a decline in industry attributed to “the introduction of
large quantities of intoxicating liquors into the nation. Traders from various parts of the western
country, knowing that the Cherokees were to receive considerable sums of money from the
government of the United States, as compensation for the lands which they had left, and for the
trouble of removing, have beset the Indians on all sides with Whiskey; with the expectation of
tempting them to drink, and thus getting possession of their money.” He went on to paint a
picture of “men, women and children are daily to be seen and unavoidably heard, in a state of
brutal intoxication…Gambling, fighting, debauchery, murder, and every evil work are the
concomitants of this prevalence of intemperance.” and argues this shows “how vain it is to hope
that the Indians will be placed beyond the influence of selfish and unprincipled white men, by
removing them west of the Mississippi.” “All of this whiskey comes from white men residing out
of the nation. Much comes down the Mississippi and Ohio, and much is brought from New
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Orleans. Many who sell it are residents of the Arkansas Territory, and many from other states,
and some from New England and New York.”151 A Dr. Palmer also noted that “many in our
neighborhood, especially in that part of it which borders on the white settlements, are giving
themselves up to dissipation and drunkenness. Indeed intemperance with all its horrid train of
evils seems to threaten a speedy destruction of the nation.”152
German traveler, Friedrich Gerstäcker, noted the presence of distilleries in Arkansas
during his time in Arkansas. “On the fourth of September I crossed White river, and went on to
the Little Cash river, passing a distillery, where they made maize whisky, but sold very little of
it, as the three young men, who carried on business in company, drank most of it themselves.”153
Later, he encountered some mule drivers from Texas. “They consisted of three whites, and two
Cherokees. One of the Indians spoke English very well, and I had a long conversation with him.
He had adopted all the habits of the whites, although he did not seem to have much love for
them.”154 Gerstäcker, while more positive in his accounts of white settlers in Arkansas than other
travelers, did note that “The western settlers, and particularly those in the south-western states,
are not very fond of hard work; in those wild regions they prefer rearing cattle and shooting, to
agriculture, and are loth to undertake the hard work of felling trees and clearing land.”155
White settlers in Georgia continued to pressure the government for access to Cherokee
lands within state boundaries. The discovery of gold in the summer of 1829 only increased white
intrusion into Cherokee land. Thousands of “twenty-niners” flocked to the Georgia gold fields in
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search of riches, illegally establishing shanty towns in which “drinking, gambling and fighting
were rife, and the laws were little known and less cared for.”156 Even at the time, the Cherokee
referred to the influx of miners as the ‘Great Intrusion.’157
In the wake of the gold rush, the demands for Cherokee removal grew even louder and in
his State of the Union address in December of 1829, Andrew Jackson called for the Cherokee
and other southern Indians to remove west of the Mississippi.158 By 1830, he had signed the
Indian Removal Act requiring Indians to voluntarily move from their Georgia homes. A new
rationale, the protection of their culture, had been added to the reasons that Indians should be
removed to the west.
While American identity had been built upon the need for Indian conquest, the
Romantics in the first decades of the nineteenth century began to argue that Indians were not
necessarily brutal but were noble savages now doomed to extinction. Author James Fenimore
Cooper popularized this idea in his Leatherstocking series, most definitively in The Last of the
Mohicans (1826). The idea of the noble savage became a notable feature in American landscape
painting that was recognized as national art in the same period. The theme was also prominent in
genre paintings.
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Figure 2-6. Thomas Cole, Landscape with Indian (Study for Last of the Mohicans), ca 1826,
Crystal Bridges Museum of Art

Figure 2-7. Thompkins Harrison Matteson, The Last of the Race, 1847, New York Historical
Society
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Despite such depictions, while Indians were under pressure from white settlement, they were
neither disappearing nor doomed to extinction. The Mohicans survive today.
Despite conceding that the Cherokees and other southern tribes had made major gains
towards civilization, Andrew Jackson argued that they to must be removed to the west for their
own protection as they too needed protection for their disappearing culture. He argued that
“surrounded by the whites with their arts of civilization, which by destroying the resources of the
savage doom him to weakness and decay, the fate of the Mohegan, the Narragansett, and the
Delaware is fast over-taking the Choctaw, the Cherokee, and the Creek. That this fate surely
awaits them if they remain within the limits of the States does not admit of a doubt.”159
Despite the attempted intervention by missionaries, white settlers increased their
encroachment on Cherokee land and the Cherokees received little assistance in holding them off.
The Herald reported that: “The people generally seem to be sinking in dissipation. Stores (of
white men) crowded with liquor are multiplying, and tempters are not wanting to draw all the
poor Cherokees, old and young, into vice of almost every description.”160 The Georgia General
Assembly had ruled that no white person could be prosecuted for crimes against the Cherokees
as Indians were considered too incompetent to bring suit or to be a witness against a white
person in a court of law.161 Thus protected by state law, bands of white men roamed the
Cherokee Nation vandalizing and stealing property.
In the pages of the Phoenix, Boudinot used the laws and customs of the United States to
object to removal and object to the refusal of the state of Georgia to stop white encroachment. He
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demanded federal intervention. The year Edward Washbourne was born, 1831, the Phoenix
printed a memorandum sent to the Committee of Indian Affairs calling for the removal of white
intruders from the nation which declared that “all such citizens of the United States who have
thus been permitted to enter and settle upon our territory are intruders, and the faith of this
Government is pledged for their removal.” The complaint also noted that “Added to all these are
many intruders, who, without any other pretext than to trespass upon our possessions and our
rights, contrary to existing laws, are allowed to annoy and harass our peaceable citizens to an
almost insufferable degree. In many instances have they by violence forced the natives out of
their houses and taken possession; while others, less daring, have erected buildings for their own
use upon the premises of the objects of their oppression.” 162
In 1831, at the request of the Cherokees, the federal government sent in troops to remove
the intruders with little benefit and the “Cherokees who had been engaged at their gold mines
were removed with the intruders, and experienced much injury and inconvenience...The troops
have suddenly been withdrawn, and our country again left exposed to the ravages of
intruders.”163 The missionaries used the Herald to highlight the stories of Cherokee families
subjected to injustice by these white intruders. A journal from August 1832 related the story of
Old Field, a respectable and influential Cherokee who served on the national council. After
assisting federal troops in capturing white lawbreakers, he became a target for their retaliation.
He had
everything taken from him, except his clothing, and some items of bedding, hid out in the
woods. His cattle, horses, hogs, provision, and the produce of the field, ripe and unripe,
were all taken. His family still continuing in the house, his wife was threatened, taken,
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shut up, then dragged about with a rope round her neck, &c., until at length, finding all
their exertions to defend themselves fail, they resolved to leave that part of the country.164
It became clear to many leading Cherokees that white intrusion would not only continue
but would be supported by the state of Georgia. In the wake of these events, Elias Boudinot, his
brother Stand Watie, along with his cousin John Ridge and his uncle Major Ridge, came to
believe that removal was inevitable and that the Cherokees should plan for removal and negotiate
the best terms possible. The other south eastern Indians, the Choctaws, the Chickasaws, Creeks
and Seminoles, had already removed by the mid-1830s. As the wealthiest Cherokees they also
had the most property to lose. The upper class of the Cherokees in Georgia was comprised
almost entirely of slaveholders by 1835 and there was a strong correlation between slaveholding
and the number of acres cultivated, value of houses and farm buildings as well as crop output.165
These families also gained wealth from intermarriage with white families and most were mixed
blood Indians. Children of the slaveholding families also were also more likely to be literate in
English. Thirty-nine percent of those in slaveholding families, including children and infants,
could read English in 1835, while only eighteen percent of those in non-slaveholding families
could read English.166 75% of the mills and 42 percent of the ferries were owned by
slaveholders.167 Slaves, like other Cherokee property, were subject to seizure by the
Georgians.168
However, Principal Chief John Ross and the majority of Cherokees continued to resist
removal and refused to sign away their lands in Georgia. The nation began to fracture along the
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progressive/conservative line which corresponded to the slave-owning/non-slave-owning
division. Although John Ross was a slave owner, the Boudinot-Ridge-Watie faction believed he
stubbornly refused to see the reality facing his people
In the fall of 1832, the state of Georgia divided the Cherokee Nation into individual plots
and held a lottery to distribute the land among the white citizens of Georgia. The leading
progressive Cherokees saw their property taken from them and given to white settlers.169 Stand
Watie’s property was drawn by four settlers.170 John Ross’s home in Rossville, south of presentday Chattanooga, was drawn in the lottery by a Georgian who quickly forced Ross and his
family to move into a log cabin across the state line.171 Ross continued to advise calm even as
conditions worsened but the pro-removal group grew more certain that they should pursue a
treaty.
As differences over removal deepened, the role of the Phoenix in swaying Cherokee
opinion became readily apparent. Boudinot wanted to use the press to advocate removal but was
forbidden to do so by John Ross.172 In a letter printed in the paper August 1st 1832, Boudinot
resigned as editor and gave his reasons for giving up the press as his lack of ability to print his
own views as they did not align with that of the Cherokee authorities, namely Ross and that the
nation could no longer afford to operate the press.173 Without Boudinot, the Phoenix took a
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stance against removal and Ross was accused of distorting the events in Georgia to sway public
opinion against it.174 Lacking sufficient funding, it ceased publication in 1834.
Boudinot, however, well understood the power of the press and wanted to print
pamphlets urging support of a treaty for removal.175 In August of 1835, acting upon his direction,
Stand Watie contacted the Georgia Guard and gained their assistance in seizing the press. Watie
argued that the press rightfully belonged to Boudinot who had secured it for the use of all
Cherokee people and that Ross suppressing the viewpoint of those in favor of removal. Now in
control of the press once again, the Ridge-Watie-Boudinot faction attempted to use its pages to
sway the attitude of the Cherokees.176 While some Cherokees may have been persuaded, the
majority remained against removal. In fact, historian James Parins argues that the existence and
use of the press strengthened the resolve of Georgia leaders to move forward with quick removal.
The fight for the press demonstrates the importance assigned to the written word by Cherokee
leaders.
In December 1835, a committee of twenty Cherokees signed an initial treaty with the
American government allowing the exchange the Cherokee land in the east for land in the Indian
Territory in the west. The final treaty, signed at New Echota May 23, 1836 by Stand Watie, Elias
Boudinot, Major Ridge and John Ridge, relinquished Cherokee claim to all land east of the
Mississippi in exchange for land in the Indian Territory, $5,000,000 and additional land known
as the Neutral Land in what would become the state of Kansas. The signing of the treaty, in the
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presence of only five hundred Cherokees, ignited a violent and long lasting division within the
nation.177
John Ross, along with the majority of the Cherokees, disagreed with the treaty and
lobbied to have it rendered void. A delegation to Washington issued a memorandum demanding
that Congress investigate the terms of the treaty which is rejected by “nine-tenths of our people.”
“we feel it due to ourselves frankly to state that the Cherokee people do not, and will not,
recognize the obligation of the instrument of December 1835. We reject all its terms; we will
receive none of its benefits. If it is to be enforced upon us, it will be by your superior strength.
We shall offer no resistance; but our voluntary assent never will be yielded. We are aware of the
consequences; but while suffering them in all their bitterness, we shall submit our cause to an allwise and just God, in whose providence it is the maintain the cause of suffering innocence and
unprotected feebleness.”178
Even as the Cherokees resisted removal and battled internal divisions, the pace of white
encroachment increased. The Herald reported in 1838 that “Inquiry is often made respecting the
present condition of the Cherokees, and their prospects in regard to their political affairs. – No
important change has occurred since the ratification of the treaty negotiated in December 1835,
except that their sufferings and exposures have been steadily increasing, owing to the influx of
white settlers into their country.”179
The Cherokee and their missionaries were not alone in continued complaints about the
uncivilized white settlers. English geologist, George Feathersonhaugh, traveled through
Arkansas in 1838 and was alarmed at the political power given to the uncivilized American
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squatters. He disparagingly described the conditions of the white settlers in terms that surely
informed Washbourne’s image: “…we were shown to a part of a cabin which was quite our of
repair, and where the weather came in freely enough, for it rained in torrents the whole night.”180
Upon another occasion he noted of his hostess: “She chewed tobacco, she smoked a pipe, she
drank whiskey, and cursed and swore as heartily as any backwoodsman.”181 Writing some six
years after his travels, Featherstonhaugh introduced his work by casting doubt on the ability of
these settlers to be effective citizens. His book sought to demonstrate the threat to America posed
by universal suffrage in which men like those he encountered in Arkansas can vote. “…these
wily agitators succeeded in converting the mob into a constituency, by establishing “Universal
Suffrage,” that fatal principle which has been the leading cause of the prevailing degeneracy.”182
He found an “excess of liberty which in America has degenerated into licence…”183
Featherstonhaugh, while critical of the white squatters and their political power, was
convinced that the Cherokees could be civilized and that it was white men who denied them this.
He was present at a Cherokee council meeting at Red Clay which convened August 1837 to
discuss removal. Featherstonhaugh later recalled that:
This spectacle….led me into reflection upon the opinion which is so generally entertained
of its being impossible to civilize the Indian….Here is a remarkable instance which
seems to furnish a conclusive answer…A whole Indian nation abandons the pagan
practices of their ancestors, adopts the Christian religion, uses books printed in their own
language, submits to the government of their elders, builds houses and temples of
worship, relies upon agriculture for their support, and produces men of great ability to
rule over them….Are not these the great principles of civilization? 184
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He concluded that they “they were driven from their religious and social state then, not because
they cannot be civilized, but because a pseudo set of civilized beings, who are too strong for
them want their possessions!”185
Though the white settlers and the U.S. government had pressured the Cherokees to
remove west, the signers of the Treaty of New Echota were soon branded as traitors among the
John Ross faction. John Ridge had declared, after signing the treaty, that “[I] may not die
tomorrow; but sooner or later….[I] will have to yield…[my life] as the penalty for signing.”186 In
March of 1837, the Treaty Party, as they became known, began their journey west, a harrowing
journey but undoubtedly made easier by the presence of their slaves. White residents of the
regions through which they travelled commented on the fact that they traveled in the manner of
white aristocrats, well mounted, well dressed, and well fed.187 Major Ridge’s house, ferry and
total improvements were evaluated at $24, 127, making him the third richest man in the
Cherokee Nation.188 He transported 18 of his slaves with him when he removed to the west.189
His son John Ridge’s improvements had been valued at $19, 741.67. He owned 21 slaves in
1835.190 Ridge sent his slaves and horse ahead of his family when they journeyed to the west.191
They chose rich, fertile land at Honey Creek. He also brought his children’s teacher, Sophia
Sawyer, with them to ensure that they continued to receive their education. Upon arrival in
Indian Territory in the west, they agreed to recognize the existing government of the western
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Cherokee and began to build their lives in the west, building relationships with, among others,
missionary Cephas Washburn and his family. Soon after their arrival, they established a printing
press at Park Hill.
Removal solidified slavery within the Cherokee Nation. Elizur Butler, a missionary to the
Cherokees, wrote a colleague that, a group of “influential men” had been making arrangements
for the emancipation of slaves and receiving them as Cherokee citizens in 1835. According to
Butler, the signing of the Treaty of New Echota, and the disruption that followed, prevented the
abolition of slavery in the Cherokee Nation.192
The slaveholders had a marked advantage after removal as each Cherokee was entitled to
farm as many acres as he could. With more slaves, these Cherokees had access to more acreage,
deepening economic divisions already present in Georgia. Lewis Ross, brother of John Ross, and
the second wealthiest man in the Cherokee Nation, chartered a boat to transport 500 slaves from
Georgia to the Cherokee Nation in 1838.193 Others purchased slaves in New Orleans or
Arkansas. The slaveholding Indians were the first to arrive as most Cherokees refused removal
and had the further advantage of choosing the most fertile and well-located land. Trader Josiah
Gregg noted as he traveled through the Cherokee Nation that he was “struck with the contrast
between an occasional stately dwelling, with an extensive farm attached, and the miserable
hovels of the indigent, sometimes not ten feet square, with a little patch of corn, scarce large
enough for a family garden” and that most of the “labor among the wealthier classes of
Cherokees, Choctaws, Chickasaws, Creeks and Seminoles, is done by negro slaves; for they have
all adopted substantially the Southern system of slavery.”194
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Between 1836 and 1838, approximately 2,000 Cherokees did move west but 15,000,
under the leadership of Ross, refused to emigrate.195 By 1838, Ross’ appeals had been denied and
the United States government prepared to forcibly remove the remaining Cherokees. While the
exact number of deaths during removal is not known, it is estimated that some 4,000 people died
during the journey west or in the stockades prior to removal. John Ross’ wife, Quatie, perished
on the journey.196 The tragic Trail of Tears, as it became known, increased the factionalism
already present within the Cherokees.
The great stress and strain of removal followed the eastern Cherokees as they arrived in
Indian Territory. The increased factionalism created by removal led to the murder of Elias
Boudinot, Major Ridge and John Ridge. Boudinot’s brother and fellow treaty signer, Stand
Watie, received notice of his impending assassination and fled to Arkansas. He was the only
signer of the Treaty of New Echota to survive the attack and became the the de facto leader of
the treaty faction, swearing to visit revenge upon John Ross, upon whom he laid the blame for
the deaths of his brother, uncle and cousin.
Cephas Washburn gave the funeral oration for John Ridge. Washburn had not supported
the removal of the Cherokees from Georgia and disagreed with John Ridge’s decision to sign the
treaty but the Ridge and Washburn families had become close since the Ridge’s arrival from
Georgia. Washburn believed that it was the U.S. government and not the Cherokees that was to
blame for the problems created by removal. In a letter to a government official he condemned the
government in the harshest terms:
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“Who, then, I ask again, is responsible for the fearful consequences of the treaty of
1835? The government of the United States? Yes, a tremendous responsibility rests upon
our government for that transaction. By that treaty, a foul stain is fixed upon our national
escutcheon, which is now indelible….You cannot excuse the agency you had in the act.
You cannot palliate it. The Cherokees hold you responsible; so do the people of the
United States; so does the Church of God; so does the civilized world; and so does the
Judge of us all.”197
While Washburn held the government of the United States responsible for the consequences of
the 1835 treaty, he and the Cherokees were fully aware that the government worked to remove
the Cherokee at the behest of the state of Georgia and the white settlers eager for their land.
After the assassinations, the families of the slain Treaty Party members feared for their
lives and fled to Arkansas, settling in the northwest towns of Bentonville and Fayetteville. By
1840, Washburn made the decision to leave Dwight Mission and submitted his application for
dismissal stating his reasoning as “the future welfare and usefulness of his children, who were
approaching an age to require instruction and associations such as could not be found in the
nation.”198 It was granted in June of 1840 and he moved his family across the border to
Arkansas.199 Although Washburn’s stated reason for leaving Dwight and the Cherokee Nation
was to provide for the education of his children, the real reasons are likely much more
complicated. He was associated with the Ridges who were forced to flee and the situation among
the Cherokees was violent and volatile. The January 1840 Herald reported that “The agitated and
divided state of the people has seriously interfered with the operations of the mission during the
year, and very little has been accomplished….The party dissensions which have prevailed have
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led to most painful scenes of violence and bloodshed; and it is feared that still more distressing
scenes may be enacted before these divisions shall be healed and fraternal feeling be restored.”200
From 1840, the Washburns made their lives in Arkansas, deeply connected to the Ridge,
Watie and Boudinot families and their ideas remained heavily influenced by the experiences and
ideologies of the missionaries and the Cherokees. These families brought with them their
understanding of what it meant to be savage or civilized, their ideas about race and slavery, their
suspicion of white settlers and their understanding of the role of print in promoting these ideas.
Despite the violent factionalism, these progressive Cherokees understood themselves to be
civilized and their present condition to be a result of the pressure from white settlement. Future
artist Edward Washbourne was 9 years old when he arrived in Arkansas.
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Chapter 3
Civilizing Fayetteville and Educating its Artist
After the assassination of the treaty signers, the Ridge and Watie families, along with
Cephas Washburn and his family, moved across the Arkansas border and continued to work
towards their claims of civilized status. As it had in Georgia, civilized status meant literacy,
education, and owning slaves. Although this group of proslavery, educated Cherokees had clear
views on civilized society, they established lives in Fayetteville, Arkansas which could hardly
boast of a refined image. These families worked together over the next twenty years to improve
the schools, to establish newspapers, to attract new emigrants and to establish industries
conducive to “southern” life which, as the sectional crisis intensified, meant those that relied
upon slave labor. The Ridges, Boudinots, and Washburns understood that claims to civilization
and political power in Arkansas and across the slaveholding states were dependent on this
defense of slavery. Exiled from the Cherokee Nation, the children of these families began to shift
their identity. While their fathers had agreed to removal they had not envisioned abandoning the
sovereignty of the Cherokee Nation. In Arkansas, their families began to see themselves as both
Cherokees and as proslavery Americans. The leading citizens of northwest Arkansas, in turn,
saw the proslavery Cherokees not as the savage other demanded by the frontier myth, but as their
equals.
While Cephas Washburn gave the education of his children as a reason to relocate to
northwest Arkansas, conditions in the young state cast doubt on this assertion. When the Ridges
arrived in Fayetteville in 1839, Sarah’s son John Rollin Ridge noted of this frontier town of 400
people, “In this town there are three groceries & the people sometimes fight with knives and
pistols, & some men have been killed here, but the people do not seem to mind it much.” His
85

tutor Sophia Sawyer, a former missionary who had fled with them to Fayetteville, added, “The
country is in a very undesirable situation respecting its civil institutions- yesterday another man
was hung here without trial except by a committee chosen on the spot.”201
Despite its uncivilized appearance, there were efforts underway to establish quality
schools.202 The Cumberland Presbyterians opened a school at Cane Hill in 1834. The Fayetteville
Female Academy opened in 1836 making it the first chartered institution for the instruction of
girls in Arkansas. This school, however, was only open 16 months.203 Fayetteville did become a
well respected center for education but this was largely because the Washburn, Ridge and other
families associated with the Cherokees arrived to build upon the efforts underway.
Cephas Washburn was an experienced teacher who, for many years, had provided a
classical education to both white and Cherokee families including his own son, Josiah
Woodward, who was already twenty at the time they moved to Arkansas. The Ridges, along with
the Washburns and other former missionaries, continued to believe that education was the key to
their progress within white society and they played a role in the formation of many of the schools
that emerged in the 1840s and 50s.204 These schools welcomed and encouraged the attendance of
the Cherokee students and it was the presence of the children of prominent Cherokee families
who were committed to education that helped to establish Fayetteville as an educational center in
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the region. Edward Washbourne and his siblings attended these schools with his Cherokee
contemporaries.
Sophia Sawyer, already a trained teacher with responsibility for her Cherokee pupils,
continued to instruct them in Fayetteville. Sawyer had been educated at the New Ipswich
Academy in Massachusetts and then at Byfield Female Seminary where she developed a special
interest in the education of girls.205 She had been a missionary to the Cherokees in the east and
had removed with the Ridges after the signing of the Treaty. She quickly established a school in
Fayetteville; initially instructing both boys and girls. John Rollin Ridge wrote shortly after they
fled to Arkansas that “My sister, brothers and myself are going to her (Ms Sawyer’s) school.” He
reported that he was studying geography, ancient history and geometry as well as learning to
play the flute from a man that was “from the higher class in Germany and a very learned
man.”206 White students attended with the Cherokees and often found themselves struggling to
keep up with them. Enis Combs Trimble explained in December 1840 that “Friday evening two
more Cherokee girls came up from the nation and their uncle was trying to get board for them.
Today our class in geography had to recite a lesson about the state of Conneticutt (sic), and none
of us knew it perfectly but one of the Cherokee girls, and I was very much ashamed, and I
determined I would get it before I went on to anything else.”207
The school went on to serve only girls and was named the Fayetteville Female
Seminary.208 The savvy Ms. Sawyer quickly required larger quarters for her school and allied
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herself with the leading townspeople to finance it.209 Sawyer well understood the goals of the
Cherokees and worked to assist them in their performance of the civilized state. In recalling the
arrival of the Cherokee students, a Fayetteville resident proclaimed that:
The passage of the Cherokees through the principal streets of the village was picturesque
in the extreme. Then followed the families of wealth-the Cherokee aristocracy- in their
splendid carriages, many of which were equal to the most brilliant that rattle along
Broadway. In 1840 there were fifty-one pupils in the school.210
Sawyer actively solicited Cherokee pupils who remained in the Indian Territory by
advertising in the Cherokee Advocate newspaper, informing them of the values stressed by the
school, and the role of clothing in performing status, when she stressed that “It is desirable that
young ladies come prepared with necessary clothing, that their minds be not drawn from
intellectual pursuits by needless attention to their wardrobes.”211 In her previous role as a
missionary teacher in the Cherokee Nation in Georgia, Sawyer had illegally included slave
children in her classes.212 There is no evidence, however, that she did so in Fayetteville despite
the face that the Ridges brought several of their slaves with them when they fled to
Fayetteville.213 According to the 1841 Washington County tax register, Sarah Ridge owned nine
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slaves. By 1850, she owned thirteen in Benton County.214 As the crisis over slavery intensified,
the Cherokees became as intolerant of black education as white slaveholders.
In Arkansas, Cephas Washburn’s family and the families of the exiled Cherokees became
definitively intertwined. His daughter Corinne married Cherokee John Martin Thompson about
1841. They had a son Herbert Thompson about 1845.215 Washburn continued to be directly
involved in the education of both his children and Cherokee children including the Ridges. Sarah
sent John Rollin Ridge to New England to be educated when he was fourteen but he soon
returned and completed his studies with Washburn, likely at a school at Mount Comfort, close to
Fayetteville.216
While at Mount Comfort, Washburn was instrumental in the founding of the Far West
Seminary in Fayetteville. The records of a public meeting in 1843 suggest the importance
assigned to the school by its founding board, two of whom, B.F. Thompson and Jesse Bushyhead
were Cherokees. The minutes emphasize:
...the vast importance, to the welfare of the nation at large, of cultivating the minds and
elevating the morals of those who at no distant day will hold the destinies of the republic
in their hands. For it cannot be concealed that in a very short time, the great valley of the
Mississippi will contain in its bosom a population controlling in numbers. Now is the
time to infuse into that population the seeds of a character, which will render that control
wise, salutary, and elevating.217
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In 1843, the board of this small school at the south and west, composed of Cherokee and white
members, foresaw the importance of the region to the future of the country, anticipated the
onslaught of immigrants from the east and articulated the importance of education in preparing
its residents for their duties as citizens. The board specifically stressed the importance of
education in the security of the republic:
In a Republican government, where the equality of man is acknowledged – and where
the art of War is regarded as one of the evils of the want of perfect civilization, the only
road open to a laudable ambition, lies in the path of letters, attainments of literature, or
the acquisitions of science.218
The minutes, reprinted in the Arkansas Gazette, make it clear that the inclusion of Indian
students was both an asset and essential to the goals of the school: “The uniting the youth of both
races, the white and the red, in the same pursuits, and in the same seminaries, must have the
happiest influence.”219
The minutes emphasize the principles of equality among the students and conclude with
the assertion that the “great distinctive principles of civil and religious liberty and human rights
on which our Republic is founded, & on which depend the advancement & elevation of our race
shall be carefully inculcated in the seminary.”220 This issue of rights was also reflected in the act
to incorporate the seminary which includes several principles of specific interest to the
Cherokees who were working to insure the protection of their own rights within the United
States. Principle 4 stated that “Perfect equality of rights shall be granted to all the students of this
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institution.”221 These rights, however, did not extend to African Americans. To some of these
men, the rights for which they were concerned certainly included the right to own slaves.
The Far West Seminary certainly hoped to attract the children of the Cherokee upper
class, by 1846 a group of about 300 mixed blood families. These families each controlled
plantations of 600 to 1000 acres cultivated by 25 to 50 slaves. Several families owned over 100
slaves and well understood the political issues before Congress in and surrounding states. 222
They desired the latest in fashions, rode in horse drawn carriages and sent their children to
schools in Arkansas, Missouri or eastern academies. While the Cherokee patrons of the school
had embraced slavery, growing differences on the issue may have prevented the Washbournes
from raising much needed funds from northern donors. During a visit to Vermont to raise funds
for the seminary, Cephas’s son Josiah Woodward took offense to the abolitionist leanings of his
northern family and changed the spelling of his name from Washburn to Washbourne.223
The Far West Seminary was destroyed by fire before it could open. Rather than
rebuilding, Cephas Washburn sold his interest to Robert Mecklin with whom Washburn had
worked at Mount Comfort. Mecklin opened a male seminary, Ozark Institute, on the same site.
Ozark Institute opened May 19, 1845 and was attended by John Rollin Ridge, his brother Aeneas
Herman, and several other Cherokee and white boys including Edward Washbourne, who chose
the same spelling of his last name as his brother, revealing his position on the issue of slavery.224
Curiously, Cephas Washburn’s biography, in which he participated, does not mention the fire
but attributes the school’s failure vaguely to “the newness and unsettled nature of the country,
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and the want of proper aid.”225 An 1889 history of Washington County noted of the failure of the
seminary “It was suspected of being a political move for some reason, and that, no doubt, had
much to do with the lack of encouragement extended to it.”226 It is unclear if the political
problems were associated with state politics, differences regarding slavery or factional issues in
the Cherokee Nation.
The Cherokees remained divided and these divisions, which often led to violence,
deepened as the slavery crisis intensified. Washburn continued to advocate for the families of the
treaty party and was instrumental in the signing of the Treaty of 1846 which eased tensions for a
period and provided financial security for the exiled families. President Polk mentioned
Washburn by name for his positive influence in the treaty.227 The factionalism, however, took its
toll on Washburn. Two years later, Sophia Sawyer asked Washburn, who was teaching at
Beattie’s Prairie, if he would come back to Fayetteville and teach the upper division of her
seminary. He agreed to the position but stipulated, “I could not, however, consent to be in any
way engaged in strife. I was never combatant and in my old age and infirmity I flee from all
strife.”228 Washburn did return to teach at the seminary and during his tenure there wrote a letter
to the editor of the Arkansas Intelligencer relating his feelings about both the importance of the
press and the importance of education:
… this press, as is the case with your own, shall fully and wisely advocate the cause of
education. It is an admitted axiom, that the continuance of our exalted political and
religious privileges, depends upon the diffusion of intelligence and virtue –education and
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religion- among all classes and in all sections of our vast country.229
The paper’s masthead read “Let every freeman speak his thoughts.” Washburn, concerned with
the education of white and Cherokee children, never recorded his thoughts on slavery or the
education of slaves.
Education in Fayetteville continued to prosper. In 1849, the Intelligencer detailed the
many schools flourishing in the area and claimed that Fayetteville was the “foremost town of
Arkansas in the cause of education” and Washington County stood first in the state for schools.
Cephas Washburn and Sophia Sawyer were credited as being “sturdy pioneers in the cause.”
At this place Miss Sawyer’s Female Seminary stands No. 1 in the whole country, and the
success of this institution is a gratifying testimonial to laudable perseverance. … The
school has the benefits of the erudition of a splendid teacher and enlarged scholar in the
person of Rev. C. Washbourne.230
By 1852, Fayetteville boasted Arkansas College, the first degree conferring institution in
Arkansas. Its founder, Robert Graham, later described it as a “handsome frame building, with
large chapel, library, wings for recitation rooms” and maintained that it’s “course of study was
that common in the best colleges of that day in the South and West. The College drew its
students from some ten states and Territories, and was patronized for a while by the United
States for the education of Indian youths (boys). Fayetteville was at that time an educational
center.”231
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These schools, patronized by the Cherokees, contributed to the reputation of Fayetteville
as a civilized center of education. Jacob Zacariah Van Hoose recalled of the Female Seminary”
Many beautiful young ladies from Missouri, the Indian Country and South Arkansas
attend this school. These girls and the young men from Arkansas College, together with
the young men of the town made Fayetteville society second to none in the state; in fact
from 1851 to 1861 there were no towns in the South or West where could be found more
prosperous business men, more gallant beaux, more charming and beautiful ladies or
more industrious citizens, happy and contented than in our own loved Fayetteville.232
Together then, the Cherokees and their former missionary had helped to build Fayetteville into a
center of education for their own children and others, both white and Cherokee. Fayetteville
resident William Quesenbury held that Cephas Washburn “to us stood as a father," He went into
a rude and uncultivated society and schools grew around him and men became better."233
Washburn, however, did not cultivate the schools alone. He needed the influence and
participation of Cherokee families in the schools.
Washburn wanted his children as well as his students to have a well-rounded education
that included the love and enjoyment of classical literature. By all accounts, his son Edward was
a talented student.
He was a deep student. In early life he came to his recitations fully prepared. His
studious habits never forsook him. He had a good retentive memory. He loved the
classic page. He could repeat page after page of Virgil, or a whole oration from
Cicero.234
J. Woodward Washbourne continued his interest in schools and is listed as one of the founders of
the Fayetteville Female Institute chartered in 1858.
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In addition to his commitment to education, Cephas Washburn continued to promote
temperance among whites and Cherokee in Arkansas. The earliest available issues of the first
Fayetteville newspaper, the Witness, enthusiastically report the progress on temperance in the
town.235 The town was swept up in temperance fervor in 1841, a movement he surely promoted.
In Washburn’s memoir he emphasized his belief that alcohol was an impediment to civilization
maintaining that the “introduction of firewater was responsible for the degeneracy of many
Cherokee” and wrote that “ I know no drunkard hath eternal life.”236 He was a member of the
Fayetteville Temperance Society and lectured often on the subject of temperance.237 Washburn
was a close friend to missionary and temperance leader Roderick Latham Dodge who founded
the Temperance Journal in 1844, the first of its kind in Arkansas. Edward completed a portrait of
Dodge about 1850.238
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Figure 3-1: Edward Payson Washbourne, Portrait of Dr. Roderick Latham Dodge, ca 1850,
Arkansas Arts Center
The Ridge and the Washburn families continued to grow closer. Edward’s brother,
Josiah Woodward, married Susan Ridge in January 1847. By 1850, the Ridges and the
Washburns were living as neighbors in Benton County.239 Josiah Woodward, most often known
as Woodward, took over from his father as a key advocate for the interests of the Treaty faction
of the Cherokee. He also became a vocal supporter of southern slavery, holding fourteen slaves
by 1860, and an editor of both the Van Buren Intelligencer and later the Fayetteville
Arkansian.240 In 1850, Edward Washbourne was 19 years old, a budding artist and eagerly taking
in the ideas of those around him.
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Though Edward himself is not known to have owned slaves, he had always been
surrounded by those who did, both at Dwight and in Arkansas.241 His childhood friend, John
Rollin Ridge became a slaveholder and passionate defender of slavery. By all accounts, John
Rollin had received a fine education in Fayetteville and became a talented and prolific writer. In
the late 1840s, he began to submit poems under the pen name Yellowbird to local newspapers.
The poems reveal that John Rollin was contemplating the role of Indians in the modern world.
They suggest that he believed traditional Indian cultures, while noble, were gone forever and had
been replaced by progressive white society with modern cities.242 In 1847, he wrote:
A thousand cities
Stand, where once thy nation’s wigwam stood,
And numerous palaces of giant strength
Are floating down the streams where long ago
Thy bark was gliding. All is changed243
Unlike other romantic poets, however, Ridge was an Indian and knew that Indian
societies still existed. To survive, John Rollin believed, like his father and uncle Elias Boudinot
before him, Indians should give up their traditional ways and adapt to the culture of white
America. For Ridge, born into southern society, this adaptation also meant the ownership of
slaves. He was drawn to the ideological defense of slavery as a young man and wrote
prolifically in the defense of southern society. After receiving his portion of the settlement under
the treaty of 1846, he married a white woman, Elizabeth Wilson, from Fayetteville and
established a farm at Honey Creek in the Cherokee Nation with the assistance of his slaves,
Simon and Grigg.244 In 1849, an event occurred that severed John Rollin Ridge from his life in
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the Nation and Arkansas. He killed his neighbor, David Kell, after an argument in which Ridge
maintained Kell physically threatened him. The killing took place in the Cherokee Nation and it
was feared that Ridge could not receive a fair trail there under the government of the Ross
faction. He eventually fled to California and, despite his great desire to do so, never returned to
the Cherokee Nation or to Arkansas. 245
Through his writing, however, Ridge remained connected and influential in the
promotion of Cherokee and proslavery causes. Like his father and uncle Elias Boudinot before
him, he well understood the power of the press to assert his causes. In 1854, he published the
first novel by an Indian author, The Life and Adventures of Joaquín Murieta, the Celebrated
California Bandit.246 Loosely based on popular newspaper stories of real banditti of Mexican
origin in California, the novel presents a story of a man politically and economically
disenfranchised by the Anglos, a story clearly reflecting Ridge’s experience as a Cherokee
Indian. Scholar Lori Merish argues that the novel allowed Ridge to draw attention to different
populations subjected to racism and imperialism and to perform a critique of white supremacy as
Ridge understood it unfolding on American frontiers.247 Merish persuades that, through Joaquín
Murieta who responds to Anglo offenses with a rampage of violence, Ridge was able to avenge
the losses he himself had experienced.248 The novel was popular in its own time but it was
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frequently copied without attribution in stories and in theatrical plays and it failed to be as
profitable as Ridge had hoped.249
While Ridge used the novel to communicate his ideas, he also desired to write more
directly on the subject of the Cherokees. In October 1854, he wrote to his uncle Stand Watie of
his desire to come back to Arkansas and establish a newspaper dedicated to “the interest of the
Indian race.” He maintained that the “Indians certainly need friends and a newspaper properly
wielded would be the most powerful friend they could possibly have. It would be a medium not
only of defending Indian rights and of making their oppressors tremble but of preserving the
memories of the distinguished race, illustrating their characters and keeping green and fresh
many of the most important events of Indian history which should not be allowed to perish.”
After asking Stand Watie to furnish the money for the press, he exalted that he wanted to “write
the history of the Cherokee Nation as it Should be written and not as white men will write it and
as they will tell the tale, to screen and justify themselves.”250
A year later his uncle had not provided the funds for the press but John Rollin wrote to
his mother of his continued hopes to establish a paper “on the white side of the line” (of the
Cherokee Nation) that would be devoted to the advocacy of Indian rights and interests.” He
argued that, if he could establish such a paper, that he would enlist the contributions of the
leading minds in all the Indian nations. He believed that this newspaper would give him power
that would be “feared and respected as “Men, governments, will be afraid to trample upon the
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rights of the defenceless Indian tribes when there is a power to hold up their deeds to the
execration of mankind.” 251
Ridge went on to propose that the Cherokee Nation enter the Union as a state, an idea
never proposed by his father and not popular with the majority of the Cherokees within the
Nation but now embraced by the proslavery Treaty faction.
What prouder object could a man propose to himself than the great idea of civilizing and
improving these mighty remnants of the Indian race –bringing all these scattered tribes
one by one into the fold of the American Union.”252
His uncle did not provide the funds for the press nor did he assist John Rollin with his return to
the region. Ridge remained in California and became a newspaper editor devoting his efforts to
the support of the proslavery Cherokees.
Just after John Rollin Ridge left Arkansas and the Cherokee Nation, his cousin Elias
Cornelius Boudinot returned to the region with many of the same ideas and goals. His father’s
widow had taken Boudinot and his siblings to Vermont after the assassinations but he returned to
Arkansas once he reached adulthood. After training as a lawyer in Fayetteville, he assisted with
the successful defense of his Uncle Stand Watie in a murder trial. Boudinot was deeply
committed to the cause of the proslavery Cherokee and did eventually establish a newspaper in
Fayetteville in which he railed against the John Ross faction of the Cherokee and against the
dangers of abolitionism.253 Both John Rollin Ridge and Elias Cornelius Boudinot greatly
informed the ideas of their friend and artist, Edward Washbourne.
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In addition to his father and his Cherokee contemporaries, two other men, William
Quesenbury and Albert Pike, were very influential in young Edward’s life. Quesenbury, known
as “Cush” was a teacher, poet, newspaperman and artist. His writings reveal a complicated man
of great passion. Albert Pike was a prominent lawyer, poet, politician and newspaperman with
national prominence. Both men respected and sought the company of their Cherokee
contemporaries. Both men also became ardent defenders of slavery and the southern way of life
and were vehemently anti-abolitionist. They prolifically published their views on this matters
and these ideas infused Washbourne’s education.
In 1836, Pike published an essay in the American Monthly Magazine entitled “Life in
Arkansas” in which he explained that abolitionism originating in his native Boston and other
places was making life harder for southern slaves as it was increasing the anxiety of the planters
and the necessity to increase “strictness” and “security” and “gives excuse to severity.”254 He
warned that the liberation of the slaves would lead to a war of extermination. Repeating a refrain
common to proslavery apologists, he maintained that southern slaves were better fed, clothed and
attended to in sickness than the poor whites of the north. Pike concluded that “the greatest curse
you can inflict on a slave is to free him. I have become convinced of these things since I left the
North.”255
Quesenbury, an ardent defender of southern slavery, owned four slaves in 1850 and seven
by 1860.256 He was as pro-Cherokee as he was proslavery. Quesenbury both contributed to local
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newspapers and was also the editor of the Fayetteville based South-West Independent from 1853
to 1856. He hailed the divine nature of the southern system of slavery and often railed against
abolitionists in the Independent. On September 20, 1854 he wrote of abolitionists that they must
“Yield to the truth, that God Almighty in Holy Writ permitted slavery- permitted without censure
and blessed every slaveholder the “Father of his People.””257
As no Cherokee newspaper existed after 1853, Quesenbury was paid by the Cherokees to
print their content in the South-West Independent.258 Although he was disparaging to some
Indian groups he considered there Cherokees his equals and made it clear of his newspaper that:
“In the following, whenever the word “Indian” occurs without qualification, we wish it to be
understood that we mean the wild tribes and not our neighbors, Cherokees, etc., whom we class
in intelligence and morality equal with ourselves.”259 The Cherokee Advocate had been run from
Cherokee Nation from September 26,1844 to September 28, 1853 when it was suspended due to
lack of funds. Its editor from 1852 to 53 was William Penn Boudinot, Elias Cornelius Boudinot’s
brother who was thus sympathetic to the Treaty faction. Previously, the Advocate had been
edited by those of the Ross faction. William Boudinot may have been given the position due to
his talents as an editor and writer and also because the time period coincided with a lull in the
factionalism that occurred after the treaty of 1846. 260
The young Edward demonstrated an interest for and an aptitude for art. Both Pike and
Quesenbury were instrumental in helping him develop these skills. "Quesenbury," his brother
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Woodward wrote to his wife, Susan, "knows that Eddy will be a great artist some day and he can
appreciate him."261 Quesenbury was an artist himself, his desk at the newspaper office was
surrounded by images he had drawn, who both taught Edward how to draw but also instructed
him in the mechanics of printing. 262 Historian Josiah Shinn noted that Washbourne and
Quesenbury worked together on a picture of Fort Smith in the 1850s; Quesenbury made the
drawing while Washburn added the color.263
Quesenbury produced two prints during this period that helped to position Fayetteville as
a center of education. His view of Arkansas College and his image of the Fayetteville Female
Seminary place well-dressed figures in the foreground, emphasizing their respectability and
civilized stature. As the men in his life emphasized the power of the newspapers in advancing
their ideological and political goals, Edward learned the power of image in communication of
ideas, and, importantly, the manner by which an image could be printed and disseminated.
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Figure 3-2: William M. Quesenbury. Fayetteville Female Seminary. Ca 1852. Washington
County Historical Society

Figure 3-3: William M Quesenbury, Arkansas College, ca 1853, Washington County Historical
Society
Albert Pike, originally from Boston, had an interest in art and the means to help Edward
with supplies and instruction. He was a regular contributor to the New York sporting magazine,
The Spirit of the Times and was a friend to its editor William T. Porter. Porter assisted Pike and
other correspondents in obtaining items they could not obtain themselves due to their remote
location. Throughout their friendship Porter sent Pike “fishing flies, a pair of ferrets, two guns,
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nine picture frames, a painting by C.L. Elliott, doves, landing nets, a buggy, a membership
subscription in the International Art Union, hunting traps, four dogs, and some books.”264
The art union, which distributed engravings to its annual subscribers, provided Pike and
his protégé with prints of the very latest in artworks from the United States and elsewhere. The
painting by C.L. Elliott may refer to a portrait of Pike that he had commissioned from Charles
Loring Elliott, a prominent portrait artist in New York. A portrait of Pike by Edward Westbourne
that hangs in the Special Collections of Mullins Library at the University of Arkansas is clearly a
copy of the Elliott portrait. Pike must have let Edward copy it to further his skills. The
inscription on the verso of this canvas states “Portrait of General Albert Pike, at about forty years
of age. Painted by Edward Payson Washbourne, Early, Arkansas.” Pike was born in 1809 which
dates the portrait at about 1849-51.
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Figure 3-4: Charles Loring Elliott. Albert Pike, 1843, Supreme Council of Freemasons,
Washington D.C.

Figure 3-5: Edward Payson Washbourne. Albert Pike, ca.1850-54, University of Arkansas
Fayetteville.
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Edward quickly gained accolades as an amateur artist but materials were hard to obtain
and quite expensive. Josiah Shinn wrote that Cephas Washburn’s salary was not sufficient to buy
materials so Edward found another early patron in W.J. Weaver. Shinn recalls that the merchant,
who admired the work of the young artist, purchased “an artist’s outfit of painting material”
during a trip to Philadelphia. A delighted Edward Washbourne presented Weaver with a gift of a
picture of the Bay of Naples (now lost).265
Lacking funds, Edward became a teacher for a short while but soon gave it up, opened a
studio and began painting portraits. The Arkansas Gazette had taken notice of him by 1852,
noting that Washbourne was a native of the state and that he was an artist of very considerable
merit. 266 The editorial went on to assert that “we hope that he may be liberally patronized, by
those possessing the means, and who feel disposed to encourage native talent in a worthy and
deserving young man.”267 He was able to spend some time with and learn from a traveling
portrait painter named Harding in 1853.268
The men around Edward understood that even portraits were never ideologically neutral.
Albert Pike chose Charles Loring Elliott and later the photographer Matthew Brady to capture
his own image as a powerful and dignified man. The Knickerbocker Magazine asserted that a
portrait by Elliott could make a man a better person: “whenever his pencil traces a face, it is sure
to follow its outline with the utmost fidelity….to clothe the whole with that warm, genial and
glowing atmosphere which will make the man he paints, when he looks at it, a better man; which
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will inspire him with purer imaginations, higher purposes, and more exalted resolutions.”269 “In
self-evident honesty of likeness, in earnestness of of expression, in geniality of feeling, in
spirituality, and in deep rich flesh-tines, his paintings have few equals and no superiors.”270
Edward knew and studied with Arkansas artist Henry Byrd whose clients engaged
him to express their class and culture in their portraits. Their residence in the small towns
of 1840s Arkansas did not preclude the performance of class and status. Byrd presented the
William Byers family of Batesville as the very emblems of civilized society in their
portrait. All members of the family are pictured in elegant clothing; Mrs. Byers holds an
elaborately bound book. Barely visible behind her chair stands one of her slaves, an
ornament to the status of this family, carefully separated from them by a physical barrier.
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Figure 3-6: Henry Byrd, Judge William Byers Family, 1840-45, Historic Arkansas Museum
William Byers, besides being a circuit court judge, had served in the state legislature, was
elected to Congress and ran The Batesville News.271
Perhaps more than others, the Cherokees, in their struggle to performing their civilized
status, understood the power of the portrait in conveying ideas of race and class. Thomas
McKenney of the War Department commissioned artist Charles Bird King to paint portraits of
more than a hundred Indian delegates who visited Washington between 1821 and 1842.272 Major
Ridge, John Ridge, and John Ross had their portraits made by King in the 1830s. The images
were later issued as prints in McKenney and Hall’s History of the Indian Tribes of North
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America.273 Art historians have argued that Americans performed their identity through portraits.
T.H. Breen argues that such portraits were a method of self-fashioning.274 Breen maintains that
eighteenth century Americans communicated their sense of identity through the self-conscious
use of consumer goods, in particular imported cloth, which was intimately linked to codes of
class and status.275 In contrast, when examining portraits of Indians in the nineteenth century, art
historians have often assumed that the artist imposed racial and ethnic stereotypes upon the sitter
and thus they did not reflect a communication of identity by the Indian sitter. Elizabeth
Hutchinson has recently argued that portraits of Indians can often be understood as evidencing
self-fashioning and communicating identity in the same way as other nineteenth century
Americans.276 This was certainly the case for these Cherokee sitters who asserted their own
identity through their portraits.
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Figure 3-7: John T Bowen after Charles Bird King. Major Ridge, a Cherokee Chief / drawn,
printed & coloured at I.T. Bowen's Lithographic Establishment No. 94 Walnut St.1838. Courtesy
of the Library of Congress.

Figure 3-8: John T Bowen after Charles Bird King. John Ridge, a Cherokee / drawn, printed &
coloured at I.T. Bowen's Lithographic Establishment No. 94 Walnut St.1838. Courtesy of the
Library of Congress.
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Figure 3-9: John T Bowen after Charles Bird King. John Ross, a Cherokee Chief / drawn, printed
& coloured at I.T. Bowen's Lithographic Establishment No. 94 Walnut St.1838. Courtesy of the
Library of Congress.
In the portraits, all three men are presented in the manner they considered civilized. All are
carefully groomed. Their clothing, always important to the Cherokees when performing their
status, reflects their upper class standing. John Ridge holds a quill for writing to demonstrate his
literacy as a Cherokee interpreter. The text accompanying the portrait repeated the Cherokee
assertion that they had made the transition from savage to civilized. “Commencing life as a mere
savage, with no knowledge but that of the hunter, he adopted with energy the forms of
civilization, became a successful farmer, and a public spirited citizen, and reared his family in
the observance of the social duties and virtues of civilized life.”277 John Ross not only used the
portrait to demonstrate his status but also articulated his political stance by holding a paper that
states ‘Protest and Memorial of the Cherokee Nation 1836.’
The portraits of these Cherokees sit in marked contrast to the common depiction of
Indians in nineteenth century American art in which Indians are either presented as noble but
disappearing savages or as violent barbarians. Artist John Mix Stanley visited Indian Territory
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in the 1840s and produced images confirming the savagery of the Indians yet alluded to the
possibility of their civilization. In Osage Scalp Dance, 1845, a white woman protects her child
from the savagery of the Osage. Art historian Julie Schimmel describes the painting as
presenting “the struggle between the forces of civilization and those of savagery, between the
forces of light and darkness.”278 Stanley conspicuously contrasted the white skin of the heroine
with the dark skin of the Indians who surround her. Yet, the savagery of the man poised to strike
her is countered by the Indian who moves to protect her, his medal confirming the positive
influence he has previously gained from white contact.

Figure 3-10: John Mix Stanley, Osage Scalp Dance, 1845, Smithsonian American Art Museum
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Stanley unlike other artists who depicted Indians, had travelled west. His work was influenced by
the mythology of his period but also by his time spent with the Cherokees.
John Ross’s sister commissioned portraits of her family from Stanley during his visit in
1843. In contrast to many of Stanley’s works which display Indians as bellicose and holding to
traditional ways, the Ross portraits convey the very essence of civilized respectability. Here
Ross’s niece Eleanora is presented in modest clothing holding a sketchbook. The fact that a
sketchbook was chosen for the portrait confirms that many progressive Cherokees also
understood art as an indicator of civilization, alongside literacy.

Figure 3-11: John Mix Stanley, Eleanora C. Ross, 1844, Gilcrease Museum
Historian Michael Dougan notes that William Quesenbury met John Mix Stanley during this visit
and was so impressed by him that he named his son Stanley. Dougan speculates that Quesenbury
was able to gain some instruction for young Edward at this time.279
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John Ross himself had a portrait made of his children during a visit east. The Ross
children present the very picture of civilized respectability. The choice of clothing positions them
as children of the better classes and the whiteness of their skin has been carefully emphasized by
the artist.
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Figure 3-12: Samuel Bell Waugh, Children of John and Mary Ross, 1843, Gilcrease Museum.
Not content with his skills as a portrait painter, Washbourne wished to gain a more robust
artistic education. As no school of art and very few artists lived in Arkansas at this time, Edward
lived frugally and amassed enough money to travel to New York in 1854. He spent eighteen
months studying under Charles Loring Elliott, no doubt an arrangement procured by Albert Pike.
An 1850 Knickerbocker review of Elliott, recommended him as a great mentor to younger artists.
“Elliott, as has been said of Inman, has ‘none of the jealousy that so often mars the magnanimity
of rival artists,’ No man ever heard him praise his own works, on the one hand, nor detract from
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the merits of a brother-artist, on the other. On the contrary, the young artist has no warmer
friend, and merit, however obscure, a more honest and frank admirer, than Charles L. Elliott.”280
In New York, Washbourne saw in person some of the masterpieces that Pike had shown
him in print. He saw the great landscapes of the Hudson River School and was exposed to the
genre paintings of William Sidney Mount and George Caleb Bingham. He learned how artists
understood America and how they communicated national ideals. In their depictions of settlers
and Indians, he saw how artists envisioned the west and how the west represented America. He
learned how contemporary artists from north and south, influenced by the crisis over slavery,
envisioned the national landscape in increasingly different ways.
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Chapter 4
Picturing a Nation Divided: Art and American Identity
Edward Washbourne came of age as an artist in a period of crisis both for the nation and
for the role of art within the nation. His education in American landscapes and genre painting
was heavily influenced by the debate about national identity and what it meant to be an
American in the mid nineteenth century. When he arrived in New York, Edward quickly realized
that landscapes, exemplified by the Hudson River School, led the vision of America as a nation
during this period and he must have contemplated the implications of this vision. Although often
disdained as a lower art form, Edward saw the genre paintings of Mount and Bingham, learning
how they made sense of and communicated the many types of Americans and their perceived
role within the nation. He had been surrounded by men who used words to communicate their
political ideas. Now he completed his education, initiated by Albert Pike and William
Quesenbury, and learned the role of art in communicating political argument and identity.
Art had been involved in the formation of national identity in the United States even
before the moment of its declaration of independence. Printed images helped to fuel discontent
over the Stamp Act and other colonial crises. One of the first acts of revolution for those seeking
destruction of royal authority was to tear down the statue of King George from its pedestal in
New York. America’s political leaders understood the role of image and art in communicating a
new vision of national identity. Some images built upon new ideas about republican leadership;
others built upon older ideas about the superiority of white Americans to Indians and African
slaves.
However, by the 1850s, national identity faced a crisis threatening to split America in
two. Americans, as articulated by Senator William Seward of New York, faced the existence of
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an “irrepressible conflict” that arose from two visions of the new nation “the one resting on the
basis of servile labor, the other on the basis of voluntary labor of free men.”281 Both northern and
southern artists helped to articulate and reinforce these competing visions through paintings,
prints and the popular press. The crisis over slavery, though it tore apart national identity, gave
the proslavery Cherokees an opportunity for inclusion in a southern identity distracted from its
reliance on the Indian as the savage other.
The need for a national identity was vital in the fragile American republic formed
somewhat loosely from the thirteen former British colonies. The new nation had little common
history and very little national feeling. Prominent printer Benjamin Franklin had realized the
power of images to create a common identity and specifically the potential of paper currency to
place these images in the hands of every man.282 For the Continental Currency, he rejected
images representing the monarch and proposed symbols that could persuade Americans to take
action in defense of the revolutionary project. Franklin incorporated plant and animal imagery to
symbolize the triumph of the weak over the mighty. To make sure that all Americans understood
the iconography, Franklin printed a key to his images in the Pennsylvania Gazette. Franklin
realized that paper currency was more than an instrument for trade and finance but could become
an important medium through which the Congress could speak to and unite the American public.
He envisioned currency with images of notable self made men in the hands of Americans,
uniting them in common purpose and identity.283
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Although Franklin envisioned currency with images of notable self made men for the
new republic, the Confederation Congress never followed through on its plans to establish a
mint. While no common currency existed until 1863, the circulation of images of laudable
persons envisioned by Franklin to represent the nation flourished in other forms through paint,
print and material culture. As Paul Staiti has argued, these images across media became
“seductive “voices” that had the power to explain the new United States to its new citizens…”284
Images of the revolutionary leaders, especially George Washington, created a unified mythology
with the power to convince Americans of their similarities despite their extreme social and
political differences.285 Artists like Gilbert Stuart crafted images of Washington as the ideal
personification of the republic; virtuous, calm and dignified. In actuality, as Staiti and others
have suggested, Washington himself was often far from calm and given to fits of anger.
However, as Staiti asserts, a common identity did not demand reality and these images “depict
America as it might have been, but not as it would ever be.”1 Images conveying national identity
in this period pictured the new nation in the hands of capable gentlemen.
In the pursuit of a national identity, white Americans also found fraternity through an
understanding of who they were not; that is, they were distinct from Europeans and superior to
both black slaves and Indians.286 This marked a continuance from the colonial period when, as
historian Winthrop Jordan has suggested, “Indians and Africans rapidly came to serve as two
fixed points from which English settlers could triangulate their own position in America; the
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separate meanings of Indian and Negro helped define the meaning of living in America.”287 For
Jordan, Africans had been conquered and the act of conquering the Indians was the American
experience. Conquering Indians became the very mission that pushed back savagery and made
way for civilization.288
After the War of 1812, America enjoyed a surge of nationalist feeling and a renewed
sense of shared identity. Artist John Trumbull was commissioned to produce several large scale
paintings in the newly expanded Capitol building to commemorate the Revolution and to foster
national unity.289 Trumbull, who had been conceptualizing his celebration of the Revolution for
decades, ”sought to use his art to foster the people’s sentimental attachment to the new nation”
and to “create a community of feeling among his viewers, arousing in them shared emotions of
affection and gratitude for those who sacrificed to bring this country into being.”290 By this he
did not mean gratitude for the actions of common men and women.
To convey national identity in this period, he selected the surrender of Burgoyne at
Saratoga, thought to be the turning point in the war, the surrender of Cornwallis, which
effectively ended the war, the signing of the Declaration of Independence and a scene depicting
George Washington resigning his commission. The last a moment considered by Trumbull to be
“one of the highest moral lessons ever given to the world.”291 While these scenes purported to
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convey national identity, they present the revolution in conservative terms, as a series of orderly
events managed by gentlemen.292 Women, slaves, Indians and landless laborers who fought to
fulfill the promise of the Revolution are excluded from this vision. The more radical French
Revolution and internal events such as Shay’s Rebellion had created the need for a national
identity best represented by a republic as governed by calm and virtuous white men who “wished
to preserve rather than disrupt the natural social order.”293 These images called for restraint and
respect for the natural authority of these men.

Figure 4-1: John Trumbull, The Declaration of Independence, 1818 placed 1826, US Capitol
Rotunda
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A touring exhibition of the painting established a tradition for subsequent paintings which
quite literally moved from city to city before arriving at the nation’s capitol. In New York, 6375
visitors paid 25 cents each to see this tribute to the nation’s founding. In Philadelphia, five
thousand saw it in ten days. In all 21,000 people saw the painting.294 Improvements in print
technology also helped to expose more Americans to art over the 19th century. Trumbull
produced and marketed an engraving of the Declaration of Independence to capitalize on its
great popularity.
Although Trumbull had lobbied for the commissions for the four panels as yet unfilled in
the Rotunda, the bitter sectionalism of the 1830s and onward produced a demand for images that
went beyond the Revolution itself. After the Missouri Crisis, with the rise of abolitionist
sentiment, the defense of slavery as a positive good, and the hunger for western expansion, it was
more imperative than ever to remind Americans of their common destiny. The Rotunda scenes
completed after this period aimed to unite white Americans with more overt claims of EuroAmerican racial and religious supremacy.
The depictions commissioned by Congress and chosen as representative of national
identity in this period, the Embarkation of the Pilgrims, the Discovery of the Mississippi, the
Landing of Columbus and the Baptism of Pocahontas reached back before the Revolution to
justify the racial and religious superiority of those of European ancestry, their rightful claims to
America and the domination of those within its expanding territory. As Vivien Green Fryd
argues: “The art in the Capitol presented a mythologized American history that allowed
Americans to believe in their manifest destiny to absorb western lands and relocate Indian tribes
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to enable frontier expansion and the development of a market economy.”295 This art
purposefully “excluded African Americans just as it marginalized, subjugated and dehumanized
Native Americans.”296 All four of these paintings convey the Europeans as arriving to conquer.
The only painting not to include Indians, the Embarkation of the Pilgrims, nevertheless places
the tools of battle at front center.

Figure 4-2: John Gadsby Chapman, Baptism of Pocahontas, 1840, U.S. Capitol Rotunda
This conquest was not simply one of military action. Artist John Gadsby Chapman
produced a pamphlet to accompany his Baptism of Pocahontas, installed in the Rotunda in 1840.
Chapman justified the use of Pocahontas as a national subject as this event was “…a sincere and
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fervent desire to propagate the blessings of Christianity among the heathen savages…”297 To
Chapman:
“She was, therefore, deemed a fit subject for a National Picture, painted by order of
Congress, to commemorate the history and actions of our ancestors.” 298 She “appeals to
our religious as well as our patriotic sympathies, and is equally associated with the rise of
progress of the Christian church, as with the political destinies of the United
States…..”299
Despite Chapman’s exuberance over the baptism of Pocahontas herself, his depiction of her
recalcitrant uncle at the front right concedes that not all Indians will cooperate with the
conversion project and will need to be dealt with forcibly. The paintings thus drew upon and
reinforced the frontier myth that had served to unite Americans since the colonial period.
While the Rotunda paintings had been designed to unite Americans in their common
destiny, the role of these history paintings as “national” art was contested by many critics and
also the leading artists of the day.300 Prominent landscape artist Thomas Cole took exception to
the presentation of the Baptism of Pocahontas as national. In a letter to his wife, Cole remarked
of Chapman’s painting “that it is a very un-national one."301 Cole spoke with authority on the
relationship between art and nation as he is considered to be the father of the first truly American
school of art, the Hudson River School. While Trumbull and the other history painters had
worked tirelessly to produce national feeling through their work, they painted in the European
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style. Cole, born in England, grew up in Lancashire during the Industrial Revolution and was
deeply affected by the dislocations and upheavals that industrialization brought to traditional
communities.302 He found in the American wilderness a respite from the ills of industrialization
and also a powerful source of national identity. With Cole, landscape painting rather than history
painting was heralded as truly American art.
Art historian Angela Miller argues that Cole and the other landscape artists of the Hudson
River School sought to create national identity through these landscapes, many of which reached
broad distribution through print.303 Landscapes had the advantage of communicating the
unspoiled natural beauty of America that was distinct from Europe. European landscapes were
never free from the presence of men. They featured either distant towns, houses or ancient ruins.
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Figure 4-3: JMW Turner, The Quiet Ruin, Cattle in Water; A Sketch, Evening, ca 1809, Tate
Britain
Nineteenth century Americans believed that the unspoiled wilderness, and its conquest,
was the very essence of what made Americans distinct from Europeans. In his Essay on
American Scenery 1836, Cole described the American landscape as Eden itself and described the
ways in which the wilderness was superior to that of a more decrepit and overbuilt Europe. Yet
Cole also cautioned that the wilderness was threatened by development and “the most noble
scenes are made desolate, and oftentimes with a wantonness and barbarism scarcely credible in a
civilized nation.”304 Cole, like his friend James Fenimore Cooper, saw Indians as disappearing
savages, once noble but now doomed to extinction.
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Cole brilliantly captured the development of empires in his Course of Empire series
(1833-36) Civilizations, for Cole, advanced from the savage state, to the Arcadian or pastoral
state, then to the consummation of empire followed by destruction then desolation. In his plan
for the series, he wrote that: “A series of pictures might be painted that should illustrate the
history of a natural scene, as well as be an epitome of Man, - showing the natural changes of
landscape, and those effected by man in his progress from barbarism to civilization-to luxury-to
the vicious state, or state of destruction –and to the state of ruin and desolation.”305 Cole believed
in the circular view of history in which empires rose and fell. He himself intended the series as a
critique of Jacksonian excess but the American public, and the artists that followed him, believed
that while Europe had fallen prey to desolation and destruction, only the first stages of empire
held true for America.
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Figure 4-4: Thomas Cole, The Course of Empire – The Savage State, 1836, New York Historical
Society

Figure 4-5: Thomas Cole, The Course of Empire – The Arcadian or Pastoral State, 1836,
New York Historical Society
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Figure 4-6: Thomas Cole, The Course of Empire – The Consummation of Empire, 1836,
New York Historical Society

Figure 4-7: Thomas Cole, The Course of Empire – Destruction, 1836, New York Historical
Society
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Figure 4-8: Thomas Cole, The Course of Empire – Desolation, 1836, New York Historical
Society
The pastoral state became the vision for the future of America because it built upon ideas
central to American mythology. The movement from savage to pastoral was the very essence of
America. Native Americans appeared in the savage state as part of the wild, uncivilized
landscape that God had given white Americans to civilize and conquer, reinforcing the myth of
the frontier.
The importance attributed to the American wilderness was not new, having been
communicated by Crèvecoeur in his Letters from an American Farmer (1782). Crèvecoeur
outlined the process by which a European became an American: “This great metamorphosis ...
extinguishes all his European prejudices; he forgets that mechanism of subordination, that
servility of disposition which poverty had taught him.” Fleeing from crowded and contentious
domains ruled by exploitative aristocrats and kings, immigrants flocked to “this great American
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asylum,” where they felt liberated by the abundant and fertile land of a vast continent. At last,
thousands of poor men could own their own farms instead of working for a landlord or employer.
“The instant I enter on my own land, the bright idea of property, of exclusive right, of
independence exalt my mind,” effused Farmer James, Crèvecoeur’s narrator. The new man
becomes resourceful and enterprising, energized by the ability to keep the fruits of his own labor.
“Everything has tended to regenerate them: new laws, a new mode of living, a new social
system. Here they are become men: in Europe they were as so many useless plants.” Codifying
the role of the American landscape, Crèvecoeur concluded that “it is here, then, that the idle may
be employed, the useless become useful, and the poor become rich.306 The American landscape
painters brought to canvas the idea that national identity was defined by the unique relationship
Americans had to the land.307 By 1845, the American Art Union could boast that “Patriotism,
that noblest of sentiments…is kept alive by art more than by all the political speeches of the
land.”308
Thomas Cole died in 1848, just as Arkansas artist Edward Washbourne was learning his
craft. The landscape artists that followed Cole: Asher B. Durand, Frederick Church and Jasper
Cropsey, no longer worried about Cole’s warning about the course of empire and the possibility
of destruction. To them, American progress was limitless and only landscape art was national art.
In their landscapes, the yeoman farmer was independent and free; the future full of possibility.
This was the essence of America. In 1853, upon the exhibition of Asher B Durand’s Progress
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(The Advance of Civilization), one critic noted “it is purely AMERICAN. It tells an American
story out of American facts, portrayed with true American feeling.”309

Figure 4-9: Asher B. Durand. Progress, The Advance of Civilization, 1853, Tuscaloosa Museum
of Art.
In Progress, America literally expands westward, carrying replacing the savagery of the scene at
left, with the civilization moving toward it. The Indians at left look toward the advancing
civilization and seem to suggest a sense of resignation.
In Frederic Church’s Home by the Lake (1852), the independent farmer and his family at
right front work hard to establish their farm and lay claim to their piece of the landscape. The
family is the sole occupant of the land which they have improved and laid claim. This family has
conquered the savagery of the American wilderness and its prior occupants.
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Figure 4-10: Frederic Edwin Church, Home by the Lake, 1852, Crystal Bridges Museum of
American Art
The independent yeomen in the landscapes of Church and Durand contrasted sharply with
English landscapes. Art historian John Barrell argues that the upper class patrons of eighteenth
century British landscape art as well as genre pieces demanded that these images portray the
rustic workers prescriptively as they should be; that is, industrious and working.310 When they
are pictured at rest, it is in the evening after a day’s work but never far from the farm implements
with which they labor. In this British and American paintings have a common feature, yet the
difference lies in the understanding that British rustics are working for others, a gentleman is not
far from mind even when not pictured. The farmers of Durand and Church work for themselves.
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Figure 4-11: British School, Dixton Harvesters, C. 1730, Cheltenham Art Gallery and Museum,
Cheltenham, England
Art historian Sarah Burns argues that the image of the Dixton Harvesters conveyed the very
image of Europe with its social divisions and inequalities that the American system was
supposed to remedy. It was a vision of the landscape that Americans defined themselves against.
The sprawling hayfields are occupied by some 150 men and women engaged in labor but these
are not independent farmers working their own land. They work for the resident Lord of Dixton
Manor.311
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Figure 4-12: George Lambert, A View of Box Hill, Surrey, 1733, The Tate Museum, London
In George Lambert’s painting of Box Hill, the gentleman landowner stands in the foreground,
surveying his land and workers while they carry out the harvesting. They are neither free nor
independent.
Eighteenth and nineteenth century European genre paintings also portrayed workers as
overseen by gentlemen, never completely independent.
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Figure 4-13: George Stubbs, Reapers, 1785, Tate Britain
The difference in the American and British landscapes was the very essence of America itself;
that white men could be independent and free.
However, as Angela Miller has argued, by the 1850s, Americans did not picture their
landscape in the same way. The crisis over slavery had created regional differences in visions of
the ideal American landscape. The “national” landscapes of Durand, Church and others of the
Hudson River School portrayed only the northern, free labor vision of the American
landscape.312 In Durand’s Progress and Church’s Home by the Lake, the landscape depicted
clearly celebrates the free labor vision of the northern states. Miller argues that, in the decade
leading to Civil War, “the Northeast laid claim to being the privileged carrier of national identity.”313
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More specifically, Miller argues, landscape artists like Church and others of the Hudson River
School privileged New England as the model for American nationalism.314 Images like Frederic
Church’s New England Scenery provided the national ideal for the American landscape. This
limited vision of the American landscape excluded the south from its vision of national identity;
an exclusion emphasized by the artists’ celebration of free labor within their art.

Figure 4-14: Frederic Church, New England Scenery, 1851, George Walter Vincent Smith Art
Museum
While northerners looked to the pastoral state as the American ideal, they increasing spoke
of southern farms as they also spoke of the English landscape, in terms of decay. Poet John
Greenleaf Whittier used the language of decay to describe the southern landscape:
We are told of grass-grown streets, of crumbling mansions, of beggared planters and
barren plantations, of fear from without, of terror within. The once fertile fields are wasted
and tenantless, for the curse of slavery, the improvidence of that labor whose hire has been
314
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kept back by fraud, has been there, poisoning the very earth beyond the reviving influence
of the early and the latter rain. A moral mildew mingles with and blasts the economy of
nature. It is as if the finger of the everlasting God had written upon the soil of the slaveholder the language of His displeasure. 315
The Atlantic Monthly contrasted the free labor landscape with the southern landscape of slavery:
“On one side…thrift and comfort and gathering wealth, growing villages, smiling farms,
convenient habitations, school-houses, and churches…on the other, slovenly husbandry,
dilapidated mansions, sordid huts, perilous wastes, horrible roads, the rare spire, and rarer village
school betray all the nakedness of the land.”316
Although landscape art was labelled national art, its inclusion of northern ideas of the
appropriate labor model for America, served to divide rather than unite as national art was
intended to do. As the leading American artists moved away from a national identity based upon
white supremacy and focused upon the ways in which Americans settled and worked their land,
their images reinforced sectional divisions surrounding slavery. Thus, while artists of the
northeast increasingly pictured free labor, by the 1850s it was clear that southerners and southern
artists did not share this northern free labor ideal for the American landscape. As the central
cultural mission of the south in this period was the defense of slavery, illustrations and paintings
produced during this period express the major elements of the proslavery argument. The
idealized landscapes of the south were the plantation landscapes and these paintings provided an
alternative vision for the American landscape. According to art historian John Vlach, the
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plantation landscapes reinforced the chief tenets of the proslavery argument by providing
reassuring visual propaganda featuring southern refinement and achievement.317
The plantation paintings did not glorify farm labor in the manner of the northern
landscapes of Church and Durand. In fact, the plantation paintings almost never show more than
a handful of slaves and often do not include any at all.318 When laborers are shown, the viewer
understands that the gentlemen is still in control. Unlike their northern counterparts produced by
leading American artists, southern landscapes were produced by either by amateurs; the wives
and children of plantation owners, or by travelers and mapmakers. Importantly, Vlach argues,
these artists were self taught or tutored in the British mode of depicting estate views. This British
style and content were the very features that northern artists were defining themselves in
opposition to. Many of the plantation images were in fact painted by artists with European
backgrounds.319
French émigré Marie Adrien Persac provided his clients with house portraits that
confirmed their social standing. Manicured landscapes peopled by well-dressed figures are
central to his paintings. Slaves, the majority of the population on the estates of his clients, are
rarely pictured. He included a small number of slaves in St John, St Martin Parish, 1861, but
they are pictured safely behind a fence separating them from the white figures.320
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Figure 4-15: Marie Adrien Persac, St. John, St Martin Parish, 1861, Anglo-American Art
Museum, Louisiana State University Museum of Art.
German immigrant Edward Beyer did include more slave laborers in his Bellevue, the
Lewis Homestead, Virginia (1855). The plantation mansion with its manicured grounds is central
to the scene and slave workers tend to the wheat fields in the foreground.321
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Figure 4-16: Edward Beyer, Bellevue, the Lewis Homestead, Salem, Virginia, 1855, Private
Collector
The southern landscapes not only rejected the free labor ideal in favor of slavery but
looked remarkable similar to the English landscapes that northerners defined themselves against.

Figure 4-17: John Constable, Malvern Hall, Warwickshire, 1809, Tate Britain
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While the idea of the independent yeoman had contrasted vividly with the situation of the
European rural classes and had became a source of nationalistic pride, the southern landscapes
did not celebrate this ideal. One northern agricultural reporter disparagingly noted the similarities
between the English labor systems and the southern:
The condition and character of the (rural) laboring population in England is widely
different from that of the same class of persons in this country. The laborers there have
no more association with the nobility, gentry, and larger tenant farmers, than the slaves at
the South with their masters. The line of demarcation is as decided and is as stringent in
the one case as in the other. Never have I seen a laborer approach the farmer without
doffing his hat, and in various other ways manifesting the utmost servility.322
The author went on to describe the laborers’ lack of education, their ignorance and their
starvation wages. He implied that in (northern) America no such gross inequalities existed. There
might be richer and poorer farmers but all were politically equal.
However, for many southerners, this political equality between laborer and gentleman
posed a threat to the American vision. The southern system of slave labor was superior,
according to planter politician James Henry Hammond, precisely because white men were not
forced into the degraded position of laborer. This was reserved for black men who could not
vote. Hammond argued that:
In all social systems there must be a class to do the menial duties, to perform the
drudgery of life. That is, a class requiring but a low order of intellect and but little skill.
Its requisites are vigor, docility, fidelity. Such a class you must have, or you would not
have that other class which leads progress, civilization, and refinement. It constitutes the
very mud-sill of society and of political government; and you might as well attempt to
build a house in the air, as to build either the one or the other, except on this mud-sill.
Fortunately for the South, she found a race adapted to that purpose to her hand. A race
inferior to her own, but eminently qualified in temper, in vigor, in docility, in capacity to
stand the climate, to answer all her purposes. We use them for our purpose, and call them
slaves.323
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Hammond went on to argue that the northern wage labor system, slavery by another name, was
immoral as within it, white men are used as the mudsill class. Wage labor, he argued, degraded
the white working class who were also treated much more poorly than southern slaves. Further,
the north had endangered the republic by giving this now degraded class of laborers, who by the
1850s formed the majority of voters, access to the ballot box.
Southern artists did not celebrate the free labor ideal but not all painted overtly proslavery
landscapes. Louis Rémy Mignot, born in Charleston, South Carolina to French parents, studied
and worked with Frederic Church and was recognized among the Hudson River School painters
as man of great talent.324 During his career he painted many landscapes of America, Europe and
South America. None of his landscapes portrayed the American farmer in the same manner as
Church and Durand. He painted a landscape about 1858 that depicted the northern landscape in
View Across the Valley of Pierstown, New York, from a Point above Cascade Hills.325
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Figure 4-18: Louis Rémy Mignot, View Across the Valley of Pierstown, New York, from a Point
above Cascade Hills, ca 1858, Munson-Williams-Proctor Institute, Utica New York
Here Mignot’s northern workers do not convey the vision of the independent yeoman farmer but
look similar to English and even southern landscapes where small figures work for others. Here
northern farmers are reduced to the laboring classes of England. Mignot’s scene conveys his
southern sympathies which became more overt in his participation with Thomas Rossiter in a
history painting also completed in 1858.
Genre painters sought to understand the new American body politic by identifying,
categorizing and often parodying types. 326 Just as the southwest humorists identified and poked
fun at the types of men found in the American west, squatters, Frenchmen, Indians, slaves, the
genre painters of the same period (1830-1860) sought the same goals on a broader American
stage. Echoing Kenneth Lynn, Elizabeth Johns argues that the genre painters engaged in “typing”
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that distinguished people around them by “class, gender age, intelligence and manners and set up
targets for satire or condescension that satisfy their need for superiority.” These artists depicted
yeomen farmers, sportsmen, dandies, western trappers, women, and even Native Americans and
African Americans. As was the case for the humorists, American genre painters used these types
to satisfy their need to establish social hierarchies.327 Their “scenes of everyday life” were
embedded with political and social commentary. These painters explored the citizenry of the
United States and were especially concerned with the tension inherent in the granting of political
power to ordinary men. The Arkansas Traveler is a work in this tradition.
The first genre painter that critics described as “absolutely American” was New Yorker
William Sidney Mount.328 Mount was the first genre artist to paint American farmers as his
subjects, a matter of great interest to his audience.329 Mount, provided his patrons with images of
yeoman farmers: self-sufficient and independent, evoking agrarian ideals. Critics were delighted
with his “true American character” and referenced as essential to his paintings the Long Island
location of his scenes.330 Works like Long Island Farmer Husking Corn, 1833/34, Elizabeth
Johns argues, displayed the self-sufficient farmers so beloved by Jefferson, idealized and
simplified. Long Island Farmer Husking Corn reached a popular audience in the gift book
Wintergreen 1844. Mount’s farmer is clean and well-dressed, a man of the soil, that men of the
city could look toward. Associating the farmer with corn reinforced his independence, as this
was a crop that the farmer could manage himself, harvesting it over a period of weeks.331
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Figure 4-19: William Sidney Mount, Long island Farmer Husking Corn, 1833/34. The Museums
at Stonybrook.
While Mount’s images of the Yankee farmers were designated as absolutely American in the
1830’s and 40s, Elizabeth Johns argues that Mount’s work declined in popularity in the 1850s as
the nation’s interest turned westward.332 Many of his works such as Farmers Bargaining for a
Horse (1835) and Raffling for the Goose (1837) cast doubt on the political ability of these
independent sovereigns. By the late 1840s and 1850s, the image of the farmer and the
importance of free labor were not a matter to be laughed at.
Mount’s image of the Long Island Farmer Husking Corn also appeared on bank notes,
often placed side by side with a traditional female allegorical image of agriculture and/or an
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image of George Washington.333 Bernard Reilly argues, however, that the image was altered
slightly but meaningfully in its appearance on the bank notes. Reilly argues that the farmer was
made more sober and erect, stripped of any ambiguity found in Mount’s work.334 Reilly also
notes that this version of Mount’s farmer was also used on southern currency which would seem
to counter the idea of a divergent view of the landscape. John Muscalus, in a survey of the use of
Mount’s image, found that only Louisiana, Mississippi and Virginia used the image on currency
after 1840.335 Pulled from his landscape, the farmer himself was politically neutral. The rare use
of the farmer on currency in the 1860s may have been due to the lack of ability to change
imagery during the war. One Confederate note from Mississippi included both a farmer and an
image of bank director John E. Ward who was not in favor of the Confederacy and had left the
south.336
Although the image of the farmer did appear on southern notes, in the 1850s, scenes of
slaves picking cotton were more numerous than depictions of the farmer. Confederate currency
was later dominated by scenes of slaves. Despite Benjamin Franklin’s early understanding that
the images on currency should produce national feeling and bring the disparate regions of the
United States together, by the 1850s, much of the imagery served to reinforce regional
differences and sectional interests. Examples of currency from antebellum South Carolina and
other states display a landscape tended by slaves and their labor overseen by white gentlemen.
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Figure 4-20: South Carolina Obsolete Currency, ca 1850s.

By the 1850s, it was clear that south and north pictured different ideals for the American
landscape and literally held them in their hands in the form of paper money. The art that
Benjamin Franklin and others had understood as fostering national identity helped to split the
country apart.
By the 1850s, the assertion of northern cultural superiority was also reflected in the
depictions of rural landscapes issued as prints by popular printmakers Currier and Ives. This
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idealized past, however, was increasingly not shared by those in the south. The antebellum
Currier and Ives prints re-enforced the northern ideals of free labor presented as a foil to southern
slave labor in the late antebellum period. Fanny Palmer’s American Farm Scenes, 1853, and
others by Thompson Harrison Matteson, Eastman Johnson, Jerome B Thompson and George
Henry Durrie of Currier and Ives all celebrate free labor and thus communicate northern versions
of American identity. Within this comparison lay an implicit condemnation of slavery and the
version of civilization created in its wake. Northerners were conditioned to the virtues of
increasing industrialization, an often harsh reality made softer by an ideology of the superiority
of free labor to southern slavery. “Representative” American scenes by Currier and Ives-farm,
homestead and winter subjects-were invariably northern in both locale and associations.”337

Figure 4-21: Fanny Palmer, Currier and Ives. American Farm Scenes No. 1,1853
Illustrated newspapers like Harper’s Weekly and Frank Leslie’s further reinforced the
supremacy of northern ideals of free labor. Illustrations like Winslow Homer’s 1858 engraving
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Corn Husking in New England featured all the elements of northern cultural hegemony that
sought to alienate and critique the south. In these engravings, New England is privileged, corn, a
non-slave crop, is featured and the benefits of hard work are rewarded with celebration.

Figure 4-22: Winslow Homer, Corn Husking in New England, Harper’s Weekly, November 13,
1858.
As many Americans understood the power of art to produce unity, there were conscious
attempts to produce images calling upon the common memory of north and south. Historian Alan
Trachtenberg argues that Mathew Brady’s Gallery of Illustrious Americans produced in 1850
was designed to include members from both north and south and thus obviate sectional
differences. Twelve daguerreotypes by Brady were lithographed for reproduction by Francis
D’Avignon. In the opening “Salutation” makes this endeavor clear:
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In the Gallery, therefore, will be grouped together those American citizens, who from the
Tribune and in the Field, in Letters and the Arts, have rendered the most signal service to
the Nation, since the death of the Father of the Republic. As there is nothing sectional in
the scope of this work, it will be comprehensive in its spirit: and it is hoped that it may
mark an era in the progress of American Art, and bind the Union still more firmly
together. Neither Art nor Literature can afford to give up to party what belongs to
mankind.338
Yet, despite Brady’s intentions, the book serves as a monument to fundamental ideological
differences between north and south. Despite the desire for unity, the very nature of a
photographic book relied upon the use of contemporary figures. Photography, in the form of
daguerreotypes, had been available in America for a scant decade prior to Brady’s book. By
1850, those leaders that were alive and available for photographs were largely sectional figures.
John C. Calhoun and John C. Fremont, featured in the photographs, were deeply opposed and
were not likely candidates for the fostering of unity. Although the text provided by Lester for
Calhoun relates his participation in the American Revolution, he was much better known for his
role in the Nullification Crisis and his assertion of state’s rights for South Carolina as well as
being a stanch defender of slavery. Fremont later became the free labor Republican Party’s
presidential candidate for 1856. The text gives credence to real differences between the regions.
Thus, Virginia “has moulded the South, as New England has moulded the North and West-whilst
the mingling of the descendants of the Cavaliers and the Pilgrims has shaped the character of the
men who are now laying the foundations of great empires on the Pacific.”339
The Gallery sought to find common ground for north and south and went back to two
experiences as fundamental to both, “fighting Indians and adoring Washington. The former is a
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matter of destiny: the extirpation of “savagery” in the path of “civilization.” 340 A national vision,
then, depended upon the definition of Indians as the savage other; the experience of America was
the conquest of Indians. In the crisis over slavery, white Americans fractured this understanding
by seeing each other as savage; either as barbaric abolitionists or as uncivilized slaveholders.
Though unavailable to photograph, George Washington played a vital role in Lester’s
text as he did in the cultural ideology of both north and south in the antebellum period. However,
northerners and southerners understood Washington’s importance in different ways. Those in the
north understood Washington as a nation builder while the south understood Washington as
symbolizing the superiority of southern civilization based upon slavery. While images of
Washington brought the nation together after the revolution, by the 1850s, southern artists turned
to Washington’s role as a slaveholder.
In Washington as a Farmer at Mount Vernon, Julius Brutus Stearns communicates the
superiority of the southern system by depicting Washington as a benevolent slave holding farmer
at his plantation at Mount Vernon. Washington, dressed as a gentleman rather than as a solder or
statesman, gives directions to his overseer while his slaves happily work and his children happily
play. The slaves, like the children, benefit from the paternalistic oversight of Washington. In this
image, Stearns takes on both the northern claims to Washington and free labor ideals. The image
has more in common with George Stubbs’ Reapers than it does with the peopled landscapes of
the Hudson River School or Mount’s genre paintings.
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Figure 4-23: Julius Brutus Stearns, Washington as a Farmer at Mount Vernon, 1851, Virginia
Museum of Fine Arts
Louis Rémy Mignot and Thomas Rossiter, in Washington and Lafayette at Mount
Vernon, 1859, also presented an image of Washington as a gentleman slave owner at home at
Mount Vernon.

Figure 4-24: Louis Rémy Mignot and Thomas Rossiter, Washington and Lafayette at Mount
Vernon, 1859, Metropolitan Museum of Art
Mignot provided the landscape for the image also known as Washington at Home After the War
and Rossiter provided the figures. The image displays the two men speaking at Mount Vernon
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after the Revolution. To the left a small child plays with her enslaved nurse. The image was
distributed as a print with an accompanying pamphlet that provided a brief history of
Washington and Lafayette. The pamphlet echoes the image in looking back fondly upon the
glory of Mount Vernon and weaves a vision of a southern view of civilized America. For these
artists, each plantation was a small empire, the mansion the seat of its government. The planter
ruled supreme over a legion of black slaves who performed all labor, both domestic and field
work as well as “artificers of all kinds, tailors, shoemakers, carpenters, smiths, and wheelwrights;
so that a plantation produced everything within itself for ordinary use.” Only “articles of fashion,
elegance, luxuries, and expensive clothing” were imported from London.341
Mignot devoted his energies to this project at the very moment he and Frederic Church
had returned from a trip to South America. While Church had used the time to produce his Heart
of the Andes, Mignot turned instead to this historical subject. Art historians Katherine
Manthorne and John Coffey argue that Mignot, a man of southern sympathy whose family
owned slaves, drew upon a historical subject to convey his vision for America; a vision that
included slaves.342 They argue, however, that Mignot’s intent was to communicate that one
vision need not preclude the other, that “Washington himself endorsed a plantation system that
included chattel slavery; the southern way of life is no less American than that of the North, and
the two can coexist.”343
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Southern artists like Mignot, who left the country during the Civil War as he held
Confederate sympathies, may not have felt entirely free to paint content of their own choosing.
New York was the center of the American art world and southern artists did not find it receptive
to work revealing their sectional perspective. Edward Washbourne and William Quesenbury had
discussed this problem and proposed establishing a southern art center, perhaps at Memphis.
Washbourne’s obituary later claimed that:
It was his wish to establish a Gallery of the South, - a place for the exhibitions of his
own and other artists’ works. …The establishment of an art-emporium for the South!
It was a noble and brilliant vision.344
Although art that expressed a proslavery position could not find recognition in the northern
artistic centers, southerners expressed their visions of America in other other media and
ephemera of the period. Many images, like those on the southern currency, turned more overtly
to the idealization of slavery.
As the sectional crisis deepened, proslavery images began to appear in children’s reading
primers. While the Southern Primer published by Babcock and McCarter in 1837 contains no
reference to slavery at all, the 1860 version provides children with an image of the slave labor
landscape.
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Figure 4-25: The Southern Primer, 1860, Babcock and McCarter, American Antiquarian Society
While defending their vision of the American landscape, southerners also articulated an
attack on northern free labor through a comparison to the benefits to black workers under their
paternalist vision of slavery. This book illustration conveys the notion that white employees
unable to work through sickness or old age will be sent to the poor house, while slave owners
treat their ill slaves as members of the family. Such images reinforced the rhetoric of those like
John C. Calhoun, Thomas R. Dew and George Fitzhugh that “the freedom of the Northern wage
earner amounted to little more than to be exploited or starve” and that the very idea was a brutal
fiction which allowed the propertied classes to escape a sense of responsibility for the wellbeing
of social inferiors.”345
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Figure 4-26: Unknown Artist, Attention Paid a Poor Sick White Man and Attention Paid a Poor
Sick Negro, in Josiah Priest, In Defense of Slavery, 1853
Southerners also expressed the paternalistic elements of the proslavery argument through
family photographs that included the slave as a member of the family.
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Figure 4-27: Thomas Martin Easterly, Daguerreotype of Father, Daughters and Nurse, 1850,
The Getty Museum
Such photographs appeared in the frontier south as well. The portrait below, from Arkansas,
depicts a young girl with her slave nursemaid, a signal of the young girl’s status in Arkansas
society. Harriet was the young daughter of Chester Ashley, an Arkansas politician who had
accompanied Sanford Faulkner during the 1840 campaign in which Faulkner originated the
Arkansas Traveler tale.
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Figure 4-28: Unknown Photographer, Harriet Ashley and Nurse, 1860, The Historic Arkansas
Museum
To the exiled Cherokees living in Arkansas alongside Edward Washbourne, the
visions for the American landscape were of the utmost importance. They had carefully
studied what it meant to be an American for several decades and understood that slavery was
integral to their claim to be highly civilized. The southerners around them agreed. Federal
agent George Butler, was convinced that the Cherokees had reached an advanced level of
civilization precisely because many were slaveholders. In 1859 he wrote “I am clearly of the
opinion that the rapid advancement of the Cherokees is owning in part to the fact of their
being slaveholders, which has operated as an incentive to all industrial pursuits, and I believe
if every family of the wild, roving tribes were to own a negro man and woman who would
teach them to cultivate the soil…it would tend to civilize them more than any other plan
could.” 346 The fracture in national identity created by the slavery crisis gave the Cherokees
the opportunity to participate in a southern identity. Rejecting both the vision of the free
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labor landscape and the idea of the disappearing Indian, they were accepted and influential
among their peers in Arkansas.
Thus, the visual culture of antebellum America was one in which north and south
pictured very different versions of civilization; one based upon free labor and the other on slave.
Artists in the 1850s helped to cast doubt on a unified national identity and the ideals that
Americans believed were central to the nation. The threat to national identity sharpened as the
nation’s gaze westward in the late 1840s and 1850s. The west was not yet allocated as free or
slave and those in the north and south projected their own vision of the American landscape upon
it. The crisis over slavery reached its peak in the debate over the western territories; whether they
should be slave or free. Edward Washbourne’s Arkansas Traveler participated in this debate over
the vision for the western landscape in which he and other artists reacted specifically to the role
of the western settler, the very agent of manifest destiny. Washbourne’s Arkansas Traveler was
designed to persuade that slavery was the appropriate vision for the west.
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Chapter 5
The Star of Empire: The Kansas Crisis and Squatter Sovereignty
The breakdown in national identity caused by differing visions of the American
landscape intensified as Americans increasingly turned their gaze westward to land not yet
claimed as slave or free. Manifest destiny drew attention to the fate of the western territories and
the land controlled by Mexico. As people in the north and south increasingly pictured the
western landscape in sectional terms, the focus turned to the star of the landscape, not the
northern or southern farmer but the potential farmer, the western settler. For it was in the lands of
the west that many Americans imagined their future.
Henry Clay understood the vital role in American identity played by the public lands of
the west in reliving pressure “from the vocations of society being too closely filled, and too
much crowded,” and “in this way thousands, and tens of thousands, are daily improving their
circumstances, and bettering their condition. …347 Cole and the other artists of the Hudson River
School had rendered concrete the description of the role of the lands in the west eloquently
described by Clay. Although conveying the northern ideal, these images located American
identity in the possibility of taming the wilderness, of unconquered lands, of the imagined west.
Prints of these images carried this vision into the homes of everyday Americans. The 1840 report
of the American Art Union, which distributed prints through subscriptions, confirmed the vital
role for these prints of agrarian images.
To the inhabitants of cities, as nearly all of the subscribers to the Art-Union are, a painted
landscape is almost essential to preserve a healthy tone to the spirits, lest they forget in
the wilderness of bricks which surrounds them the pure delights of nature and a country
life. Those who cannot afford a seat in the country to refresh their wearied spirits, may at
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least have a country seat in their parlors...348
Thus, by the 1840s, the landscape depicted by Frederic Church, Asher Durand and others
represented the possibility of the west rather than the reality of the northeast. The west as an
outlet for discontented northern workers was rendered more urgent with the realization of the
reality of their political power under universal white male suffrage.
As the eastern cities became increasingly overcrowded, a growing concern about the
crime and the degradation of its residents appeared in the art of the period. Malingering urban
boys became a cause for concern and a subject for genre painters.349 The west was seen as an
outlet in which these boys could become independent men. The need to reserve the western
territory as free soil for the moral uplift of emigrating white men and their families was seen as
vital to the future of the eastern cities.

Figure 5-1: Henry Inman, The News Boy, 1841, Addison Gallery of American Art.
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Figure 5-2: David Gilmour Blythe. Street Urchins, 1856-1860, The Butler Institute of American
Art
While many saw the west as central to the moral uplift of the northern urban youth, others
saw it as the outlet for the uplift of southern whites who had become degraded by slavery. In
1845, Cincinnati artist James Henry Beard depicted the impact of slavery upon poor whites in his
North Carolina Emigrants-Poor White Folks. Under his brush, this family appears degraded and
in desperate need of moral improvement. The father is poorly dressed and does no work in the
scene. His wife looks to the viewer for assistance. Even the family dog looks emaciated, chewing
on bones that lack meat.
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Figure 5-3: James Henry Beard, North Carolina Emigrants - Poor White Folks, 1845, Cincinnati
Art Museum
As the Anglo-American newspaper observed of the painting: “North Carolina Emigrants is
“EMPHATICALLY a striking picture; for squalid poverty and direct hunger are but too
faithfully written on the countenances of the principal figures.”350 While modern viewers might
reject the subject matter of the painting, in 1845 this subject matter interested many potential
buyers. According to the Cincinnati Gazette, on the 15th of January, the painting was “scarcely
stretched upon its frame, before it [was] sold to a wealthy merchant…. for $750.00.” 351The
buyer was George Washington Austen, treasurer of the American-Art-Union, who asked Beard
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to produce a series of three more paintings to accompany this purchase. The painting expressed
both a criticism of slavery and a solution to that which ails this family. The family depicted are
moving from a slave state to a free state, Ohio; a move that is necessary for their moral and
economic improvement. Beard’s canvas reinforces the arguments of free soil advocates who
asserted that slavery undermined the dignity and social mobility of white people. The painting
also underscores that most anti-slavery advocates did not despise slavery for the impact it had on
African Americans but for the impact it had on white people.352 This man is the very picture of
the uncivilized settler the Cherokees defined themselves against. Yet, by 1845, slave holding
southerners and their allies among the Cherokees believed that holding slaves was essential to
moving from barbarism, while Beard spoke for those that saw the west as a place that could
civilize those moving away from slavery.
Beard tracked the progress of this family in a second scene, The Western Squatters (1850).
Here Beard’s family has already begun their moral improvement. Most notable is the industry
apparent by the second generation. While the clothing of the parents suggests the limits to their
advancement toward civilization, their young son is hard at work unloading a deer that will
provide nourishment to the family that they lacked when in North Carolina.
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Figure 5-4: James Henry Beard, Western Squatters, 1850, DePauw University Permanent Art
Collection, Greencastle, Indiana
For Beard, the experience of westward migration has already begun its moral uplift for this
family.
Visions of the west were not just important for those in the cities of the northeast. Henry
Clay was a slaveholder from Kentucky. Historian James Oakes, in The Ruling Race, argues that
southern slaveholders believed that expansion was in their own and their nation’s best interests.
They regarded westward migration as an essential element of upward mobility necessary for
social stability.353 He argues that that most slaveholders saw no tension between slavery,
democracy and capitalism. As the fear of strong centralized political authority was widespread
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among slaveholders; they therefore tended to put their faith in the more democratic branches of
government. In the 1830s, new constitutions in Arkansas, Virginia, Mississippi and Tennessee,
and amendments to the constitutions of Maryland and North Carolina all moved toward universal
white manhood suffrage. By the end of the antebellum era even the constitutions of Virginia and
South Carolina became more democratic. Democracy for white men and slavery for black helped
to silence a potential rebellious underclass of workers. White yeomen saw themselves as future
slave owners and thus the opening of additional land to slavery was vital to their vision. Upward
mobility for southern men moving west meant owning slaves and this achievement was the mark
of a man’s attainment of full equality with the best in American society.354 The proslavery
periodical DeBow’s Review exclaimed, “Westward is the tide of progress, and it is rolling
onward like the triumphant Roman chariot, bearing the eagle of the republic or the empire,
victorious ever in its steady but bloodless advances.”355
Manifest destiny and westward expansion led to a growing demand for images of the west.
Artists responded with painting and prints that captured the imagination of easterners but did
little to communicate the reality of western life. Images of the west continued to reinforce the
frontier myth by depicting white men in mortal combat with Indians. The Indians took the role of
the aggressor violently preying upon innocent whites. Charles Deas, The Death Struggle, 1845,
portrays two men engaged in conflict that dooms them both though the Indian is shrouded in
darkness and the white man in light on his white horse.
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Figure 5-5: Charles Deas, The Death Struggle, 1845, Shelburne Museum Vermont
Missouri artist George Caleb Bingham also provided his eastern patrons with scenes
of Indian conflict. Most popular though were his scenes of the Mississippi flatboatmen
through which he sought to reassure his eastern patrons, uneasy about the rising political
power of their own yeomen, about the role of the western sovereign.
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Figure 5-6: George Caleb Bingham, Jolly Flatboatmen, 1846, National Gallery of Art
Humorous tales of the flatboatmen were ubiquitous in the 1840s. The stories
centered upon Mike Fink, a real person admired and feared for his adventures that were
often tinged with savagery, who became larger than life upon his death in 1823. The
legends surrounding him included his propensity for sadistic pranks including shooting off
a black man’s heel because he disliked its shape and forcing his girlfriend to roll in burning
leaves.356 Unlike other humorists, Thomas Bangs Thorpe sanitized Mike Fink in his 1842
account “The Disgraced Scalp Lock,” where he looked back some thirty years earlier to the
last of the flatboatmen. Under Thorpe’s pen, the men were “extinct and anomalous” by
1842. Those familiar with the actual flatboatmen and fans of earlier Mike Fink stories
would have been puzzled by Thorpe’s presentation of the men as “the manner modest, yet
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full of self-reliance, the language strong and forcible, from superiority of mind rather than
from education” – men of such “sterling common sense” that strangers were drawn to
“court their society.”357
Bingham’s depiction echoes Thorpe’s rendition. The crew of eight he depicts here
are clean, fresh faced and joyful. His composition suggests order and conveys a relaxed
mood. In the foreground appear the coonskin and the cider barrel from the 1840 campaign,
identifying these men as Whigs despite the fact that the majority of lower class working
men of the west such as these (and Mike Fink) were more likely to favor the Democratic
Party. Bingham’s work at once celebrated the democratic freedom of the flatboatmen and
reassured his audience about the west. 358 Designed for the New York market, the image
reached an audience in north and south as it was celebratory about western settlement and
sufficiently vague about slavery.359 The Art Union distributed an engraving of the Jolly
Flatboatmen in 1847 that was distributed through its subscriptions throughout the
country.360 Arkansan, and fierce defender of slavery, William Quesenbury claimed that it
was one of the best pictures of the west ever painted.361 This reassurance about the western
sovereign was essential as, in 1846, the country found itself at war with Mexico, initiated
by expansionist James Polk to fulfil the tenets of manifest destiny and expand the nation to
the Pacific.
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After the war, the United States gained the territory that later became California,
Nevada, and Utah, as well as portions of Arizona, New Mexico, Colorado, and Wyoming.
A crisis ensued as to whether the land would be slave or free. Eager to open new territory
to slavery, Lewis Cass, the Democratic nominee for 1848, introduced the idea that residents
of the territories should decide whether they should be slave or free. This doctrine of
popular sovereignty appealed to American notions of democracy. Southerners were
attracted to the idea as it could open additional territory to slavery now restricted to land
below the parallel 36 30 by the Missouri Compromise but northerners objected to it on the
same grounds. A free soil movement arose which proposed that slavery be banned from all
western territories. Building upon Clay’s argument about the public lands, the movement’s
supporters argued that free labor was essential for the improvement of white men.362
The immediate crisis over the western territory was averted when Henry Clay gained
agreement for his compromise of 1850. This compromise brought California into the Union as a
free state, banned the slave trade but not ownership of slaves in the nation’s capital, gave the
south a stronger Fugitive Slave Act and organized the New Mexico and Utah territories without
restrictions on slavery. Although it was assumed that some form of popular sovereignty would be
used to determine whether slavery would be restricted at a later date, most also assumed that
these territories were not suited for plantation slavery.
While the question of slavery in the west was momentarily calmed, the introduction of
the doctrine of popular sovereignty as a method of determining the realization of the vision for
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the western landscape subjected the settler to scrutiny as both proponents of slavery and
proponents of free soil came to realize the settler’s power to realize their vision of America.
American artists reacted to these developments and continued to contemplate the role
played by the western lands in the moral improvement of emigrants as described earlier by
Henry Clay. Artist William Jewett literally portrayed the west as the promised land where
western settlers could realize their dreams, and realize the movement of American democracy
westward. His Grayson family has moved westward and is on the very edge of a new
independent life in the west.

Figure 5-7: William S. Jewett, The Promised Land – The Grayson Family, 1850, Terra
Foundation for American Art
George Caleb Bingham, in The Squatters (1850), presented a more ambivalent, guarded
mood regarding these squatters. Where his flatboatmen of four years earlier, had reassured its
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audience about the character of the western sovereign, here the viewer is left uncertain about the
decision this family may make about slavery in the west.

Figure 5-8: George Caleb Bingham, The Squatters, 1850, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston
In a letter he sent to the Art Union regarding the painting, Bingham noted his disdain of the first
wave of settlers, the squatters:
The Squatters as a class, are not fond of the toil of agriculture, but erect their rude cabins
upon those remote portions of the national domain, where the abundant game supplies
their physical wants. When this source of subsistence becomes diminished, in
consequence of increasing settlements around, they usually sell out their slight
improvement, with their “presentation title” to the land, and again follow the receding
footsteps of the savage.363
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For Bingham, the squatters were cast as not far removed from the savage Indians whom they
followed west. Americans, however, were not enthusiastic about Bingham’s Squatters and the
painting did not sell.
Despite his ambiguous casting of the western settler in The Squatters, Bingham’s Daniel
Boone Escorting Settlers through the Cumberland Gap, 1851–52 returned to the theme of the
western settler as triumphant.364 Here Daniel Boone leads his family westward, bathed in the
light which follows them into the darkness. Nancy Rash argues that Bingham presented the
figures to embody a classical calm. Mrs. Boone in her shawl resembles Raphael’s Madonna. In
Bingham’s hands the emigrants carry civilization into the wilderness.365 Bingham also
understood the memory of Daniel Boone as an Indian fighter, a characteristic seen as necessary
by Americans in their movement of civilization westward. Bingham’s description of a proposed
banner for the Whig Party in Boone County, Missouri combined the imagery of the Indian
fighter with an idealized vision for the west. He proposed that:
I would suggest for the design as peculiarly applicable to your county, old Daniel Boone
himself engaged in one of his death struggles with an Indian, painted as large as life, it
would make a picture that would take with the multitude, and also be in accordance with
historical truth. It might be emblematical also of the early state of the west, while on the
other side I might paint a landscape with ‘peaceful fields and lowing herds’ indicative of
his present advancement in civilization.366
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Figure 5-9: George Caleb Bingham, Daniel Boone Escorting Settlers Through the Cumberland
Gap, 1851-2, Mildred Kemper Art Museum, Washington University, St Louis
His Daniel Boone Escorting Settlers Through the Cumberland Gap reminds its audience that
conquering Indians is an inherent part of western emigration by calling upon the memory of an
American hero and avoiding the need to overtly include violence in his image. Like the Jolly
Flatboatmen, Bingham’s image of Daniel Boone had the added advantage of appealing to both
north and south as Boone was a national hero.367
While American artists grappled with their definition of the western landscape and their
depictions of the western emigrants, the Cherokees and their white allies already possessed a
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clear image of the threat these emigrants posed. The demands of the white settlers in Arkansas
had resulted in their removal of Dwight Mission further west into Indian Territory. White thirst
for land in Georgia had resulted in the signing of the Treaty of New Echota and the resulting
forced migration as well as the factional violence experienced in its wake. White settlers were
also the source of the whiskey and other spirits so despised by the missionaries and Cherokee
leaders. None of these offenses, however, were captured in American art as they ran counter to
the powerful frontier myth.
In 1854, the issue of popular sovereignty moved from its role as a source of apprehension
to full blown crisis when Illinois senator Stephen Douglas introduced his Kansas-Nebraska Act.
Under the Missouri Compromise, the portion of the Louisiana Territory that contained Kansas
and Nebraska should have been designated as free once the territories were ready to enter the
Union. Douglas’s act created the Kansas and Nebraska territories but repealed the Missouri
Compromise in favor of permitting popular sovereignty to allow the residents of Kansas and
Nebraska to determine whether slavery would be permitted in these territories. Douglas’ motives
for the act were located in a debate over the location for a transcontinental railroad. He proposed
a northern route thorough Chicago to further his own ambitions. Southern politicians had
objected to the northern route for a railroad as the Missouri Compromise blocked slavery along
this route and had demanded a southern route. By opening Kansas and Nebraska to slavery,
Douglas believed that he could find a compromise in a middle route for the railroad that would
be acceptable to southerners.
The act passed over the objections of free soil northerners who argued that repealing the
Missouri Compromise opened up more territory to slavery. Most proslavery advocates supported
the bill on the same grounds. Georgia senator Alexander Stephens argued that the Missouri
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Compromise had never really been a compromise but had been imposed on the south. For
Stephens, this act would ensure "that the citizens of every distinct community or State should
have the right to govern themselves in their domestic matters as they please."368
The Kansas-Nebraska Act firmly placed the western settler in center stage and placed the
vision for the western landscape, slave or free, in his hands. Both Cherokee and American
leaders reacted with apprehension. William Seward, senator from New York, asserted that the act
made "the interested cupidity of the pioneer ... a wise arbiter, and his judgment an earlier
safeguard, than the collective wisdom of the American people and the most solemn and timehonored statute of the American Congress."369 Abraham Lincoln recognized the role of the
western settler and the inherent danger in the use of popular sovereignty for this purpose. He
understood that both antislavery and proslavery settlers would rush into the area to sway
elections.370 Lincoln re-articulated the idea that the western territories were a place in which poor
white people of all areas could realize social mobility. He argued that opening the territories to
slavery inhibited this process and that they should be populated with the “homes of free white
people” as “Slave States are places for poor white people to remove FROM; not to remove TO.
New free States are the places for poor people to go to and better their condition.”371
In 1858, Lincoln called popular sovereignty “a living, creeping lie.” Most of the
Cherokees agreed with Lincoln on this point if on no other. Having been subjected to the power
of the white settlers in both Arkansas and Georgia, the Cherokees well understood the danger.
After removal, the Cherokees had continued to be plagued by the whites on its borders. In 1842,
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Cherokee agent Pierce Butler, pressured by the Arkansas governor to halt Indian “outrages”
against whites along the border with Indian Territory, responded that the “industrious”
Cherokees were “neighborly disposed,” and that the difficulties stemmed from “a plundering
predatory class” of white settlers.372 Chief John Ross said of popular sovereignty:
As the Political dogmas of the day, that Power under ‘Squatter Sovereignty’ recognize
the Principle that ‘might gives right’ and may be exercised under the Policy of
expediency and necessity by filibusterism. There can be no safety or security for the
person or property of the weaker party. And having experienced great injustice from this
Policy, I cannot but abhor and detest it. It is only a flimsy pretext for the Tyrants pleaand the robber’s justification.373
American artists captured the initial interest and tension over popular sovereignty.
George Caleb Bingham, designed his canvas, The Verdict of the People, as the Kansas-Nebraska
Act was being debated. He wrote “I intend it to be a representation of the scene that takes place
at the close of an exciting political contest, just when the final result of the ballot is proclaimed
from the stand of the judges.”374 The man at front center has collapsed from drink, the cider
barrel close at hand. Bingham understood popular interest in this topic and did not exhibit the
painting; choosing to send the image directly to New York in 1855 to be issued as a print where
it could reach a larger market.375 Bingham understood the marketability of prints that engaged
with the political process and planned to issue the image as a print even before it was complete.
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Figure 5-10: George Caleb Bingham, The Verdict of the People, 1854, Saint Louis Art Museum
The Verdict of the People, though, presents a humorous account of the political process
and does not invite undue anxiety. Likewise, AF Tait’s image, Arguing the Point, 1854, presents
political differences on the frontier as relatively benign. Here, three men are discussing a
newspaper article. The man at the front left is a recent immigrant who is in conversation with the
man at front right who is placed in front of his cabin. He has been in the west longer than the
recent settler. The man in the center is dressed well and is positioned in front of a larger home
and is mediating the debate. The viewer understood that the presence of such a man will
influence and moderate the opinions of the others.
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Figure 5-11: Louis Maurer after A.F. Tait. Arguing the Point, 1855, Lithograph by Currier &
Ives.
Tait’s print reflects the common understanding of the way western settlement was
supposed to work, later recalled by Frederick Jackson Turner. For his famous address, given in
1893, Turner drew upon Peck’s New Guide to the West (1837) which outlined the evolution of
settlement over three phases. In the first phase, the uncultured pioneer arrives, lives by hunting
and rudimentary farming. He builds a cabin for which “pays no rent, and feels as independent as
the “lord of the manor,”” but soon moves on once other settlers arrive. The next class of
emigrants “put up hewn log houses with glass windows and brick or stone chimneys,
occasionally plant orchards, build mills, school-houses, court- houses, etc., and exhibit the
picture and forms of plain, frugal, civilized life.” In the last phase, the settler sells out and moves
farther west himself and the “men of capital and enterprise come,” and the “small village rises to
a spacious town or city; substantial edifices of brick, extensive fields, orchards, gardens,
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colleges, and churches are seen.”376 Some of the settlers from the first two phases do remain but
they apply themselves and rise in society. Tait, therefore, had presented the main actors of all
three phases, western settlement in the manner in which things were supposed to occur. In his
image, the gentleman is still in control.
By 1856, it was clear that this process had gone terribly wrong as Kansas was wracked
with bloodshed when proslavery and antislavery settlers rushed into the area, as Lincoln had
predicted, to influence the elections determining the fate of the territory and test the concept of
popular sovereignty. Missouri senator David Atcheson had encouraged proslavery residents of
his state to move into Kansas temporarily to vote in crucial elections determining the future of
the state. By 1855, the proslavery settlers had established a proslavery legislature in Lecompton
that was recognized by the US government. Freesoilers and abolitionists, however, were
determined that Kansas not be given over to slavery. The New England Emigrant Society sent
thousands of antislavery settlers to assure that that it would not.
By 1856, both the proslavery and free-state men turned to violence to achieve their
political ends and a bloody civil war began in earnest in Kansas.377 Hundreds of proslavery men
looted and burned the free state capital at Lawrence. In retaliation, a group of abolitionists under
John Brown murdered five proslavery men at Pottawatomie. The attacks led to a guerilla war in
Kansas resulting in two hundred deaths.
After the events of Bleeding Kansas in 1856, the image of the western settler was
tarnished. Some pioneers had become known as border ruffians, a term commonly bestowed
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upon proslavery emigrants.

Figure 5-12: John L. Magee. Liberty, the Fair Maid of Kansas—In the Hands of the Border
Ruffians, 1856, Philadelphia
In John Magee’s print, Kansas is ravaged by the “Border Ruffians” who attack liberty. The
ruffian at front right further demonstrates his savagery by scalping his victim, a clear association
to the barbarism of Indians. Southerners, in turn, looked with suspicion and distain upon possible
free soil emigrants.
In the midst of the violent behavior among white emigrants to Kansas, Indians continued
to be portrayed as the savage other in American art. One of the most popular subjects in
paintings of the west at mid-century was the wagon train under attack by Indians. Carl Wimer, in
The Attack on an Emigrant Train, 1856, captured the dramatic conflict between white settlers
and Indians. Although the Indians have inflicted casualties, the settlers are holding their own and
the viewer understands that the march of westward expansion cannot be halted.378
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Figure 5-13: Carl Wimer, The Attack on an Emigrant Train, 1856, The University of Michigan
Museum of Art
Despite the attempt by Wimer and other artists to present Indians as the villains, some
Americans, especially those on the southern frontier where the south met the west, believed that
the problem in Kansas was not Indian attack. The problem was that the Kansas-Nebraska Act
had bestowed the momentous decision over slavery upon the first wave of settlers, the pioneers
who were rude and uncivilized. The gentlemen were not in control. The debate over the wisdom
of popular sovereignty was especially intense in the states neighboring Kansas; Missouri,
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Arkansas and Indian Territory where it became known as ‘squatter’ sovereignty. Slavery’s
supporters on the frontier welcomed the presence of Indians who were also gentlemen and shared
their vision.
The slaveholding Cherokees, who had long defined western settlers as rude and
uncivilized, fiercely objected to the Kansas-Nebraska Act. The Cherokees had a long history
with white settlers and had good reason not to trust their judgment. They considered themselves
to be the cultured gentlemen better educated in the correct vision for American and the barbaric
settlers to be a threat to this vision. They feared that the act would have several negative
consequences. Firstly, the repeal of the Missouri Compromise threatened the future status of
Indian Territory should it wish to enter the Union as slave territory. Secondly, political leaders in
Arkansas and Indian Territory supported a southern railroad through Arkansas and Indian
Territory and thus objected to the route proposed by Douglas. Thirdly, the Cherokee Nation
owned land, the Neutral Land, in Kansas that they did not want to see overrun by antislavery
settlers. Lastly, they feared that free soil emigrants to Kansas would quickly move into Indian
Territory and even Arkansas.
While many proslavery southerners hailed the overriding of the Missouri Compromise for
opening Kansas and Nebraska to slavery, the proslavery Cherokees worried that Indian territory,
located south of the Missouri Compromise Line, could now be open to free soilers. Many of the
surviving members of the Treaty Party, envisioned the Cherokee Nation entering the Union as a
slave territory and then a state in the near future. John Rollins Ridge wrote:
What prouder object could a man propose to himself than the great idea of civilizing and
improving these mighty remnants of the Indian race-bringing all these scattered tribes one
by one into the fold of the American Union…If I can once see the Cherokees admitted
into the Union as a state, then I am satisfied.379
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With the Kansas-Nebraska Act and the doctrine of popular sovereignty it was no longer certain
that the Indian Territory could definitely enter the Union as a slave state. Edward’s brother J.
Woodward Washbourne wrote of his objections to the act, arguing that slavery was a basic right
of property ownership and that “protection of property is a right under the Constitution; and nonintervention as to fostering or extending slavery in the Territories is its legitimate offspring.”380
Edward’s Mentor William Quesenbury, a strong supporter of slavery, took a deep interest in
developments to the northwest in Kansas. One of his political writings was a long essay entitled
"Abolitionism among the Cherokee." Quesenbury believed that if Kansas was lost, the next
battleground would be the Indian Territory.381
Many in Arkansas agreed. In 1854, leading Arkansas democrat Robert Ward Johnson, had
proposed territorial status for Indian Territory, intending to introduce it as a slave territory.382 In
1858, Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Arkansan Elias Rector, again proposed that Indian
Territory become an official territory with a path to statehood as “a free, independent and
sovereign member of the American Union as a slave territory, as soon as possible with all the
privileges that belong to such Territory.”383 In Arkansas, the Cherokee support for slavery gained
them powerful allies and created an opening in the powerful frontier myth.
The status of slavery in the Indian Territory was directly related to proposals for a southern
route for a railroad to California. Many Cherokees objected to Douglas’ proposal to locate the
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railroad through Kansas. They were in support of the southern route for a railroad as it would
travel through Indian Territory. Robert Ward Johnson also supported the southern route for the
railroad and understood the need to secure the status of slavery in the Indian Territory that had
become uncertain with introduction of the Kansas-Nebraska Act. In this Johnson and the
Cherokees were allied with Edward Washbourne’s mentor Albert Pike, later Johnson’s law
partner, who lobbied for the southern railroad. Pike had been advocating a railroad to the Pacific
through the southern states since California and the southwestern territory were obtained from
Mexico. He and other proponents of the plan argued that a route to California would enable
direct access to the Chinese market for cotton and southern cotton suppliers could thereby bypass
European markets that resold to the Chinese. Pike and others attended a meeting at Little Rock
on January 6, 1849 to compose a memorandum to Congress outlining their plan for a railroad
originating at a point on the Mississippi River, likely Memphis, which would run through “the
State of Arkansas, the Indian country, new Mexico and California to the Pacific Ocean.”384 He
argued that the railroad would “pour the whole wealth of China and Hindostan, and the islands of
the Indian Sea into its lap.”385 By 1853, Pike had moved from Arkansas to New Orleans to work
on the railroad project.
In April 1854, after the Kansas-Nebraska Act became law, Pike spoke at the southern
commercial convention in Charleston. He continued to advocate for the southern railroad but
now in increasingly sectional terms, arguing that the southern states must realize that there is a
clear north and a south and that the south must build the railroad itself. He further argued that the
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south must be independent of the north yet remain in the Union. An article reprinted in several
southern newspapers relates Pike’s speech and the audience reaction to it. On the railroad and
other matters, he insisted that the south ought to “be independent of the North IN THE UNION,
AND NOT OUT OF IT,” for which he received much applause, and he insisted, the south should
confederate together and pay for their own railroad, negotiating directly with Mexico for the land
if need be.”386 Pike went on to address the concern held by some that his proposed southern
railroad travelled through Indian Territory, assuring his audience that the Indians were civilized
and emphasizing that many owned slaves and were therefore “our natural allies – men who were
rich in wealth,” and desired to enter the union as slave territory. Pike stressed that it was
important to gain the co-operation of these slave holding Indian allies.387
While Pike painted a positive picture of the Indian leaders, he painted the KansasNebraska Act as a “gross violation of the Constitution” as it allowed foreign emigrants to vote on
the issue of slavery vs free soil before they became naturalized citizens. He received great
applause for his comments.”388 Pike accused northerners of seeding the west with these
“sympathetic immigrants” who posed a threat to southern institutions.389 This suspicion was
shared by many Arkansans. The Fayetteville Arkansian later reported the perception of its editors
that 8 of the 18 southern newspapers devoted to the free soil cause were printed in German. 390
European immigrants entering northern cities found themselves unwelcome and had to compete
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with black workers for the lowest jobs. The west, for these immigrants, provided a vision of their
future independence and acceptance. While eastern Americans and these immigrants believed
that the west would make Americans of these families, southern men like Pike feared their free
soil vote in the territories and understood their threat to the southern vision of the American
landscape.
The Cherokees were also specifically concerned about Kansas as, under the terms of the
Treaty of New Echota, the Cherokee held 800,000 acres in Kansas.391 This area, known as the
Cherokee Neutral Land, was situated in the southeast corner of Kansas, comprising all of present
day Cherokee County, nearly all of Crawford County, and a strip about six miles wide across the
southern part of Bourbon County. Though it was assigned to the Cherokees, white settlers had
illegally begun to settle the neutral lands when Kansas was organized as a territory. The flow of
settlers onto the land increased when the territorial legislature incorporated the area under its
jurisdiction as counties. Cherokee agent George Butler was sympathetic and, in 1856, warned
white settlers that they would be removed by the Army if they did not respect Cherokee
sovereignty over the area. After his warning was ignored, Butler unsuccessfully requested
solders from Fort Gibson to remove the unlawful settlers.392 Southerners, including the
proslavery faction of the Cherokees, feared the new arrivals were abolitionists. Northerners,
however, feared they were proslavery settlers determined to make Kansas a slave state.393
After the crisis in Kansas, not just the Cherokees but many Americans struggled to
determine whether western settlers could be trusted to make the right decision. They
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differed on which decision was right and how to identify the settlers’ position on slavery.
Proslavery southerners responded by asking for sympathetic emigrants from other areas
outside Missouri as the state could not supply enough proslavery emigrants to ensure
slavery was secure in the territories. A letter to DeBow’s Review called for the
establishment of societies to fund the emigration of proslavery settlers in order that those
“who cannot emigrate can contribute money to assist those who can…If the whole south
would adopt this system, we would succeed; Kansas would be a slave State, and the slavery
agitation would cease. If we permit the north to make an abolition State of Kansas, the
whole south must submit to be governed by the north. Will the south help us?”394 In
November of 1856, Albert Pike was appointed to a committee of southerners tasked with
raising funds and securing proslavery emigrants for Kansas. The members of the committee
resolved to pledge their lives, their fortunes and their honor “to colonize Kansas with a proslavery population.”395
Southern politicians were very much concerned about the threat posed by freesoiler
emigration to Kansas. At the December 1856 southern convention attended by Pike,
resolutions were adopted to both promote proslavery emigration to Kansas and to promote
the expansion of slavery into Central America. In addition to the promotion of proslavery
emigration, however, the resolutions from this convention included preparations for war:
Inquiring whether a due proportion of the arms and munitions of war belonging to
the government are in the Southern arsenals; asking to put the Southern harbors in a
state of defence; sympathizing with the Democratic movements in Central America;
and the introduction of slavery there.396
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By 1856, the Whig party had dissolved, unable to effectively cope with the worsening
crisis over slavery. Many northern Whigs found their political home in the Republican Party
while many proslavery southern Whigs joined the Democratic Party. Artist George Caleb
Bingham, a former Whig, became a Republican, declaring his support for John Fremont in the
1856 election.397 He wrote several antislavery pieces in the Columbia Missouri Statesman in
1856 in which he argued that slavery was sectional in nature, and that those who sought to
defend it were traitors who threatened the national confederacy with disunion. 398 As such,
Bingham was concerned about the situation in Kansas and reported on the emigration of families
through Missouri to sway the slavery issue. “The families are generally well provided with
necessary articles of household furniture, and farming utensils. The men are thoughtful and
silent, and from the fact that they have no negroes with them, the inference is reasonable that
their influence will be against slavery.”399 Others were alarmed to observe families arriving with
slaves: “The roads are lined with teams from the border states, and in about every fifth or eighth
wagon you will see a sprinkling of negro slaves. Don’t make yourselves believe that the slave
holders have given up Kansas! A terrible struggle is before us at this very first Election.”400
To communicate his concern over the future of the western territories and the role
of the settlers within them, Bingham planned a series of paintings on squatter sovereignty.
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He intended “to paint a new series of pictures illustrative of “squatter sovereignty” as
practically illustrated under the workings of the Kansas Nebraska bill. I shall commence
with the March of the “Border Ruffians,” and will take pains to give those infamous
expeditions of organized rowdyism all those odious features which truth and justice shall
warrant.”401
In 1856, at the same time Bingham was planning his series on squatter sovereignty,
Arkansas artist Edward Washbourne wrote to his brother about his plans to issue a print of
the Arkansas Traveler, a print that featured the meeting of a cultured Arkansas slaveholder
with a squatter and his family. Like George Caleb Bingham, Washbourne intended to
convey his understanding of the squatter sovereignty and the crisis over slavery. Also like
Bingham, Washbourne was planning the print before he had even executed the painting; a
print that built upon the popularity of the Arkansas Traveler folktale, carefully using the
story as a backdrop for his own political interpretation of the situation at the south and
west. Even as he planned his lithograph, the crisis over slavery intensified and the reaction
of his Cherokee contemporaries, revealed in print, continued to shape his impressions of
the crisis.
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Chapter 6
The Fayetteville Arkansian Responds as the Crisis Over Slavery Intensifies
While artists like Asher Durand had seen the advance of northern civilization westward
as progress, westward expansion had produced a crisis in Kansas that was reaching a crescendo
by the late 1850s. In 1858, planter politician James Henry Hammond echoed those across the
south when he complained to his northern colleagues in the Senate: “The great West has been
open to your surplus population, and your hordes of semi-barbarian immigrants, who are
crowding in year by year. They make a great movement, and you call it progress. Whither? It is
progress; but it is progress toward Vigilance Committees.”402 That same year, Abraham Lincoln
called popular sovereignty “a living, creeping lie from the time of its introduction til today.”403
Also in 1858, Edward Washbourne planned the completion of the Arkansas Traveler
while his Cherokee contemporaries, Elias Cornelius Boudinot and John Rollin Ridge, responded
to the mounting crisis in the same manner their fathers had responded to the crises of the 1830s,
in print. Both men became editors of newspapers to communicate their own political ideas, as
did Washbourne’s brother J. Woodward. They continued to argue that the Cherokees were
capable of the very highest level of civilization while casting doubt upon the ability of white
settlers to determine the fate of slavery in the territories. Their articles were alive with their fear
that slavery even within established slave states like Arkansas was in peril due to its proximity to
Kansas. Their articles encouraged proslavery emigrants to the region, supported the southern
route for the railroad, the entry of Indian Territory into the Union as a slave state, and grew
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increasingly vicious against suspected abolitionists. The voracity with which they defended
slavery fostered their acceptance within Arkansas society and ensured that the allegiance of the
Cherokees was solicited by state politicians. The threat to slavery was a direct threat to the
acceptance they had worked hard to achieve.
John Rollin Ridge infused both his newspaper articles and his poems with his political
ideas, believing that poetry and literature did not need to be distinct from political writing. He
claimed that “Whenever there is a great exaltation of feeling, from any cause whatsoever, a
strong infusion of sentiment, a lively effort of the imagination, a more than ordinary eloquence
of expression, the political spirit is present.”404 Ridge went on to cite poets who were also
politicians – William Cullen Bryant, James Russell Lowell, and Albert Pike, asserting that “the
purest and loftiest intellects of our country are engaged in political journalism.”405 Yet it was his
newspaper articles that took much of his attention. In a piece called “Political Editing,” he
declared that in a democracy, political newspapers are a necessity. Ridge disagreed with British
traveler George Featherstonhaugh who had seen the prevalence of newspapers in Arkansas to
indicate the weakness of the American system of universal white manhood suffrage in which
cheap newspapers swayed the minds of uneducated voters. Featherstonhaugh argued that the
newspapers are the organs of the “scoundrels and liars” of the political parties intent on obtaining
their votes. He called the papers “cheap poison” that replaced the Bible in these areas of
America.406 On the contrary, Ridge argued, “In America each person is a politician in a sense
and is much more attuned to political happenings, than, say, someone living in a monarchy, or an
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oligarchy. As a result, the American public needs the news and intelligent commentary that such
newspapers provide.”407
Perhaps due to the distance from his family and his experiences in California, John
Rollin Ridge held views that often differed from his family and allies in Arkansas. He
considered himself a friend of workers and he devoted much time to anti-Mormon writings.
Ridge did not speak out against popular sovereignty unlike his cousin Elias Cornelius, but
he remained proslavery and supported the annexation of Cuba and placing Mexico under a
protectorate of the United States to allow for the expansion of slavery.408 He considered
himself a moderate but, like his Arkansas relatives, supported the southern expansionist
secret society, The Knights of the Golden Circle.
By the late 1850s, Ridge was the editor of the Daily National Democrat and also
contributed to other papers. Like his uncle and father had done previously, Ridge countered
the assertions of those that said that Indians could not be civilized. He did not believe,
however, that blacks could be civilized. Returning to the argument used by his uncle Elias
Boudinot, Ridge compared the success of the Cherokees to ancient civilizations like the
Britons. On January 20, 1859, he wrote of the long journey the “Britons took on the road to
civilization, having at one time been in a position relative to Rome similar to the present
position of the American Indians relative to Washington.”409 He frequently returned to this
theme, pointing out that the civilization of “other races….was slow and gradual, the tedious
work of centuries” but that the civilized tribes of the United States such as the Cherokees
were:
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A people who have leaped, as it were in a moment, from the utter night of
barbarism into the broad and perfect day of civilized life. With all their
drawbacks—with all their uprootings from their native soil—with all their
removals, forcible and violent, from the homes they had hoped were permanent—
with all their temptations to relapse into savagery, from the uncertainty of their fate
in the hands of the white men—with all these and a thousand other disadvantages,
they have marched steadily on the path of improvement.”410
Ridge quoted British historian Thomas Macaulay about the long march to civilization
undertaken by the inhabitants of Britain and concluded that “Those who believe that the
Indian cannot be civilized,” suppose “that the savageism of the Indian is peculiar to
himself, instead of common, as it is, to all barbarous nations alike,”411 While Ridge worked
from California to publish articles in support of the Cherokees and slavery, his cousin,
Elias Cornelius Boudinot pursued the same ends from Arkansas.
Boudinot had moved to Connecticut with his stepmother after the assassination of his
father, Elias Boudinot. He studied engineering in Vermont yet grew restless there and longed to
return, in part to avenge the death of his father. In 1853, he returned west and settled with the
Ridges and Washburns in Fayetteville where he studied law. That same year, he assisted in the
successful defense of his uncle, treaty signer Stand Watie, in a murder trial where Watie was
accused of killing James Foremen, a man he suspected of assassinating Major Ridge. Cephas
Washburn also assisted in Waite’s defense by testifying on his behalf, continuing his advocacy
of the exiled Cherokees.412 Boudinot was deeply interested in reviving his family’s prominence
among the Cherokees, and fanned the flames of factionalism with the Ross Party.
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In 1859, Boudinot and his partner James Pettigrew established a newspaper, the
Fayetteville Arkansian, that sought to both establish Fayetteville as a desirable place for southern
emigrants to settle and also to forward the political agenda of its editors. The inaugural issue in
March 1859 featured a masthead subtitled “The Constitutional Rights of the South.” The paper
replaced and was more political in content than William Quesenbury’s South-West Independent.
Quesenbury said of Boudinot that he had “splendid talents with that caution indispensable to the
success of an editor. He has friends every where among white and Red men."413 Quesenbury and
Edward’s older brother Woodward also contributed to the Arkansian.414
Boudinot wrote that that manifest destiny and the ensuing onslaught of white emigration
represented a threat to the Cherokees and their position as southern slave holders. He argued that
““Manifest Destiny” was “sweeping the Indian tribes to a precipice."415 Over its two-year life,
the paper featured enthusiastic support for slavery, for the southern rights branch of the
Democratic Party, for the anti-Ross and proslavery factions of the Cherokee, and for the southern
route from the Pacific railroad. The paper took direct aim at the threat of abolitionism within
Kansas, within the Indian Territory and within Arkansas itself. The paper also advertised the
benefits of moving to Fayetteville for its education and economic opportunities and advocated
for the local development of slave based agriculture. Over time, the paper grew increasingly
vitriolic and suggested violence against suspected abolitionists.
The editors of the Arkansian worked to establish Fayetteville as the educational center of
the region in order to attract the right kind of settlers and also to ensure that the children of those
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living in the area received the correct type of education, one supportive of southern slaveholding
society. Over its two-year life, the Arkansian featured many articles about northwest Arkansas as
the regional center of education, and Fayetteville as its heart, the “Athens of Arkansas.” The
articles maintained that Fayetteville had schools of such high quality that was not surpassed
anywhere else in the country and “far superior to many an academy of the boasted East.”416 That
the schools received the patronage of Indian families was an asset to the region:
Pupils attend these colleges, seminaries and schools from all parts of the State, from the
Indian Territories adjacent; from Louisiana, Texas and Missouri. And these schools are
always full. The teachers are among the best educated gentlemen and ladies of the older
States.417
To attract proslavery emigrants from southern states, the editors took care to establish
Fayetteville as a “southern” town, claiming that “our society is as good, refined and cultivated as
any where in the South, which, we take it, is the best in the world.”418 The proximity to the
Indian Territory was proposed as an advantage rather than a detraction to prospective
immigrants. Several issues repeated the refrain that:
The Indian trade has been and still is indirectly worth a great deal to the county. Large
sums of money are annually paid out to the Indians. They are civilized, possess an
extraordinary rich country, have fine schools, and own excellent farms, stock and
plantations…. In fine, this and circumjacent counties as well as the State at large, possess
the elements of great wealth, prosperity and power. We only need more labor and
industry diffused among a greater number of hands to become great, to become great,
rich and happy. To the immigrant then we can say in truth; if you are in search of a good
home, come to Arkansas. You will not be disappointed.419
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The editors of the Arkansian believed that the best way to attract proslavery settlers was
by establishing industries that relied upon slavery. While northwest Arkansas was not suited to
cotton production, many believed that tobacco could be reliably produced. They insisted that the
development of tobacco production was necessary to the protection of slavery in northwest
Arkansas noting that “the south part of Arkansas plants cotton; slavery there is absolutely secure.
We must plant tobacco in the north part to make slave labor profitable and and tempt hither
immigration from slave states.”420 Others in Fayetteville agreed with this plan and invested in the
production of tobacco:
Our enterprising townsmen, Messrs. Jacksons have erected a commodious building for
the purpose, and are now engaged in the manufacture of tobacco. We are told by those
who know, that the land is as well adapted to the growth and that as good tobacco can be
produced in this country as in Kentucky and Virginia. Cities have grown up – been
nourished, and increased in population; men have become millionaires, and all because of
the production and manufacture of the weed. Then all that is necessary to bring about
such result in our town and country is energy and enterprise.421
The Arkansian took care to inform readers that their efforts in attracting the right kind of
settlers was proceeding effectively: “North-west Arkansas as has been before noted, from letters
received and publications heretofore made in this paper, is already commanding the attention of
those who are leaving the older States and are coming West in search of better homes.”422 By the
1850s, slavery was growing faster in Arkansas and the Trans-Mississippi than anywhere else in
the south. Arkansas’ slave population was on track to more than double its numbers from 1853 to
1860 due to natural reproduction and the influx of slaveholders.423
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While enthusiastic that their efforts were succeeding, Boudinot, reversing the notion that
Indians were uncivilized, also took care to guide new emigrants to move quickly from their
rough, squatter state into the civilized state. Many articles featured advice on the adornment of
homes urging “every farmer who owns a house and garden should strive to make them as
beautiful as possible. His house may be small and plain, yet, he can beautify and adorn it.”424 To
Boudinot, a well-groomed property not only benefited the farmer and his family but contributed
to the area by improving taste and adding “loveliness to the country at large. The humanizing
influence of a beautiful home is beyond all question.”425 While advising farmers about the
upkeep of their homes, Boudinot also urged the grooming of their intellects.
I wish that it was in my power to impress upon the mind of every farmer that he has the
means to educate himself, the time and also the intellect. In the first place, take the
money which you have been in the habit of spending for tobacco and whiskey and
purchase good books with it, and then in the long winter evenings and hot summer hours
read those books.426
In line with his goals of attracting proslavery settlement and facilitating supportive
industry, the Arkansian dedicated space to advocating for the southern railroad along the 35th
parallel as proposed by Albert Pike. He claimed that “it is apparent to all, that the interests of the
whole country demand a Rail Road connecting the Atlantic with the Pacific coast. The proposed
route upon the 35th parallel seems to be the most feasible, as it certainly would be to our State,
the most advantageous. We shall advocate the location of the road accordingly.427 This route, of
course, was to run directly through Indian Territory.
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Both Ridge and Boudinot wished to see the Indian Territory become a state and
supported the Territorial Bill advanced by Arkansas Senator Robert Ward Johnson which
proposed the Indian Territory enter the union as slave territory. Johnson, was the acknowledged
leader of the second generation of a powerful political family, known as the “Family” or the
Dynasty,” that had dominated state politics for thirty years. Most Cherokees, especially the nonslaveholders, did not support Johnson’s bill, but Boudinot believed that political equality with
whites was now possible and that the time was right for statehood. The Arkansian insisted that
“Every observing person must perceive that the time is near at hand when the Indian SemiRepublics on our frontier, will be merged in their powerful prototype and guardian. He is blind
indeed who does not know this to be inevitable….Upon the acceptance of his Bill, the transition
from their present state of dependence to one of absolute political equality, would be easy and
certain.”428 The paper reprinted articles from sympathetic editors in the region who also argued
that the Indians should support Johnson’s statehood bill as it placed “Indians on an equality with
his white brethren, and not to degrade him as an inferior being, incapable of enjoying liberty.”429
An article reprinted from the Fort Smith Herald in September 1859 argued that the southern
Indians would soon be forced by manifest destiny to enter the Union and urged that they use
their current political strength to negotiate the terms of their entry. The article warned those
Cherokees resisting statehood that Indians “from north to south, and from east to west, have been
included within the limits of the older states, and those that have remained in New England, New
York, and other states, have lost their political existence, and their national identity.”430
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Aligning himself with Johnson and the Family held several benefits for Boudinot. He
believed that their proposals increased his power within the factional dispute with John Ross and
his followers. Boudinot was also interested in increasing his status through political power in the
state. In April 1859, he and Woodward Washbourne were elected with five others to
Fayetteville’s first city council. This experience fed his ambition for higher office and he
believed Robert Johnson’s support was crucial to his success.431
While encouraging proslavery immigration, Boudinot also communicated to subscribers in
the Cherokee Nation and Arkansas the threat posed by the abolitionist Baptist missionaries, Evan
and John Jones. Where the progressive Cherokees once actively supported missionary activity
and used it to achieve their political goals, they objected to the activities of abolitionist
missionaries who were popular among the full blood Cherokees. The slavery crisis deepened the
divide between the full bloods and the mixed blood slaveholding Cherokees. The editors of the
Arkansian argued that Christian missionaries had originally arrived to preach the Gospel but now
these missionaries were preaching abolitionism. “They are no longer attending to the legitimate
business on which they came, but are interfering with an institution which has existed for many
long years among the Cherokees, and which is as firmly rooted in their midst as it is at this
moment in South Carolina or Alabama or Mississippi.”432 Many of the slaveholders demanded
that the Jones’ leave the region. Robert Ross, John Ross’s nephew and a graduate of Princeton
College, wrote to Quesenbury’s Southwest Independent in 1854: “We will have ministers
without abolitionism or no ministers at all. But good ones we can get to fill the place of these
men who regard a negro above, or at least equal to, a Cherokee, for equal to themselves will
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Cherokee regard [them] never!”433
The Jones published their own newspaper, the Cherokee Messenger, entirely in the
Cherokee language to appeal to the full blood conservatives. John Jones complained of the
influence of papers like the Arkansian, telling the northern Baptist board that they not only had
to contend with opposition to their antislavery stance from politicians in the Cherokee Nation
and in Arkansas but also that “the border papers vilify us and stigmatize us abolitionists, and
some of the slaveholders threaten us with the fist and the cowhide and expulsion from the
Cherokee country.”434
The Arkansian furthered the factionalism within the Cherokees, frequently attacking John
Ross and accusing him of fostering abolitionism within the Cherokee Nation with his support of
the Jones. Boudinot also disagreed with Ross’s plans to sell the Neutral Lands as its editors
feared the land would become home to abolitionists whose next targets were Indian Territory and
Arkansas itself.
We said some weeks ago that the real issue among the Cherokees was abolitionism or
slavery, though disguised with the mask of the Neutral Land; we again repeat our
assertion, and challenge refutation. The Baptist and Anti-Baptist parties among the
Cherokees are nothing more or less that Anti and Pro Slavery factions, and he is blind
indeed who does not perceive it.435
On September 30, 1859, the editors asserted their opposition to the sale of the Neutral Lands
because the unnecessary sale “would open the flood gates of Abolitionism, upon our borders.”
Two months later, Boudinot published a letter to the editor seamlessly matched his own position
on the dangers presented by the missionaries and their presumed attempts to attract abolitionist
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immigrants, calling the sale of the Neutral Lands an abolitionist plot.436 Boudinot called for
resistance to abolition in the Indian Territory as it would inevitably lead to abolition in Arkansas
and elsewhere in the south. He thus positioned the interests of the south with the interests of the
Cherokees.
We wish to arouse not only our immediate region, our Cherokee friends, but the whole
South to the necessity of stemming this Abolition flood beating against our and their
boundaries. … The Cherokees are barrier to us against the abolition migration as we, in
turn, are barrier to the citizens of south Arkansas. These barriers must be preserved
unbroken. One breach and down goes the wall. With the South, the interests of the
Cherokees are identified…437
The article reinforced the fear that new immigrants to the area not only coveted Cherokee lands
in Kansas but had begun encroaching upon the Cherokee Nation itself to spread abolition at the
invitation of the Baptist ministers.
...these Abolition immigrants have been incited, invited, not only by the lures of their
tempting country, but by certain God-fearing (?) and Cherokee-loving (?) men among
them. Man who profess to be missionaries of Peace are now and have long been engaged
in opening the gateways of the Cherokee Nation to the enemy; devoted to the
extermination of slavery among them; are in fellowship with Abolitionists who will not
only steal slaves, but eventually, if admitted, will drive the Cherokees to the wall and
certain destruction.438
Boudinot and his allies believed that the only method of holding abolition at bay was to block
the sale of the Neutral Land and for the Cherokee Nation to enter the Union as a slave territory.
The U.S. government’s Indian agents were sympathetic to the slaveholding Indians and
also suspicious of the motives of the missionaries. Choctaw agent, Douglas H. Cooper agreed
that Indian territory was in grave danger of being “abolitionized” and had sent to his superiors at
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Fort Smith, a nervous apprehension that if things “go on as they are now doing, in 5 years
slavery will be abolished in the whole of your superintendency.” He feared that the missionaries
would be successful in creating a “a great run-away harbor, a sort of Canada – with
“underground rail-roads” leading to & through it – adjoining Arkansas and Texas.” Cooper
insisted that the federal government would be of no use in combating the problem as it had been
paralyzed by northern abolitionists. He saw the only solution as encouraging proslavery
emigration to Indian Territory, “I see no way except secretly to induce the Choctaws &
Cherokees & Creeks to allow slave-holders to settle among their people & control the movement
now going on to abolish slavery among them.”439
John Rollin Ridge also wrote of his concern about the Neutral Lands and John
Ross’s intent to sell them. Ridge maintained that the majority of the Cherokees were
opposed to the sale but that John Ross was trying to “put money in his own purse.” His
secondary motive, according to Ridge was to hand over the land to the abolitionists as it
would “be at once overrun with the Free-State hordes of Kansas, the moment it was opened
to white settlers.”440
In 1859, the Cherokee Nation sent a sharp complaint to the US government and authorized
tribal enforcement officials to assist US agents in removing the settlers from the Neutral
Lands.441 The US government did once again order the squatters to leave. George Butler, a U.S.
Indian Agent sympathetic to the Cherokee, announced the expulsion of white men from the
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Cherokee Neutral Land in January of 1860.442
In August, however, new Indian agent Robert J. Cowart was unable to convince white
settlers to leave the Neutral Lands even after he personally visited the area. He returned in
October with two companies of cavalry from Fort Smith with orders to expel the intruders and
burn their cabins. The soldiers burned a few cabins and asked the squatters to voluntarily leave.
Cowart acknowledged that his effort had had little success and that white settlement would
continue to increase.443 White settlers in Kansas also demanded that Indians (legally) living in
the territory be removed. The only place for them to go was south into the territory held by the
Cherokee and others, further exacerbating tension within the Indian Territory.444
While the slaveholding Cherokees and government Indian agents held a common vision,
they found an increasing threat in the rise of the Republican Party. To some southern
slaveholders, the Republican proposition that slavery be allowed to continue where it existed but
not be extended caused alarm but posed no immediate threat. However, this assertion directly
threatened the interests of the proslavery Cherokees in the as yet unincorporated Indian Territory.
Accordingly, the Arkansian repeatedly and consistently attacked the Republican Party which it
referred to as the Black Republican Party. It also highlighted the racial views of its editors. In an
article attacking Horace Greeley the paper asserted that:
The distinctive feature of his platform is liberty, or death” for the “impracticable
purpose of elevating an inferior race to the work of their superiors, of releasing
three millions and a half of ignorant, dependent beings from a state of wholesome
subordination, and turning them unrestrained upon their natural masters.445
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On May 14, 1859 the paper maintained that only the Democrats supported the correct vision of
American society which supported slavery and the inequality of African Americans. The editors
argued that the Republicans were trying to destroy the natural order of this vision by taking
blacks “out of the sphere God designed he should occupy, and as a natural consequence, white
men too,” and thus “at this particular time in political history of the country for a Southern man
to set otherwise than with the Democratic party would be suicidal in the extreme, because it is
the only party that does rise above sectional feeling, that is national.”446
Thus, for the editors of the Arkansian, support for the Democratic Party was vital to
the survival of the slave south and for their vision of the nation: “Whatever may be their
merits or demerits, it should be sufficient for every true son of the South to know, that the
Democratic party is the only National and Conservative political organization in the
country, which can measure swords with the Hydra of Abolitionism, and stay the onrushing tide which threatens to overwhelm the South.”447 The on-rushing tide was the wave
of immigration moving toward the southwest. Despite the increase in slaveholders within
Arkansas, Boudinot continued to suspect that many of the immigrants were abolitionists.
While Boudinot supported the Democratic Party he vehemently opposed Stephen
Douglas’s popular, “squatter” sovereignty platform seeing it as a direct threat to Cherokee
interests. He supported John Breckinridge for leader of the party as “he hails from the south and
also from the west.”448 Boudinot believed that Breckinridge understood the situation faced by
proslavery southerners with interests in the western territories. The Arkansian devoted many
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columns to attacking Stephen Douglas and his “squatter sovereignty” and the fear that this policy
would result in a flood of abolitionist emigrants.449
With the clamor over the sale of the Neutral Lands, it was clear that the
factionalism among the Cherokee was again reaching a dangerous peak. Divisions within
the Cherokees, already strained by the violence after removal, were deepened by the
slavery crisis. The conservative Cherokees rejected slavery and continued to turn toward
the abolitionist ministers John and Evan Jones. These divisions were furthered fueled by
the rise of secret societies within the Cherokees. In the National Democrat, Ridge outlined
the existence of an organization of full-blood Indians known as the Keetoowah or
Nighthawk Society commonly called the Pins. He charged that Ross and Jones were its
leaders, a charge historian James Parins notes is probably accurate. 450 Ridge argued that
the main purpose of the organization was abolitionism although this was not directly
revealed to its members who were mostly full blood Indians. Ross and Jones, according to
Ridge, sought to deepen and manipulate the division between the full blood Indians and the
mixed blood Indians like Ridge and the other Treaty Party members. As John Ross was a
mixed blood slave owner, he had no commitment to abolition but his allegiance to the
missionaries served to bolster his own support and deepen the divide between the
conservative Cherokee and the Boudinot-Watie-Ridge faction. The Arkansian connected
the missionaries to the Pins and outlined their threat:
Already has the Missionary and Abolitionist Evan Jones, a learned and eloquent, but
intriguing and dangerous man, organized in the very heart of the Nation a secret society;
whose sworn business it is to eradicate slavery- whether by running off slaves or voting
against the institution, or selling the land to free soilers, or some other method, we cannot
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say. At any rate, it is known that the members are sworn on pain of death, to reveal no
secrets, and to carry out the bidding of the society.451
Many slave holding Cherokee also joined a secret society, the Knights of the Golden
Circle or KGC, committed to their own goals of the protection and expansion of slavery. The
Knights’ commitment to the defense and expansion of slavery was based, according to its
adherents, “upon the principle that slavery was recognized by divine authority; that it is fraught
with all the elements of social, moral and political good to the negro; that it conduces to the best
interests of the South.”452 They looked south to Mexico and Central America as territory suitable
for their vision of the American landscape, a goal “worthy of every true southern man’s nature
reflection.” 453 They argued that the “star of empire is southward; it would preserve to the South
from abolitionism all lands that may be needed for the spread of her system of labor.” 454
Historian Walter Johnson argues that expansion was crucial to the stability of the southern
plantation system and identifies the international politics and militancy of proslavery
imperialism. By the 1850s, the price of slaves had reached an exceptional high. This “Negro
fever,” as slaveholders called it, produced a problem: class conflict between white men, the
slaveholders and the non-slaveholders. While many southern yeomen aspired to the planter class,
the exorbitant purchasing price of slaves rendered the possibility of white entitlement to black
labor an impossibility for most all non-slaveholders. Southern slaveholders had an invested
interest in resolving this tension because they depended on white men to believe in the
entitlements of white supremacy; without the possibility of social mobility for white men,
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slaveholders feared that poor, angry whites would align themselves with enslaved blacks and
revolt. To resolve this class conflict and potential rupture to the racial order, it was essential that
no boundaries be erected to slavery’s expansion. Just as the west was envisioned as the site of
social mobility for northern workers, it provided this same possibility for lower class white
southerners. Johnson illustrates the voracity of proslavery imperialism as the gaze of southern
expansion turned to Cuba and Nicaragua as well.455
In an article in the Arkansian, J. Woodward Washbourne, lamenting the death of William
Walker, a proslavery expansionist who attempted an invasion of Nicaragua, argued that if
Walker had succeeded in Nicaragua then Americans could have established cotton, sugar and
coffee plantations in a slave state that would have been added to the Union. This, Washbourne
argued, would have stabilized the country as the south would “have possessed ample and
undisputed outlet for her surplus slave population,” and the threat of disunion “would only be
known to the crazy dream of some extremist or fanatic.” 456 Washbourne further confirmed his
expansionist sympathies and his belief that southern conquest of Central America was still
possible when he wrote that, despite the fact that Walker had failed:
The miserable republic of Central America, peopled by a degraded half race of humanity,
will yet bow to the role of the Anglo-American, and its rich tracts of territory become
priceless to the peace and commerce of the world. To these regions slavery legitimately
tends, and upon such soil and beneath such suns can eternally defy the cold hand and
colder heart of the calculating and envious Northern fanatic.457
Washbourne and many proslavery Cherokees formed part of this expansionist movement in the
the Trans-Mississippi west. The KGC was the organization they used to pursue this goal.
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As early as 1855, John Ross was concerned about the divisions caused by a proslavery
secret society within the Cherokee Nation that supported slavery in Kansas.458 The Cherokee
Constitution of the Knights of the Golden Circle, as recorded on August 28, 1860, states among
its provisions:
We, a part of the people of the Cherokee Nation, in order to form a more perfect union
and protect ourselves and property against the works of Abolitionists do establish this
Constitution for the government of the Knights of the Golden Circle in this Nation...No
person shall become a member of the Knights of the Golden Circle in the Cherokee
Nation who is not a pro-slavery man...The Captain, or in case of his refusal, then the
Lieutenant has the power to compell each and every member of their Encampment to turn
out and assist in capturing and punishing any and all abolitionists in their minds who are
interfering with slavery...459
Historian William McLoughlin notes that the Mother Lodge of the Cherokee KGC was most
likely in Arkansas and likely involved E. Cornelius Boudinot, John Rollin Ridge, J. Woodward
Washbourne, Elias Rector and George W. Paschal.460 Kenny Franks also believed that J.
Woodward Washbourne, as well as Stand Watie, Elias Cornelius Boudinot and John Rollins
Ridge were all known to be associated with KGC461. Historian of the KGC, David Keehn, argues
that John Rollin Ridge was a recruiter for the KGC in California.462
As the crisis over slavery moved to its fever pitch, the articles in the Arkansian grew
evermore intense. In the wake of the Harper’s Ferry attack in October 1859, the editors warned
of the dangers of a slave insurrection fomented by secret abolitionists in Arkansas and in the
Indian Territory and warned its readers to be ready for battle:
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Are there not enemies to the South on our borders, in our midst? And shall we remain
dormant and inert until we are overwhelmed by an insurrection even more horrible than
civil war? It behooves the people of Arkansas and more particularly the citizens of the
counties bordering the Indian line, to be up and doing, for danger is near.”463
As the crisis intensified and Boudinot pursued his political aims through the KGC
and through his newspaper, he also continued to pursue an active role in state politics.
Although Boudinot was a Cherokee, his credentials as a writer and editor as well as a fierce
defender of slavery gained him access to power in Arkansas. He was instrumental in
passing two resolutions at the state level: the first in opposition to the sale of the Neutral
Lands and the second supporting any efforts taken by the Cherokee to oppose abolitionism
in the Nation.464 As a fierce advocate of the Johnson Democrats, Boudinot was singled out
for especially rough treatment by the competing Hindman faction at the state convention in
April 1860. While many in Arkansas, especially in its northwest corner, respected the
civilized, slaveholding Cherokees, those who objected to Boudinot’s politics took
advantage of his status as an Indian. His credentials for the convention were rejected on the
grounds that, as a Cherokee, he was no more white than Dred Scott and was therefore
neither a voter nor a citizen.465 His political allies continued to support him. The Little
Rock True Democrat, the organ of the Johnson faction, took up a defense of Boudinot as
both civilized and southern:
Mr. Boudinot is an educated, brave gentleman; a man of parts and the possessor of
refined taste. …Many of his relations are gifted men, some of whom have written
things that won the praise of good critics in the literary world. Many of them are
eminent in society and education…Mr. Boudinot’s father before was an editor and
an uncommonly able orator and accomplished man… 466
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The letter concluded with an assertion that “the State of Arkansas does not hold a truer nor
bolder democrat and southern man, nor one who is more ready and willing, at all times, to
do battle for both.”467 On May 11, 1860, Boudinot left the Arkansian to serve as editor of
the True Democrat where he used the paper to directly support the Johnson faction. The
organ of the opposing faction, the Old Line Democrat, continued the smearing of Boudinot
by referring to him as the “colored editor” of the opposition newspaper.468
While Boudinot was battling state politics in Little Rock, the Arkansian, left in the hands
of others including Edward Washbourne’s brother, J. Woodward, was entrenched in its battle
against abolitionism. By 1860, the editor of the Arkansian expected or even encouraged violence
against the abolitionist missionaries expressing surprise that “Evan Jones and his Abolition crew
have not been massacred” and warned that they might be attacked, “tarred and feathered and
hung upon trees as the Cherokees would not tolerate them long and that “there will be a fearful
reckoning with these Abolition missionaries, if they do not speedily change their course.”469 The
very same wording was used by John Rollin Ridge in the National Democrat earlier in June.470
While John Rollin Ridge had not been successful in establishing his own newspaper in Arkansas,
the evidence suggests that he was very influential in the one his cousin had established.
The Arkansian also revealed the escalating anxiety about incoming settlers that were
treated with suspicion. Where once, its pages had been devoted to the encouragement of
proslavery emigrants, the paper now reported the activities of the vigilance committee that
worked to root out abolitionism in its new arrivals.
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These examples and more than are sure to follow will give all immigrants hither ample
warning to bring no abolition or freesoilism, no abolitionist or freesoiler with them—for
here they cannot, shall not live. …All other classes of honest immigrants are welcome
and invited. Come among us. We want men, women and children, more labor, more
sinews. 471
The threat of Kansas as the base camp of abolitionist activity was ever present. The paper
revealed the anxiety, and perhaps the reality, that Kansas was now a destination for runaway
slaves. Building a narrative that a slave revolt was brewing, articles contained the fear that
runaway slaves were exciting other slaves to follow them to Kansas and argued “every citizen”
to “interest himself in arresting runaway negroes as a means of self defense [sic] to prevent their
inducing other slaves to follow them.”472 The fears about runaway slaves and slave insurrections
fed into suspicion that free blacks and uncivilized whites were also tempting slaves to go to
Kansas. The threat of violence to suspected runaways and abolitionists was ever present:
Several free negroes from Fort Smith and elsewhere south of this, have recently passed
through to Kansas, and it is thought that they, together with some low down white men
have been instrumental in bringing about this movement on the part of the slaves; indeed,
so well-satisfied are our citizens of this fact, that they have resolved that no free negroe
emigrating to Kansas will be permitted to stop for any length of time in the country on
penalty of being severely dealt with and the movements of white men living in this
vicinity, suspected, are being closely watched, and upon the slightest intimation of “aid
and comfort” coming from them to any negroe attempting to escape from his owner, an
example will be made of them that will not soon be forgotten.473
By 1859, public concern about the presence of free blacks grew so intense that the Assembly
approved legislation to ban further emancipation of slaves and to return to slavery any free
blacks remaining in the state on January 1, 1860.474
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As the crisis intensified among his contemporaries and their vitriol became increasingly
violent even as they continued to make claims to civilized status, Edward Washbourne travelled
from Arkansas to Boston to have the Arkansas Traveler drawn on stone and issued as a
lithograph. The Arkansas Traveler was his communication of the situation on the southern
frontier on the very eve of civil war and, perhaps, a less violent solution to the impending crisis.
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Chapter 7
The Arkansas Traveler: “A Truly Southern Picture by a Southern Artist”
As the sectional crisis was reaching its zenith and pushing the nation to the very precipice
of war, Edward Washbourne completed his image of the Arkansas Traveler. No announcement
of the actual painting is ever mentioned in the papers that marketed the sale of its printed version.
Like George Caleb Bingham and other artists, Washbourne had planned to produce and sell the
image as a print long before executing the painting it was based upon. Although he planned the
print in 1856, his brother Henry recalled that he began the painting in 1858.475 In 1859, he chose
J.H. Bufford and Sons of Boston to draw the image on stone and produce the lithograph.
Washbourne imbued the image with his political and ideological ideas but framed it with the
popular tale of the Arkansas Traveler. Washbourne had seen his friend John Rollin Ridge
publish his novel, Joaquín Murieta, for the market while also using it as a vehicle for his political
convictions. Ridge was able to write with national purpose and significance while his use of a
California hero in the novel allowed him to capitalize on the popularity of western cultural
material.476 Both Ridge and Washbourne communicated their ideas through a medium each
preferred while hoping to profit from its production.
By 1859, Washbourne was well-regarded as an artist in Arkansas. Since returning from
New York, he was often hailed as Arkansas’ artist having established a name for himself as a
portrait painter. Notices attesting to his skill appeared in the newspapers. The Gazette noted that
he was in Little Rock and that “such of our citizens as are anxious to secure good likenesses, as
well as to encourage a young man born and raised in Arkansas will doubtless call and see
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him.”477 Every newspaper reference noted that he was an Arkansas native. Year after year they
reported similar statements of pride in his accomplishments: In 1855: “Mr. W. besides being a
young man of first rate professional talents and a gentleman in every sense of the word, has the
additional claim on us of being a native of Arkansas.”478 In 1856: “Mr. W. besides being a
young gentleman of a high order of professional talents, commends himself particularly to the
citizens of Arkansas by being a native of the State.”479 In 1859: “Mr. W. is a young man of
decided talent and worth and, as such, we are proud of him as a native son of Arkansas.”480
Washbourne received the patronage of leading Arkansans and drew upon his experience
with them in his work. In 1856, he stayed with Colonel Ben Hawkins on his plantation that was
reported to be as large as 23000 acres. Hawkins had commissioned Edward to paint 6 portraits of
his family. In a letter to his brother, Edward notes that Hawkins was a “perfect Arkansas
gentlemen and makes as much of me as if I were a prince.”481 According to the 1850 census,
Hawkins, a successful planter, owned 63 slaves in Jackson Township, Sevier County.482
Hawkins, like the other men that surrounded Washbourne, was also involved in education. He
was one of the trustees of the Rocky Comfort Academy that was incorporated December 24
1840. The school was able to attract Prof Ashbel G Brown from the department of ancient
languages in the University of North Carolina. Brown eventually supervised both a male and a
female seminary both of which were “adapted particularly to the educational wants of the
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Southwest” with the assistance of his sister Elizabeth who ran the female seminary.483 Hawkins,
like the other men that surrounded Washbourne, committed to slavery and education and was
also involved in politics.484
It was during his time at the Hawkins’ plantation in 1856 that Washbourne wrote to his brother
Woodward and revealed his plans to print the image of the Arkansas Traveler.485
The painting was complete by 1859 and Washbourne traveled to Boston to arrange for
the painting to be reproduced as a lithograph by Leopold Grozelier who worked for Bufford and
Sons. Washbourne was thorough in his presentation of the Arkansas Traveler. His caption on the
lithograph clearly designated the key player in his story. The caption reads “The Arkansas
Traveller, Designed by one of the natives and Dedicated to Col. S.C. Faulkner”. The musical
score is reproduced at the bottom of the lithograph with a double bar indicating the turn of the
tune. Originally, this lithograph also included a broadside with a printed version of the Arkansas
Traveler dialogue. Washbourne was very interested in making sure that his audience was aware
of the key players in this story and maintaining the accuracy of the story. Although only a
fragment of the original broadside remains at the Arkansas History Commission, the lines on the
fragment match the text of the version of the story that Washbourne submitted to the
Knickerbocker Magazine in 1860. 486
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To compose the image, Washbourne drew upon all his experiences, first as a boy growing
up at Dwight Mission, then his education at Fayetteville with the exiled Cherokee, his
relationships with Albert Pike and William Quesenbury, and his education in art, and his
understanding of the role of the western settler in the crisis over slavery. Where those around
him communicated in print, he used his brush to paint his story.

Figure 7-1: Edward P. Washbourne, The Arkansas Traveller, 1859, Engraved by Leopold
Grozelier, J.H. Bufford and Sons, Boston
Washbourne’s image presents a meeting between two men, a distinguished traveler on a
horse and a squatter and his family outside their cabin. The cabin has a hole in its roof as
demanded by the story. The cabin itself is wrapped in the symbols of the Whig campaign of
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1840, the cabin itself, the coonskin, and the whisky barrel. Other artists known to Washbourne
had also embedded the symbols of the campaign into their work.
The symbols appear in the most elaborate of all William Sidney Mount’s works, Cider
Making (1841). Mount’s large scale painting is an allegory of the political behavior of the
yeomen during the 1840 log cabin campaign. Two large cider barrels dominate the foreground of
the painting, one marked 1840. Lest the viewer not fully understand the painting, a long story
about cider making was inserted into the leading Whig newspaper to clue the viewer to every
political reference.487 The viewer needed no guide, however, to recognize the snoozing hogs as
Democrats oblivious to the Whig successes and that the hen and chicks referenced the federal
bank system which had made Whigs out of Jacksonian Democrats. The viewer understood the
painting’s equating of the political process to to the grinding of apples to make cider.

Figure 7-2: William Sidney Mount, Cider Making, 1841, Metropolitan Museum of Art
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Mount was not the only genre artist to use the symbols of the campaign in his paintings.
Missouri artist George Caleb Bingham included the Whig symbols in some of his most famous
works. During the 1840 campaign Bingham constructed a banner so impressive that it was
described in detail in a local paper. The banner, so large it required several men to carry its four
poles, was painted with the log cabin and the other elements of the campaign. Bingham also
spoke at the large political gathering so typical of the campaign.488 Bingham painted many more
political banners for both local and national elections fusing his art with his politics. Bingham
also included the symbols of the campaign in his Jolly Flatboatmen (1846).

Figure 7-3: Jasper Cropsey, Backwoods of America, 1858, Crystal Bridges Museum of American
Art
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Hudson River School artist Jasper Cropsey, in Backwoods of America (1858), also drew
upon the iconography of the 1840 campaign to communicate his perspective on westward
expansion. Here Cropsey portrayed a pioneer family in their log cabin surrounded by death and
chaos. The trees around the cabin are dead and the sky stormy. An old and broken gravestone is
found in the lower right corner. Cropsey wrapped the family in the Whig iconography, the log
cabin, the coonskin, and the barrel but the Whig party had fallen apart over the slavery issue in
1856. The old Whig symbols are used here to suggest this backwoods family’s position on the
expansion of slavery. Like Bingham, Cropsey displays the symbols in a positive light here
suggesting that this family will not support the expansion of slavery. Despite the images of death
that surround this pioneer, he and his home are bathed in sunlight. With this painting, Cropsey
assured his nineteenth century audience that this determined American settler understands the
role Providence has laid out for him and he marches on down the road to carry American
civilization forward carrying his axe. The stump and the axe were commonly used by artists to
denote the civilizing influence of man upon the natural environment.489 Cropsey’s vision of
civilization does not include the spread of slavery westward.
Washbourne’s Arkansas Traveler image also conveys doubt as to his western settler’s
political identity, and, like Cropsey, suggests that he may harbor antislavery sentiment but
portrays the settler in a more negative manner. The settler sits outside the cabin playing a
fiddle.490 Dressed in the rough manner of the first wave of settlers, or squatters; this man is no
gentleman. Above the doorway is a sign identifying this man as a purveyor of whisky. Such
uncivilized whiskey sellers had plagued the Cherokees since the arrival of Edward’s father
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Cephas Washburn to Arkansas in 1819. Both the Cherokee leaders and the missionaries abhorred
the influence of such men upon their efforts to “civilize” the Cherokee. Cephas Washburn had
been committed to temperance during his years as a missionary and later in Arkansas.
Washbourne’s friend and mentor William Quesenbury was committed both to slavery and to
temperance and saw no conflict between the two. It was not humor when he lumped abolitionists
and Cincinnati whiskey-makers together: "They essay to accomplish their ends by pulling two
strings -- by stealing negroes and poisoning planters."491 Thus, those that were selling alcohol
were also suspected of having ties to abolition. This suspicion that this man and his family are
abolitionist emigrants echoes the fear the proslavery Arkansans and the Cherokee held for the
incoming settlers after the Kansas-Nebraska Act and the implementation of squatter sovereignty.
The older woman in the cabin doorway smokes a pipe, just as George Featherstonhaugh
had described and Edward surely read. “She chewed tobacco, she smoked a pipe, she drank
whiskey, and cursed and swore as heartily as any backwoodsman.”492 The woman’s daughter
gazes into a mirror, emphasizing her vanity. The critique of vanity is also seen in other genre
works of the time such as The New Bonnet by Francis William Edmonds also produced in 1858.
The smaller children are inadequately dressed and have no shoes. The barrel is now empty and
the hole in the roof clearly visible. A gun sits outside the cabin. A drinking gourd hangs to the
right of the cabin door. Slaves often followed the North Star to escape north to freedom using the
constellation they believed to look like a “dipper” and knew this group of stars as the “drinking
gourd.” Art historian Eleanor Jones Harvey argues that the drinking gourd in Thomas Waterman
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Wood’s Southern Cornfields 1861 refers to the possibility of freedom.493 A drinking gourd also
hangs outside the home of the former slave portrayed in Winslow Homer’s Near Andersonville
(1866). In the Arkansas Traveler, the gourd may provide further suspicion of the family’s stance
on slavery and their sympathy for fleeing slaves.
The man on the white horse is central to the scene and divides the boy on the hopper from
from family in the cabin. He is dressed well and wears a flowing robe. He is identified at the
bottom of the print as Arkansan Sanford Faulkner, a slave owner from Chicot County and
originator of the traveler tale. Faulkner had been active in the Democratic Party since the Log
Cabin campaign and was known by all to abhor the Republican Party. Although the skies above
the cabin are cloudy and grey, the clouds break above Faulkner’s head and the sun shines upon
him. He points his arm towards the east as if to say to this family “go back.” Washbourne took
care to convey the understanding that Faulkner, central to the scene, is ultimately in control of
this situation in the same way that the southwest humorists reassured their readers that the
gentlemen narrators were still in control.
The white horse has a long history as a symbol and draws upon Washbourne’s experience
with classical studies and his upbringing in a missionary family and where missionaries were
understood to be the soldiers of Christ. In the conclusion to his 1869 biography of Edward’s
father Cephas Washburn, Rev. J. Moore speaks of Washburn and other missionaries as Christ’s
army insisting that “The world will never be converted to Him while his followers stand simply
on the defensive.”494 Moore continued, “ the Son of man is about to carry on an aggressive
warfare against the Powers of Darkness, and that the nation and kingdom that will not serve Him,
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shall perish… In this holy warfare the Prince of Peace requires many soldiers, many subordinate
officers. “Armies” are represented as following Him upon white horses.”495 Washbourne’s use of
the white horse conveys that Faulkner, and the slaveholding south, are engaged in a battle against
darkness.
The image of the man on the horse also draws directly upon depictions of the equestrian
statue of Marcus Aurelius. 496 The seated figure raises his hand and the horse’s front leg is
positioned in the same way. Although the actual statue, erected in Rome in AD 175, has the right
arm raised, Washbourne had not been to Rome. He would, however, have seen prints of the
statue, some of which like the one depicted below, portrayed Aurelius with the left arm raised.497
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Figure 7-4: The Arkansas Traveler and Marcus Aurelius
While Aurelius is known for his conquest of the barbarians, scholars of art history
debate the intent of the statue. Some ancient accounts suggest that there was originally a
small bound figure of a barbarian under his hoof begging for mercy. However, as Aurelius
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is portrayed without armor or weapons, historian Peter Stewart argues that the overall
impression is one of mercy, of peace.498
To the left of the scene, cut off from his family by the traveler on the horse, sits a
young boy upon an ash hopper. He is wrapped in iconography that suggested his separation
from his family was necessary so that he may be civilized and educated. Behind the boy is
a gourd tree used to attract purple martins.499 Purple martins eat mosquitoes and thus this
tree symbolically kept pests away from the boy. James Mooney, in 1900, reported that
these gourd trees were originally used by the eastern Cherokee to attract black housemartins “because they are a very warlike bird and beat the crows from the plantations.”500
Thus the boy will be protected from the abolitionist pests. By placing the boy on the ash
hopper used to produce soap, Washbourne is referencing the respectability and moral virtue
associated with cleanliness that had emerged in the reform culture of the 1850s. 501 The boy
is dressed in clothing of higher quality than that of his family, symbolizing the possibility
of his transformation from squatter to southern gentleman, his move from savage to
civilized. 502 The Cherokee and their missionaries well understood the importance of
clothing in the performance of civilization.
The axe and stump, symbols easily recognizable by the nineteenth century public,
associate the boy rather than his father with the ideals of the noble pioneer carrying
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American civilization westward. By separating the boy from his family and surrounding
him with the symbols of civilization, Washbourne was arguing a need for education of the
boy. Another small figure is visible in the distant background. A young woman is working
to complete the family’s laundry. Perhaps this is his sister, working industriously unlike her
family within the cabin. Once again, Washbourne was influenced both by his missionary
family and the deep commitment to education by the Cherokee. The purpose of the
missions from the American perspective was not simply to educate but also to civilize
Indians. For this reason, the mission was run as a boarding school in which children were
deliberately separated from their parents in an effort to remove the non-civilized influence
of their home environment.
The solution to the tension implied in the meeting between the squatter and the traveler is
also revealed in the lithograph. The younger generation of the squatter’s family can be redeemed
through education; a southern education managed by the cultured gentleman on the horse.
Washbourne, though committed to the southern cause, was a bringer of peace. Although clearly
sharing their proslavery ideologies, unlike his brother and Cherokee contemporaries who turned
to increasingly violent vitriol by the late 1850s, Washbourne drew upon his experience to
advocate a solution that attempted to bring peace.
Thus, Edward Washbourne’s Arkansas Traveler is a visual narrative in which he
communicated his understanding of the civilized nature of southern society and expressed his
pro-Cherokee, pro-education, pro-slavery perspective. Washbourne confronted the slavery issue
and drew upon his knowledge of the civilized pro-slavery Cherokee to reverse the dichotomy
between savage and civilized. The Arkansas Traveler reveals the complexity of the discourse on
civilization and westward expansion that dominated nineteenth century America.
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As Washbourne had expected, the prints proved to be popular. The lithograph was
received with much enthusiasm in the state. Several newspapers carried announcements about
the release of the lithograph. Again, the emphasis on pride in Washbourne as a native of
Arkansas is a recurrent theme. A piece in the Arkansian, September 16, 1859 read:
…the lithographs will soon be ready for sale to all those who desire a copy of the
lithograph of the painting of the ‘Arkansas Traveler’ by one of Arkansas’ gifted sons,
and who desire to foster the native genius, talent and art of our state. …it is wholly
superfluous for us to urge any Arkansan to purchase a picture representing a scene
familiar to every man, woman and child in the state…We know that the children of
Arkansas will step up to assist a brother who is endeavoring to reflect honor upon his
state in the works of art.
Only a week later, his brother Woodward placed another advertisement in the Arkansian noting
that the prints would be available for $2.50 each and contained a “perfect likeness of Col.
Faulkner, the original ‘Traveler.’”503 A copy of the story, as told by the Colonel himself was to
be included with the picture as well as the music.
The editor of the Searcy Eagle in December 1859 resolved that the picture should be
hung in every parlor in Arkansas and that:
Mr Washburn has shown in the painting that high order of talent as a historical
painter which will soon place him in the first rank of his profession. Arkansas should
be proud of him; and show that interest in his efforts which the young and
adventuring artist knows well how to appreciate, and which he justly merits as well
for private worth, as he now does for skill in his art.
J.H. Bufford and Sons printed over 1500 copies of the print which were placed in stores all over
Arkansas and also many locations outside the state including many sent to Memphis, Nashville,
St Louis, New York, Philadelphia, Louisville and locations in Texas.504
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Tragically, Edward Washbourne died suddenly of pneumonia in March 1860 at the age of
twenty-seven only a week after the death of his father, Cephas Washburn. His estate included an
unfinished second scene of the Arkansas Traveler as well as dozens of his prints of Fort Smith.505
The opening of Washbourne’s obituary in the Fayetteville Arkansian lamented his loss.
There is now a gloomy day upon Arkansas, Her most gifted son is dead.” …his
loss reaches far beyond the circle of family and friends. He was the only painter
that Arkansas ever produced. He bore her name proudly in the halls of art in the
more favored parts of the Union. Among the best productions there his
challenged and received a flattering admiration. He met with unrestrained success.
No painter in the West has ever acquired greater distinction and certainly no one
more justly merited it.506
The Arkansas Gazette of May 12, 1860 went further to note:
Arkansas boasts numerous sons who own broad acres and great property, - men of
influence among their fellows, - men who proudly walk the broad road of ordinary
affairs; but within the sacred circle of the arts she has had but one to tread, - and he is
dead….We have not the least doubt, had he lived, that he ever would have produced a
picture that was not illustrative of Arkansas life or history. His first attempt, the
“Traveller” was but a ray from the lamp within him. It was his wish to establish a
Gallery of the South, - a place for the exhibitions of his own and other artists’ works.
…The establishment of an art-emporium for the South! It was a noble and brilliant
vision.
The plan to establish a gallery of the south reflected Washbourne’s understanding of
divergence of the southern vision from the northern free labor centric emphasis seen in New
York in the climate of tension over slavery that existed in the late 1850s. Southern artists with an
artistic center of their own, would have been free to create their own pieces without critique or
involvement from the north. The idea was almost certainly inspired and supported by Albert Pike
as it mirrored the logic involved in the southern route of the railroad.
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His obituary in the Little Rock Democrat lamented that:”
It is with deep regret we announce the death of Mr. E.P. Washbourne, the talented
‘Arkansas artist.’ He died in this city, after a short but violent attack of pneumonia, on the
26th instant. It is but a week since we were called upon to chronicle the death of his
father, the Rev. Caphas (sic) Washbourne, who closed a long and useful life in the
triumphant death of a Christian.
Edward P. Washbourne was born in Arkansas in the year 1833; reared and
educated on our soil; and was proud of his native State as she was justly proud of
him...He afterwards visited New-York, where he had an opportunity of examining
galleries of paintings and the studios of celebrated artists. He painted some pictures there
which were approved by eminent judges. His picture of the ‘Arkansaw Traveller,’ which
has been engraved, is one of the most popular in the South and West, and is truly a
Southern picture by a Southern artist…507
The paper did not note what it was that made the image so southern, but in 1860, on the
eve of Civil War, the paper’s readership well understood that the artist was entering the debate
over the future of slavery in the western territories and the central role of the western settler
within it.508 Arkansans were fully conversant with the sectional crisis and clearly understood that
“southern” meant proslavery. All the Arkansas papers by 1860 took a clear proslavery position,
and the papers that week were very much concerned with the upcoming nomination of a
presidential candidate who could ward off the threat to slavery posed by “black” Republicans.
Only a week later the True Democrat returned to business as usual, decrying northern
capitalists, the editors argued were driving small farmers off their lands so they are forced to
move west and “If they can drive off small farmers to settle on our lands, they accomplish two
things: They flood our country with northern sentiment and northern people, and they avoid a
conflict with labor that demands support from those that have filched from it.”509
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A year after Washbourne’s death, Arkansas entered the Civil War on the side of the
Confederacy. Elias Cornelius Boudinot, determined to fight for slavery, was the secretary of the
Arkansas secession convention and later a major in the Confederate army and the Cherokee
delegate to the Confederate Congress.510 John Rollin Ridge continued to write anti-abolitionist
articles and supported the Confederacy in print from California.511 Albert Pike, with the
assistance of William Quesenbury and J. Woodward Washbourne, was instrumental in
persuading the Cherokees to enter the conflict on the side of the Confederacy. All three men
served in the Confederate army. Stand Watie became the only Indian to hold the position of
General. He was the last Confederate general to surrender in 1865.512 Every public building in
Fayetteville except the Masonic Lodge was destroyed during the war. The Lodge was used as a
school after the war.
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Chapter 8
Healing the Nation: Restoring the Civilized Pioneer and Savage Indian
Edward Washbourne’s Arkansas Traveler built upon a popular political joke from the
1840 campaign, told a story about a competing vision for America and the men who defended
this vision. It was received with acclaim within the state and was widely distributed across the
country. Yet, the story behind the image was no longer remembered by the late nineteenth
century. The image of the Arkansas Traveler, at first a source of state pride, was, by the turn of
the twentieth century, blamed for sullying the image of Arkansas and discouraging immigration
and investment. One early twentieth century author noted:
Perhaps no other State in the Union has been so misrepresented as Arkansas. She
has had much bad advertising, and the ignorant beyond her borders have wrong
ideas of her and her people. By such people she is supposed to be the home of
shiftless squatters, robbers, and cutthroats, who make the bowie-knife and the pistol
the law of the land. …The story of “The Arkansas Traveler” is largely responsible
for the wrong impression of our State.513
Historian Mary Hudgins agreed almost 60 years later and note that it was “Sandy Faulkner and
Edward Washburn, with the complicity of Messrs. Currier and Ives, who must bear the brunt of
having pilloried their state, and held it up to 100 years of ridicule before the nation.”514
The story behind Washbourne’s Arkansas Traveler was a casualty of the Civil War. The
memory of the tale, and the message embedded in its image were lost in the mythmaking of the
late nineteenth century. The conflict over slavery ripped America in two and the healing of the
nation required a new cultural memory. Several historians have illuminated the literature of
post-bellum memory and mythmaking. Historian Jared Farmer suggests that “Collective memory
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involves forgetting as much as remembering. Societies, like individuals, forget passively when
they make no effort to remember or when their attention gets diverted. Less often, societies
choose to forget. They erase or suppress historical knowledge considered discomforting or
dangerous.”515 The meaning behind the Arkansas Traveler formed part of the forgetting that
needed to happen in order to heal the wounds between north and south. The memory of the
Traveler was impacted by the powerful frontier myth and the new myth of the Lost Cause.
As the Civil War had been caused by the fracturing of national identity with the north
committed to free labor and the south committed to slave, the myth of the Lost Cause was vital
as it helped to erase slavery as a cause of the war and blur the memory of the nature of the
conflict. As slavery disintegrated and was eventually abolished, the Lost Cause paved the way
for those in north and south to regain their common understanding of white supremacy. Once
again, white Americans could draw their national identity through an understanding of what they
were not; that is, not Africans and not Indians. The reasserting of the myth of the frontier helped
to reestablish a shared national identity by reminding white Americans that they were destined to
conquer savage Indians in the west. American artists and printmakers produced images after the
war that once again focused on this united national identity.
David Blight argues that Reconstruction offered an opportunity for African Americans to
gain justice.516 However, the desire for justice in the north quickly gave way to the need for
national healing, and slavery by another name arose in the form of Jim Crow. Kirk Savage
argues that this window of opportunity for blacks was mirrored in the plans for monuments
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during the period. In the initial years of Reconstruction, several critics suggested that such
monuments should take a form similar to John Quincy Adams Ward’s The Freedman, 1863,
which presented a black man, alone, breaking his chains, symbolizing both the end of slavery
and the role of black Americans in achieving their own freedom.

Figure 8-1: John Quincy Adams War, The Freedman, 1863, Metropolitan Museum of Art
However, once the push for justice gave way to the need for healing between north and south, a
monument like The Freedman had no place as it served to counter the myth of white supremacy.
Instead, northerners embraced emancipation statues depicting Lincoln giving the gift of freedom
to slaves. These statues reflected the understanding that northerners had done enough for
African Americans, any more would have to earned by the freedmen.517 Prints with scenes of
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slaves receiving the gift of freedom also became widely popular, reinforcing the notion that
freedom had been given by Lincoln rather than fought for by slaves. Printmakers Currier & Ives
also reminded Americans that although slavery had ended, black Americans should not hope for
equality by producing a racist series known as the Darktown prints. These images promoted
white supremacy thereby helping to forge national identity by reminding white Americans of
who they were not.
Images of George Washington and the founding fathers once again served to remind white
Americans of their common history. The history paintings in the U.S. Rotunda, once abandoned
in favor of landscapes, regained popularity as imagery that fostered national identity among
white Americans. Accordingly, the history paintings were chosen for the new national currency
first issued in 1863 as the nation looked towards Reconstruction. S.M. Clark, the chief clerk of
the U.S. Treasury, called upon the new national currency to “imbue a national feeling” in the
people of America. He praised the choice of the paintings as the featured imagery on the notes,
explaining that “A series properly elected, with their titles imprinted on the notes, would tend to
teach the masses the prominent period’s in our country’s history… and in time many would be
taught leading incidents in our country’s history, so that they would soon be familiar to those
who would never read them in books, teaching them history and imbuing them with a National
feeling.518 This national feeling once again placed control in the hands of white gentlemen. The
selection of scenes like The Baptism of Pocahontas reaffirmed the frontier myth and ensured that
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Americans could hold a reminder of Indian conquest within their hands.

Figure 8-2: The Baptism of Pocahontas, National Currency, 1865.
With the southern plantations now engaging in some form of free labor, plantation
paintings were no longer seen as problematic by northern audiences. Artist William Aiken
Walker produced popular paintings of southern plantations that caricatured African Americans
and were sold to tourists in on the streets of New Orleans. Larger paintings, characterized as
charming and suitable for the Victorian home, were popular as wedding gifts in north and
south.519 Currier and Ives distributed a print of A Cotton Plantation on the Mississippi – the
Harvest, 1884, which placed a well dressed white couple in front of a plantation scene populated
by black workers. Scenes like this helped to reinforce notions of white supremacy in the absence
of slavery.
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Figure 8-3: William Aiken Walker, A Cotton Plantation on the Mississippi – The Harvest, 1884,
Currier and Ives
National healing required the promotion of older stereotypes of blacks and Indians but also
created a stereotype of the antebellum south under the myth of the Lost Cause. Historian Rollin
Osterweis describes the Lost Cause as a romantic dream, a landscape “dotted with figures drawn
mainly out of the past: the chivalric planter; the magnolia-scented Southern belle; the good, gray
Confederate veteran, once a knight of the field and sale; and obliging old Uncle Remus.” 520 This
image of the southern landscape, scrubbed of its overt devotion to slavery, was immortalized in
some one hundred and fifty separate sheet lithographs and engravings, the most famous of which
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is the The Burial of Latané, 1864.521 The painting, by William D. Washington, features a
grieving widow burying her heroic husband, killed in battle. She is assisted by her faithful black
servants, no longer obligated to remain after the dissolution of slavery. They stay by her side
because they choose to do so, suggesting their good treatment in this family and veiling the
cruelty of American slavery. The canvas was originally first hung in the artist’s Richmond studio
but the large crowds that gathered to view the painting soon led to its display in the Confederate
capitol. A popular print of the image was widely distributed by the Southern Magazine, a
publication founded in 1871 to honor Confederate memory. Drew Gilpin Faust maintains that the
print became a “standard decorative item in late 19th Century white southern homes.”522 These
celebrations of the altered memory of the Confederacy could not have been possible without the
assistance of northern printmakers who printed all but a half a dozen of the images devoted to the
topic from 1866 to 1907.523
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Figure 8-4: William D. Washington, The Burial of Latané, 1864, Johnson Collection,
Spartanburg
The myth of the Lost Cause established, inaccurately, the reason the south fought in
the Civil War as a commitment to states’ rights rather than slavery. The myth centered
upon the heroism of its soldiers and the devotion of southern women and former slaves.
Importantly, this myth also created an impression of the antebellum south as characterized
by the glamourous plantations and aristocratic landowners of Virginia and South Carolina.
It excluded slavery in the frontier south of Arkansas, Missouri, Kansas and Indian
Territory.524 The story of antebellum Arkansas was at odds with image of the Old South
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with its plantations and civility. Most slaveholders in Arkansas owned relatively few slaves
and only one county, Chicot, was home to large plantations.525 Accordingly, the places the
southwest humorists depicted did not fit within the new memory of a genteel Old South and
their stories were lost to time. James Justus argues that “the time and the place the
humorists re-created was not conducive to the filiopiety in which the Old South masterplot
was draped in.”526
As Arkansas itself did not fit within the Lost Cause, the fact that the central figure
in the Arkansas Traveler is a slave owner from Arkansas ready to educate the squatter in
the ways of the proslavery south simply did not suit the contours of the myth. Once the
Lost Cause expunged it of meaning, the Arkansas Traveler became a story of the meeting
between an outsider and a rough Arkansan. While Edward Washbourne’s audience
understood that the squatter was a recent emigrant to Arkansas, after the war the squatter
became a hillbilly that had always lived in the state. Arkansas, the very definition of the
frontier south, became a laughing stock presumably populated with ignorant hillbillies and
the Arkansas Traveler became a picture of the uneducated Arkansan, the very opposite of
its original intent.
If the Lost Cause had no room for the frontier south, it certainly had no room for Indians.
Although the progressive Cherokees had long asserted their claims to civilized status, the
mythmaking of the late nineteenth century ensured that no Indian could be considered civilized.
The image of the educated, proslavery Cherokee was at odds with national healing. In 1915,
historian Annie Heloise Abel noted the erasure of the slaveholding Indian in her aptly named
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title The American Indian as Slaveholder and Secessionist: An Omitted Chapter in the
Diplomatic History of the Southern Confederacy.527 Although the crisis over slavery had opened
an opportunity for the proslavery Cherokees to find inclusion in southern identity, this window
closed after the Civil War. The narrative of American history required Indians to be the savage
other. Andrew Denson, in Monuments to Absence, argues that the southern Indians like the
Cherokees have been removed from cultural memory as they don’t fit this narrative.528 While
both the slaveholding Cherokees and Washbourne’s Arkansas Traveler were victims of the Lost
Cause, they certainly ran counter to the frontier myth. Under this powerful myth, so central to
American identity, white settlers were the agents of civilization and Indians were savage. There
could be no exceptions as America itself was born of this conflict.
While the idea of the civilized Indian already ran counter to the frontier myth, rumors
about savage behavior by Cherokee troops at the Battle of Pea Ridge helped to push them
securely back into American mythology. The Cherokees, as well as Choctaws, Chicksaws and
Creeks fought under the command of Albert Pike during the battle. Pike’s account of the
conflict, accorded little importance to the Cherokee soldiers present.529 The day after Pike had
completed his battle account he heard that one of the fallen Union troops had been scalped. His
surgeon confirmed that one body had been scalped, most likely after the man had died. In
response, Pike issued a special order to his troops cautioning them that civilized nations did not
engage in such behavior. Savagery among the troops, however, was certainly not limited to
Indians. Wiley Britton, who served in the Union army and witnessed Indian troops in action,
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wrote “that they abstained more scrupulously from depredations upon private property than the
white soldiers with whom they were associated.” 530 The savage behavior of the Indian troops,
however, was seized upon by Union leaders and the northern press who took care to exaggerate
the extent of the transgressions.
Newspaper accounts put the number of those scalped at eight to eighteen and took care to
emphasize the savagery of the Indians.531 The Rockland Country Journal reported that:
many of the Union soldiers who fell in that battle were tomahawked, scalped and
otherwise shamefully mangled, contrary to the rules of civilized warfare, and expresses
the hope that the present struggle may not degenerated into a savage warfare. The Indians
of Mr. Pike’s command are doubtless responsible for the hideous tomahawking and
scalping business.532
The New York Herald agreed that Albert Pike could not control the savagery of his Indian troops.
Not only had the Confederacy brought the country to war but, the papers suggested, had allied
with the savage Indians against their fellow countrymen:
The special duty of Mr. Albert Pike in this contest appears to be to hover over the field of
battle with his band of untamed Indians, tomahawking the dying and scalping the dead.
The instinct and training of the Indian may afford some excuse for such a method of
warfare. Nature brought him forth a savage, and, where the influences of civilization do
not reach him, he is a savage still. But what can be said for the white man who turns the
tomahawk and the scalping knife upon his own kindred!533
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The accounts of the atrocities at Pea Ridge served the double purpose of rendering barbaric both
the Indians and their Confederate leader, Arkansan Albert Pike. The presence of the Indian
troops at Pea Ridge was noted in an image of the battle issued as a print in 1889. The Indian at
front right is not dressed as the Cherokees or Choctaws would have been but wears stereotypical
“Indian type” clothing and carries a spear instead of a gun.

Figure 8-5: The Battle of Pea Ridge. Kurz & Allison, 1889
Historian William Deverell argues that “North and South looked West in the
postwar period for new national ideals and national meanings that broke free of the
violence of sectional conflict.”534 Deverell argues that Lincoln, at the close of the Civil
War, had seen the west as the arena for redemption and renewal. Refocusing the country
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from a north south axis to an east west perspective helped to reemphasize the role of the
frontier and the conquest of Indians. Richard Slotkin argues that binding the nation’s
wounds meant forgetting about slavery and its supporters in the west. Violence, however,
did not end but was directed once again at Indians. The Indian Wars helped to “bind the
nation’s wounds” by redirecting the violence that north and south had so recently waged
upon each other. George Armstrong Custer became the new American hero, drawing upon
the memory of Daniel Boone to ride to war against the savages of the plains. 535 Custer’s
Last Stand and Wounded Knee helped to displace the memory of Antietam and Gettysburg.
The memory of the cultured Cherokees was overwhelmed by images dedicated to the
strengthening of the frontier myth. Fanny Palmer’s popular Currier & Ives print, Westward the
Course of Empire Takes its Way, 1868, fully engaged the frontier myth in her depiction of the
movement of civilization westward, carried now by the trains. Towns with schools and
industrious pioneer families replaced the receding savage Indians at right.
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Figure 8-6: Frances F. Palmer. Across the Continent: “Westward the Course of Empire Takes its
Way” 1868, Currier & Ives.
John Gast’s widely disseminated American Progress, 1872, displays naked Indians fleeing
the advance of American civilization westward.

Figure 8-7: John Gast, American Progress, 1872, George A. Crofutt, Library of Congress
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Edward Washbourne’s Arkansas Traveler, properly understood, gives lie to the
myth of the frontier. His sympathies lay with the slaveholding planters and Cherokees and
not the barbaric white settlers who had brought violence upon each other in Kansas. While
Turner understood the frontier experience to have produced the end to slavery, slavery was
the frontier experience for Arkansans and the proslavery Cherokees. Washbourne’s image
laid bare the fear that white settlers could not be trusted to carry America westward, thus
upsetting the core of American identity itself. The pioneers were supposed to be the agents
of American expansion, conquering savagery and bringing civilization along the frontier as
it proceeded west.
The 1860s and 70s witnessed the production of images faithful to the frontier myth and
restoring the pioneer to his position as an American hero, the “star of empire,” the agent of
manifest destiny and westward expansion. This reformation of the western settler as the heroic
pioneer helped to make the Arkansas Traveler image a problematic image as the Civil War
ended. Artists began to change the image as cultural memory demanded. The Traveler,
personified in the 1850s by Arkansas slave-owner Sanford Faulkner, shifted to various
characters: a villain, a hill-billy or a cultured stranger from outside the state, anything but a
southern planter. Southerners, shifting to the ideology of the Lost Cause at the end of the war,
had no interest in perpetuating the memory of Washbourne’s visual argument.
The cover picture of The Arkansas Traveler Song Book, published in New York at the
end of the war, displays one transformation of the image and its story.
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Figure 8-8: Arkansas Traveler’s Song Book, 1864, New York, Dick & Fitzgerald
The man on the horse is no longer a cultured planter. He is now much more poorly dressed yet is
relatively more civilized than the barefoot fiddler. The song book opens with the explanation
that “This piece is intended to represent an Eastern man’s experience among the inhabitants of
Arkansas, showing their mode of hospitality and the mode of obtaining it.” The story ends with
the rejoinder that “The stranger, finding such poor accommodations, and thinking his condition
could be bettered by leaving, soon departed, and at last succeeded in finding a tavern, with better
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fare. He has never had the courage to visit Arkansas since!” 536 Here then, the traveler is an
outsider and the uncivilized fiddler represents the residents of Arkansas.
The settler became the “star of empire” as the war ended and any previous doubt about
his ability to carry America westward correspondingly disappeared. Alfred Waud’s image, titled
The Pioneer, appeared on the front page of Harper’s Weekly on January 11, 1868. Here the
settler rests a moment when chopping wood in front of his log cabin. Hearty and strong, he
drinks water from the jug rather than whisky.

Figure 8-9: “The Pioneer,” Alfred Waud. Harper’s Weekly, January 11, 1868
Waud, and the accompanying text, which called the pioneer “America’s peculiar and appropriate
sons,” removed any uneasiness about the settler’s role in the nation’s past, weaving him back
into a more palatable narrative of American history. After connecting the pioneer directly to the
Pilgrims and their quest for freedom, the text describes the pioneer’s momentary break from “his
work in felling the study forest trees to make room for the delicate wheat-stem or corn stalk, and
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quaffs, not a “cup of sack,” but wholesome and pure water from the neighboring spring, smiling
his thanks on this boy who his been his cup-bearer.” The memory of this pioneer is woven into
the new American hero, the industrialist:
But the woodsman is not, as is popularly conceived, the only pioneer in America; the race
is to be found in in every branch of business and in every profession. Astors on a small
scale preceded our soldiers in the occupation of Alaska, and the American fur trade has
already commenced there. Politicians are already prospecting in St. Thomas; pioneer
engineers have toiled up the Sierra Nevada, and leaped across the prairies of Nebraska
and Colorado to the foot of the Rocky Mountains.537
This exaltation of the pioneer ended with the assurance that: “There is progress everywhere, and
the van-guard – the pioneers of civilization – are actuated and inspired by the principles which
have made America free and glorious.” There was no room in this myth of progress for a
proslavery pioneer or a civilized Indian.
Waud also published the image as a stand alone print entitled Pioneers of America:
Westward the Star of Empire Takes its Way (1897).

Figure 8-10: Alfred Waud. Pioneers of America: Westward the Star of Empire Takes its Way
(1897), Library of Congress.
537
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While crafting images returning the western emigrant as hero, Alfred Waud also
contributed directly to the negative image of the Arkansas Traveler. In his Arkansas Travelers,
published in 1868 in Harper’s Weekly, he presented the travelers in a less than savory light.
Waud’s travelers are poorly dressed and groomed. They do not meet the gaze of the viewer.

Figure 8-11: Alfred A. Waud, Arkansas Travelers, Nov. 10, 1866, Harper’s Weekly: A Journal
of Civilization. Courtesy New York Public Library
The accompanying text, referring to the travelers as “rough fellows,” works to clarify the
meaning of the image and to erase the memory of the traveler as a civilized planter:
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Being desirous of making a perfect truthful representation, I have refrained from adding a
fiddle to the outfit of either of these gentlemen, although out of regard for the time
honored custom of Arkansas travelers, this temptation was great. The little group is
sketched just as it appeared. They are calculating the chances of crossing a bayou and
cedar swamp. On what enterprise they were bound deponent hath no knowledge; and
being rough-looking fellows, armed with the long rifle, no intimate acquaintance seemed
desirable.538
Although, in the text, Waud did allow that it wasn’t fair to judge by appearance, his travelers are
depicted in the same manner he depicted hostile white southerners attempting to attack freed
slaves in Harper’s on July 25, 1868. Here the civilized representative of the Freedman’s Bureau
stands symbolically between the barbarous vigilantes and their intended victims.

Figure 8-12: A.B. Waud, The Freedmen’s Bureau, July 25, 1868, Harper’s Weekly
Waud’s depiction of the Arkansas Travelers echoes Civil War depictions of southern
soldiers as uncivilized and barbaric. Historian Richard Slotkin argues that “Southern soldiers
were described in terms suggestive of both Indian “savagery” and the cruelty of the white
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“squatters” and Southwestern “outlaws.” Press reports from the beginning of the war asserted
that southern soldiers “are Barbarians and Savages,” who “bayonetted our wounded,” and found
it difficult to advocate being “merciful to such savages,” who have all the craftiness and
treachery of the Indian without any of his bravery.””539 Waud had used similar images of the
long haired ruffian in his earlier depictions of Civil War guerillas and deserters.

Figure 8-13: Alfred Waud, A Juerilla (sic) a deserter, ca 1860-65, Library of Congress
The tale and tune of the Arkansas Traveler remained popular even as its meaning had
been altered. Printmakers Currier and Ives issued their own images of the Arkansas Traveler in
1870. While at first glance these images are very close to Washbourne’s lithograph, careful
examination finds that the artist has repaired the hole in the roof of the cabin and removed any
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suggestion that the traveler was from Arkansas. The popular printmakers also produced a second
scene, The Turn of the Tune, in which the young boy is holding the reins of the traveler’s horse.
In this scene, although the traveler plays the end of the tune, the squatter and his family are in
control rather than this cultured gentleman. The Arkansas Traveler prints sold for between
twenty and forty cents and enjoyed a wide circulation. No credit is given to Washbourne as the
original artist. Sandford Faulkner is not mentioned.

Figure 8-14: John Cameron. The Arkansas Traveller. 1870. Currier & Ives
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Figure 8-15: John Cameron. The Turn of the Tune. 1870. Currier & Ives

In the 1870s, a popular play based upon the traveler story, also worked to assist in the
reformulation of the story. The play, Kit the Arkansas Traveler, ran in several northern cities for
over two decades, both capitalizing upon and changing the story of the Arkansas Traveler as
pictured by Washbourne. According to a newspaper summary, the play opens with Kit Redding
outside his cabin with his wife and daughter. He joyfully plays the first part of the Arkansas
Traveler tune on his fiddle when he is approached by a stranger, Manuel Bond. Bond gains Kit’s
favor by engaging in a traditional version of the Traveler dialogue and playing the second part of
the tune. The story takes a malevolent turn when Bond seduces Kit’s wife and threatens to kill
Kit if she doesn’t run away with him. To save her husband she flees with her child, leaving Kit
despondent. Kit sets fire to the cabin and heads off to find his family. Finding the villain with his
family, Kit attempts to shoot him but Bond uses his daughter as a shield. Kit’s wife accidentally
drowns and Bond flees with the child. The date given in the programs for this prologue is 1858
and the action picks up again in 1871 after the war has ended. Kit is now a wealthy dealer in
hogs and encounters Bond and his now grown daughter in a hotel in St Louis but does not
recognize them. The action moves to its climax on a steam ship where Kit engages Bond in a
bowie knife duel and is ultimately reunited with his daughter.540
The play’s audiences saw the old character of the traveler, the cultured planter,
transformed into a criminal that led to the death of the farmer’s wife and kidnapped his daughter.
Kit, the farmer turned traveler, became the hero who eventually battles the villain and rescues his
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daughter. The play dismantled the Arkansas Traveler tale by clarifying that it had been the
planter who was the evil villain all along. The independent farmer, in the person of Kit, had been
victimized by the planter but was now victorious.
The play received rave reviews; the Rochester Democrat Chronicle exclaimed that “To
this day the old theatre goers of Boston firmly hold that ‘Kit, the Arkansas Traveler, is the
greatest native American play ever written” and went on to explain that “The scene of “Kit” it
may be explained to the younger generation of theater-goers is laid in the Southwest when
frontier conditions still prevailed there.”541 The play, with its bowie knife fight and high drama,
fit the Arkansas Traveler neatly within the frontier myth. The sheer number of different
portrayals and reversals in prints and plays helped to obscure the meaning of the image and the
tale.
A late 19th century advertising card marketing hams repeats this new image of the rugged
traveler in a more benign manner. The cultured Arkansan, however, is nowhere to be seen.
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Figure 8-16: Unknown Artist, The Arkansas Traveller on his weary way finds comfort in Chas.
Counselman Co’s Royal Hams, Trade Card, ca. 1880
Ultimately, the images of western settlers gave way to images of cowboys, most
famously by Frederic Remington and Charles Russell.542 The image of the cowboy drew more
closely to the frontier myth and had the added benefit of explicitly portraying white men in battle
with Indians, bringing the frontier myth to its zenith. Remington’s A Dash for the Timber, 1889,
reasserts the epic battle between the white cowboys and the Indian aggressors, here the Apaches.
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Figure 8-17: Frederic Remington, A Dash for the Timber, 1889, Amon Carter Museum of
American Art.
While images of the imagined west reached an eager audience, the fortunes of Arkansas,
a state no longer recognized as south or west, continued to plummet. In 1855, the future of
Arkansas had seemed bright. The Boston based Baillou’s Pictorial had exclaimed:
The future destiny of Arkansas, it is safe to predict, will be a brilliant one. Her forests are
fast falling before the sturdy settlers, and soon the unbroken wilderness will be reclaimed.
“Westward the star of empire takes its way;” and Arkansas, ere the close of the present
century, will be the very heart of our republic.543
This vision was not to be and Arkansas struggled with both its identity and its economy after the
war. The state also struggled to understand the role of its most famous image, the Arkansas
Traveler. By the late 19th century, Arkansans lamented the role of the traveler in creating a poor
image of the state. They no longer remembered the political origins of the tale nor the meaning
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of the image. It was the unsavory character, rather than the cultured planter, that became
symbolic of Arkansas whether he was pictured as the squatter or as the traveler on the horse.
In 1875, Arkansas was emerging from reconstruction battered and bruised. The state had
amassed more than ten million dollars in debt.544 However, Augustus H. Garland became the
11th Governor of Arkansas and hopes for Arkansas’s future were once again restored. 545The
country was preparing for the 1876 Centennial Exposition in Philadelphia and Arkansas was
determined to make an impressive presence. Garland obtained a Senate appropriation of fifteen
thousand dollars for the Arkansas Building, no small amount at this time. 546 Visitors enjoyed
exhibits created to promote state resources in timber, minerals and agriculture. Accounts of the
exhibit indicated that the Arkansas Traveler was still popular in 1876 within the state. A piano
in the women’s reception room proved so popular that “the sight of it moved so many persons to
sit down and render “Arkansas Traveler,” the strains came from the building all hours of the
day.”547 A portrait of Sanford Faulkner was included among those of Arkansas Gentlemen,
along with a “creditable copy of the famous painting, ‘The Arkansas Traveler’.”548 The
organizers of the Arkansas Delegation had commissioned James Fortenbury to paint a version of
the Arkansas Traveler based upon the Grozelier Lithograph. The commissioning of the painting
for this event perceived to be so important to Arkansas’s future demonstrates that, despite the
obscuring of its meanings, the image was popular in 1876.
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However, the 1876 Exposition appears to have been the moment in which Arkansans
understood the new meaning of the image. A later Arkansas Gazette article about the fair quoted
a Mrs. Belcher as saying “she hated the conversation painted in; she feared it would give the
wrong impression of Arkansas people.” 549 After the exposition, Fortenbury expected to sell his
painting for well more than a hundred dollars but enthusiasm for the image was already
diminished. 550 The Gazette noted:
The sale of Mr. Fortenbury’s pictures did not result in a bonanza for the artist, and
the bidding and sales were fair evidences of the stringency of the money market and
a determination on the part of the lovers of fine arts to hold onto their surplus cash.
The “Arkansas Traveler” for which Mr. F. had repeatedly been offered $100, was
knocked down for $50….Many of the pictures did not net the price of the frames in
which they were enclosed”551
One of the first recorded cracks in the enthusiasm for the painting within the state came
in 1877 with an article in the Arkansas Gazette by James Dye.552 Dye remarked on the wisdom
of appropriating funds for the Arkansas Building at the Centennial. He concluded that the money
was well spent as advertising for the state. He notes that the only previous advertisement of
“really wide and extensive circulation, was the famous picture of the “Arkansas Traveler”. This
is somewhat ironic as the Fortenbury picture was hanging in the Arkansas Building.
Nevertheless, he went on to note of the picture:
It has provoked many a hearty laugh at home and abroad, but the injury we have
sustained by it is incalculable. It gave us character abroad, it is true, but it was for
shiftlessness, indolence and improvidence. When they look at it and think of us, they
have visions of rude, floorless, half-covered and illy-constructed huts; of fiddles, whisky,
shot-guns, pistols, coonskin caps and dogs, and of ignorant and sadly neglected children.
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Dye maintained that the image of the Arkansas Traveler had discouraged emigration to the state
and remarked that Arkansans needed to disabuse other states of the image conveyed by the
picture.
James Dye may have initiated the murmur of criticism for the Arkansas Traveler but the
real wave of opinion against it came closer to the turn of the new century and much of it built
upon his argument. The 1880s and 90s were marked by a farming crisis in the state. 553 Despite
Dye’s protests that the Arkansas Traveler had stopped immigration to the state, by this period
immigration had been strong and was creating problems. The rural population was growing due
to the influx and natural increases yet good farmland was limited in the state. This resulted in a
decline in the size of farms. Years of bad weather in the 1880s combined with the decline in
farm size led to a burgeoning tenant class that was increasingly impoverished. This poverty was
related to malnutrition, lack of sanitary conditions and, ultimately, disease. Many rural
Arkansans suffered from typhoid fever, malaria, or yellow fever.554 Given these conditions it is
not surprising that when Arkansans looked at the painting in the early 1890s they despaired at
what they saw. More people than ever now resembled the poverty stricken squatter.
In 1895, William H. Edmonds published a booklet entitled The Truth about Arkansas. While
Edmonds gave his motive as responding to negative press about Arkansas in one of the New
York dailies, it must be noted that this document is a printed advertisement for the Cotton Belt
Railroad encouraging immigration. He asserted:
Probably no other State are there so many misconceptions and so many
inaccurate popular ideas as about Arkansas. The State has a large area of swamp,
and the conditions existing in those regions have in the popular mind given
character to the whole State. The chronicler of the wanderings of that noted
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personage, “The Arkansaw Traveler,” for example, may be said to have cost the
State millions of dollars.”555
Edmunds is widely quoted as evidence for the impact of the Arkansas Traveler upon the state’s
economy. Edmunds used an unnamed newspaper as his source for the negative quotes about
Arkansas, all of which work to depict Arkansas as a swamp populated by poor whites:
For miles, on either side of the river, the low marshy land stretches away into the
distance, scarcely higher than the river itself. Here and there is a little forest, the
trunks of the trees submerged in mud and stagnant water. The few houses that mark
little villages like Ouachita City, Log Town and Charlie V., are for the most part
frame boxes raised aloft on four poles, after the plan adopted by New York farmers
to keep their granaries out of reach of the rats. This plan is followed as protection
against the spring floods. The cabins along the banks of the river are wretchedlooking hovels, inhabited by negroes, or by what are known throughout the cotton
country as poor white trash.556
News coverage of Arkansas from other states did contain the stereotypes that Edmunds
refers to. Like those that plagued Arkansas in the territorial period, stories published in the form
of travel diaries appear as most harsh. William Drysdale, a writer for the New York Times,
published several stories in the 1880s about his travels through Arkansas. With titles like “The
Big Arkansas Swamp: Half a Day in the Home of Yellow Death” there is no doubt that his
writings and others like them helped to continue the negative image of Arkansas throughout the
latter part of the century. In this particular article he paints the state as a barren wasteland with
wretched inhabitants and the ubiquitous log cabin:
It is not one big bog of utterly worthless land, uninhabited and desolate; it has some
widely separated bits of arable land, on which settlers live and this makes it so much
the more lonely and depressing thinking of those poor wretches who are trying to
wring the trifle which they consider ‘a living’ out of the shiny soil. The best building
all through the swamp was a log cabin, and there were very few even of them. There
were fields of cotton, surrounded by miles of forest and swamp. There was
occasionally a station, a board shanty, with a half a dozen walking corpses leaning
555
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against the neighboring fence, looking at the train-natives who never wore a suit of
store clothes or ate a good square meal in their lives; men with gaunt and yellow faces
and lank forms, and carroty hair brushing their shoulders, their chins painted with
tobacco-juice-libelous caricatures of human beings. Seventy-five miles we went
through this desolate, dismal swamp, and the recollection of it sticks to me like a
nightmare.557
In the same year, H.C. Mercer wrote an article for New York based Century Magazine
entitled “On the Track of the Arkansas Traveler”. His article includes a retelling and discussion
of the Arkansas Traveler story. Mercer’s article has long been cited as evidence for the harm
done by the painting. However, he makes no such conclusions. He recounted the story and makes
some investigation into its origins. The interesting part of his article arrives when he attempts to
make inquiries about the origins of the story in Arkansas. Here he finds that “
When we seek to trace back the legend to its own country, a surprise is in store for
us. To learn from certain authorities in Arkansas that the myth is discountenanced
there by a strong state feeling argues ill for our enterprise; and it throws an
unexpected seriousness over the situation to be told that the dialogue at the cabin is
“a misrepresentation and a slur,” and that the hero of the story, pursuing “a strange
errand of misconception,” has “checked immigration” and “done incalculable injury
to the State.” To get at the bottom of the matter in a friendly way involves a
discussion as to what induces settlers to settle, what people generally do with their
ballads and myths…
The notion that the story has “checked immigration” and “done incalculable injury” to the state
are almost direct quotes from the James Dye editorial of 1877. Although he doesn’t expand on it,
Mercer’s idea that, in order to get at the bottom of the matter, one needs to understand what
induces its settlers to settle and also to understand their myths, points in the direction of the truth
but does not get there.
The third source from 1895 commonly cited as evidence for the complicity of the
Arkansas Traveler is the memoir of Judge William F. Pope. He asserts that the picture:
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…with its accompanying colloquy, which has had a wide-spread circulation, has
done untold injury to the good name of the state and her people. Conceived in a
spirit of fun and jocularity, and intended for the amusement of a passing hour, the
“Arkansaw Traveler” and his leaky cabin and squeaky fiddle has become in the eyes
of many people the typical inhabitant of Arkansas… Every community, no matter
where, has among its people certain lazy, shiftless characters whose sole aim in life is
simply to exist and raise up a brood of as worthless and good for nothing children. 558
Pope notes the talent of the artist who painted the original but misnames him as Charles P.
Washburn. He also notes that the painting hung for many years in Sandy Faulkner’s parlor but no
evidence that the original painting was in Faulkner’s care exists. He went on to note that “there is
some slight foundation for the story that I do not pretend to deny.” Ironically, Pope’s kinsman
William Fontaine Pope died as a result of injuries sustained during a duel with Charles Fenton
Noland in 1831. Duels like this had added to Arkansas’ reputation for violence and poor image at
the time.559
Many Arkansans did attempt to defend the painting even at the turn of the century but it
was clear that the original meaning of the image had been lost. Augustus Garland noted the
following in an 1895 letter to Pope perhaps in response to the latter’s attack on the Arkansas
Traveler:
Now, Judge, as to the good old Arkansas Traveler that I have heard so often and
danced so much: I have one of Washburn’s pictures of it, and I prize it dearly. I
regard it as one of our best items of history. Old men here often ask me if old Sandy
Faulkner, as they remember him, is alive and still plays that tune, and of how often
they have heard them do so at receptions, parties, or from the White House down, in
all sorts of circles, to the restaurants. 560
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Garland allowed that all societies have a “rustic” beginning and the Arkansas Traveler
should be remembered as a time when “sturdy, pushing, smart and honest and humble
men” were “laying the foundation for future progress.”561
Fred Allsopp, long time editor of the Arkansas Gazette and the publisher of Pope’s
memoir also had problems with Pope’s viewpoint. He later noted that some sensitive Arkansans
object to the tale of the Traveler claiming it reflected poorly on the state but argued that it was so
popular that it would be impossible to suppress the story and tune. Allsopp reassured that the
“Squatter in the Arkansaw Traveler is not, and never was, typical of the state, and every
community has now, or has had, similar peculiar types which may be represented properly in
literature. …The Arkansaw Traveler story is but a bit of the color of romantic Arkansas.”562
With the return of prosperity in the early 20th century criticism for the Traveler waned
somewhat but the painting would never again be viewed with the degree of enthusiasm it once
had. Opinion about the painting would be divided over the next one hundred years. A detailed
account of the story of the painting appeared in a special supplement to the Gazette in 1920.563
The author’s ambivalence about the Arkansas Traveler story is revealed in his caption to the
reprinting of the tale that reads as follows:
The dialogue is reproduced here as a necessary part of the story of the ‘Arkansaw
Traveler.’ On the ground that it has always been an unhappy advertisement for
the state, there has always been a certain amount of objection to this crude piece
of humor, which was no more typical of the Arkansas hill country than of many
another region of early days.564
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In 1920 the decision was made to change the name of the student newspaper at the University of
Arkansas from the University Weekly to the Arkansas Traveler. Some students objected to this
change as they feared the disreputable connotation the name might evoke.565 Despite their
objection, the name was changed and editor Curry B. Freeman remarked:
It is not difficult to understand why some should see disgrace... and why others should
object so strongly to a reminiscent of frontier days. The students are urged to get
away from the idea that razorbacks and travelers are worthy of the dignity attached to
their name. The ridiculous application of rural wit to the name of a great state has
been discontinued, almost forgotten and only serves to remind people of the
unscholarly attainments of previous generations. Such titles as the Longhorn, the
Sooner, the Jayhawker, the Tar Bady [sic], the Haymakers and The Arkansas Traveler
recall to memory certain states or particular institutions, and do not, as most people
suppose, convey misleading impressions. The citizens of Arkansas have no cause to
be humiliated when the name Arkansas Traveler is mentioned in their presence.566
In the twenty-first century, historians have largely tired of discussing the Arkansas Traveler
but its negative reputation lingers. The college Arkansas history textbook credits the painting
with being “an enduring image of the poor and shiftless.”567 The Shiloh Museum in northwest
Arkansas had a small exhibit crediting the painting with Arkansas’ poor image outside of the
state, while refraining from outlining the story of Edward Washbourne and Sanford Faulkner.
The online resource “The Encyclopedia of Arkansas”, while not placing all the blame for
Arkansas’ image upon Washbourne, notes that he gave a “final touch to the rustic image with a
painting titled the “Arkansas Traveler.”568
For the population at large, the negatively of the image has largely been forgotten though
some have sought to reinforce and capitalize on the image of the squatter in such ventures as the
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Burns and Abner show and the ill-advised Dogpatch U.S.A. The term has been co-opted for a
variety of uses such as tomatoes, boats and Bill Clinton’s presidential campaign staff. Historian
Michael B. Dougan suggests that “elitist Arkansans have tried to suppress the story, while the
disaffected have gloried in it,” which is the very opposite of the sentiment Edward Washbourne
tried to express.569
The history of the Arkansas Traveler must be stripped of its mythology and the realities
behind it confronted. The story is uncomfortable, not because it depicts poverty, but because it
reflects a time in which those in Arkansas and elsewhere in the south privileged a vision of
America based upon the enslavement of African Americans. The conflict over this vision broke
the bonds of national identity that had been formed through slavery and the conquest of Indians.
Proslavery Indians on the southern frontier took advantage of this opening to claim their place in
America. This opening closed with the reaffirmation of national mythology after the war when
violence against Indians replaced the violence white Americans had directed at each other.
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Appendix
The following version of the Arkansas Traveler story was provided to the New York
magazine The Knickerbocker by Edward Washbourne in 1859.570

A burlesque tune known as ‘The Arkansas Traveller,” is exceedingly popular at the West
and South, and originated from the incidents of the following story-which are exactly as related
fifteen or twenty years ago – by the author of the tune and story, Co. S.C. Faulkner of Arkansas.
The narrator plays the air vehemently, on a fiddle, for a short time, then relates a portion
of the story; then again falls to playing, as if he had given his audience enough of a good thing,
for one time.
“In the earlier days of the territory of Arkansas, when the settlements were few and far
between, an adventurous traveler from one of the old States, while traversing the swamps of that
portion of the kedn’try, gets lost, on a cold, rainy day, in the autumn of the year. After wandering
till evening, and despairing of finding a habitation, while searching for a place to camp, he
strikes a trail which seems to lead somewhere, and also hears in that direction the noise of a
fiddle. Accordingly he takes the trail and soon discovers, ahead of him, rising above the timber, a
light column of smoke, which he knows comes from the cabin of a squatter. As he approaches,
he finds it to be a log cabin, ten logs high and about ten feet square – one side being roofed, and
the other only half covered with boards. He also sees the proprietor seated on an old whiskybarrel, near the door, sheltered by a few boards which project from the eaves, playing a tune, or
rather the first snatch of a tune, on an old fiddle.

570

“Editor’s Table,” Knickerbocker Magazine LV, January 1860, 107.
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“After surveying the habitation and surroundings of ‘cotton head’ children, the traveler
rides up to see if he can get lodgings; and the following dialogue ensues. The hoosier, however,
still continuing to play the same part over and over again, only stopping to give short, indifferent
replies to the traveller’s queries:
Traveller: Good Morning, Sir!
Squatter: How dy’e do, Sir?
Trav.: Can I get to stay all night with you?
Squat: No, Sir.
Trav.: Can’t you give me a glass of something to drink; I’m very wet and cold?
Squat.: I drank the last drap this morning.
Trav.: I am very hungry; ain’t had a thing to eat to-day. Will you let me have something
to eat?
Squat.: Hav n’t a darned thing in the house.
Trav.: Then can’t you give my horse something?
Squat.: Got nothing to feed him on.
Trav.: How far is it to the next house?
Trav.: Stranger, I do n’t know; I’ve never been there.
Trav.: Well, where does this road go to?
Squat.: It’s never been anywhere since I’ve lived here; it’s always here when I get up in
the morning.
Trav.: As I am not likely to get to any other house to-night, can’t you let me sleep in
yours, and I’ll tie my horse to a tree and do without anything to eat or drink?
Squat.: My house leaks; there’s only one dry spot in it, and me and Sal sleeps on that.
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Trav.: Why do n’t you finish covering your house and stop the leaks?
Squat.: It’s raining.
Trav.: Well, why do n’t you do it when it is not raining?
Squat.: It do n’t leak then.
Trav.: Well, as you have nothing to eat or drink in your house, and nothing alive about
your place but children, how do you do here, anyhow?
Squat.: Putty well, I thank you. How d’ye do yourself?
Trav.: (After trying in vain all sorts of ways to extract some satisfactory information from
him.) My friend, why do n’t you play the whole of that tune?
Squat.: (Stops playing and looks up for the first time.) I did not know there was any more
to it. Can you play the fiddle stranger?
Trav.: I play a little, sometimes.
Squat.: You do n’t look much like a fiddler, (handing him the fiddle.) Will you play the
balance of that tune?
The traveler gets down and plays the tune.
Squat,: Stranger, come in! Take a half dozen chairs and sit down. Sal, go round into the
holler, where I killed that buck this morning. Cut off some of the best pieces and fetch it, and
cook it for me and this gentleman, directly. Raise up the board under the head of the bed, afore
you go, and get the old black jug I hid from Dick, and give us some whisky – I know there;s
some left yet. Dick, carry the gentleman’s horse round to the shed; you’ll find some fodder and
corn there. Give him as much as he can eat. Durn me, stranger, if you can’t stay as long as you
please, and I’ll give you plenty to eat and drink. Hurry, old woman. If you can’t find the butcher-
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knife, take the cob-handle, or granny’s knife. Play away, stranger! You shall sleep on the dry
spot to-night.
After about two hours’ fiddling and some conversation, in which the squatter
shows his characteristics, the stranger retires to the ‘dry spot.’
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